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I have designed and Implemented a system for the multilevel verification of
synchronous MOS VLSI circuits. The system, called Silica Pithecus, accepts the
schematic of an MOS c-ircuit and a specification of the circuit's intended digital
behavior. Silica Pithecus determines if the circuit meet* its specification.
If the circuit fails to meet its specification Silica Pithecus returns to the
designer the reason for the failure. Unlike earlier verifiers which modelled
primitives (e.g., transistors) as unidirectional digital devices, Silica Pithecu
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Abstract (cont)

models primitives more realistically. Transistors are modelled as bidirectional
devices of varying resistances, and nodes are modelled as capacitors. Silica Pithecus
operates hierarchically, interactively, and incrementally. I

Major contributions of this research include a formal understanding of the
relationship between different behavioral descriptions (e.g., signal, boolean,
and arithmetic descriptions) of the same device, and a formalization of the
relationship between the structure, behavior, and context of a device. Given these
formal structures, my methods find sufficient conditions on the inputs of circuits
which guarantee the correct operation of the circuit in the desired descriptive
domain. These methods are algorithmic and complete. They also handle complex
phenomena such as races and charge sharing. Informal notions such as races
and hazards are shown to be derivable from the correctness conditions used by my
methods.
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Abstract

I have designed and implemented a system for the multilevel verification of
synchronous MOS VLSI cicuits. The system, called Silica Pithecus, accepts the
schematic of an MOO circuit and a speciiation of the circuit's intended digital
behavior. Silica. Pithecus determines if the circuit meets its specification. If the
circuit fais to meet its specification Silica Pithecus returns to the designer the reaso
for the failure Unlike earlier verifier which modelled puimitives (e., transistors)

as uidiectinaldigital devices, Silica. Pithecus models primtives more realistically.
Transistors are modelled as bidirectional devices of varying resistances, and nodes
are modelled as capacitors Silica Pithecus operates hierarchically, interactively,
and incrementally.

Mjor contributions of thls researclk include a formaludsadn of the rela-
tionship, between diferent behaviora descriptions (egsignal, boolean, and a&I
metic descuiptionas) of the sameIIin device, and a formalIzation of the relationship be-
tween the structure bavior and context of a device. Given these fomal struc-
tures, my moethods Ad su1clent conditions on the Inputs of circuits which guar-
ante the corret opeea*on of the circuit in the desired descriptive domain. These
methods are algsrthu and complete. They also handle complex pheomea such
es race and, charge shwa&g Informa notion such se races and hazards are shown
to be derivable baom the corretesIs conditions usd by my methods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This research is both about verification of synchronous MOS digital circuits, and
about a particular program, called Silica Pithee we, which is an implementation of
some of the ideas in this thesis. Verification of digital circuits is a new, not yet
well understood field. Its development is critical to building larger provably correct
circuits. The field is new enough that what verification is, what it means to verify
a digital circuit, and how to verfy a digital circuit are all largely unanswered (&Md
sometimes unasked) questions. The goal of this research is to anwer theme ques-
tions. Among the issues that must be addressed ame describing digital system,
choosing appropriate electrical models, Understanding how verilkation affects the
design proces, relating simulation and verification, understanding the role of ab-
straction, and relating structure, context, and function.

This dissertation concerns muotileve veifications and eigma behavier geusersti.,s
Circuit behavior can be described at different levels of abstraction ranging from the
analog level to the functional leve (Figure 1.1). Multilevel verification proves, that
two different levels of behavioral description describe the sam behavior. The highe
(i.e., more abstract) level descrptios of a design's behavior is caile its ebetreet
be havinor, the lower level description of a deign's behavior is called its .amrse
behavior. The proof has two parts: abstracting the concrete behavior to the same
domain a the abstract behavior, and then proving the abstracted behavior and the
abstract behavioral description are equivalent.

The signal descriptive leve and the digital descriptive level are the two descrip-
tive levels we will primarily investigat. A signal is a time-vaqying voltage. The
primitives operators of the signal level are transistors A digital value is esther 1,
0, or float. The primitive digital operators are AID, 03, NOT, and Jin. The digital
descriptive level is time free and functional. It ha sno time delays or switching

elements. This allows a digital behavio to be specified as simle Combinations of

'We wil I"n the WMt ebwdvar digiwa hvel' torelrtoea diw duuulpisa W"is lmsiPeW&
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18 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

A
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Figure 1.1: An example of multiple levels of behavioral description. Each descriptive
level is an abstraction of the level to its left. There are many levels of abstraction
besides the three shown here

Time Modelled? Ye0
Typos of Primitives Rl Funciona

Table 1.1: The signal level vess the digital level.

Digital and signal behavior differ in three ways (Table 1.1). First, digital values
are incomparable to signal valuse Second, circuit primitives are relational (i.e.,
bidirectional) whereas digital devices are functional (i.e., unidirectional). Third,
time is important In circuits the relative order in which events occur affects; the
final state of the circuit. Digital devices are time-free, they compute their results
instantaneously.

The second focus of th" dissertation is the automatic gesntion of a circuit's
signal behavior from Its structure (achematic). Signal behavior is the behavior of a
circuit when viewed as a map from input signals to output signals. A signal is a time.
varying voltage - intuitively, it what we observe on an oscillosope when we probe
a circuit. Generating the signal behavior of Impg circuits from their structure is
one of the contributloIIIIs of thi research. The Mey Is fcusing the generation method
on only these parts of a circuit's full behavior that account for the circuit's digital
behavior.

Veriyin circuits is diScult for maIIIIIIIIy rem..se (Table 1.2). fiMs, circuits are
hugs. Chips of up to half a million tralstoes are becoming common. Brute force or
linear techniques simply fall. Second, the sina behavior of a circuit must be derived

am ad swlckla devies.



" Circuits are huge, up to half a million transistor.

" We must derive a circuit's behavior from its structure.

" We must employ accurate circuit models.

" A verifier must be fast.

" Ad hoe systems are not enough to prove correctness.

Table 1.2: Five reasons why verification is a hard problem.

o Exploiting the hierarchy and structure of schematics.

o Using intenstiona*el aai.

o Employing circuit models accurate enough to model the most commnon bugs.

e Having a formail statement of circuit correctnes.

Table 1.3: Four techniques for attacking the complexity of verification.

from the circuit's structure (schematic). Unfortunately, determining a circuit's full
behavior is very hard and expensive. It is difficult to do either analytically or
empirically. Third, accurate circuit models must be employed. Circuit models which
are too simple will fadl to catch bugs. On the other hand, circuit models which arm
too complex may make veodka"le impossible. fourth, an verifier must be efficient
and fast to be usable. A designer needs quick response from his design systemL
Fifth, we want to piove our circuits are correct; merely finding and reporting bugs
does not a verifier make.

I have designed and -mlmne & system, called Sike NA....s, for the multi-
level verifiation of circuits. It acceptis the schematic of a circuit and a speification
of the circuit's intended digta behavier an determines whether the circuit meet
it specification. Silica Pithecus uses hlur techniques to solve the above problem
(Table 1.3): it exploits the hierarchy of a design It uses iutentioil analeis, it
employs circuit amodl accurate enouh to catch the ment co~a, bqp4 and, it has
a formal statement of circuit coctes. These are discussed below, in turn.

The hierarchy that Is msed to create a compliex circuit is exploted during anal-
ysie Verification operates frm the leaf modes of a design to the root of the desgn.

P . . -.P



20 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

All subcircuits of a circuit are verified before the circuit itself is verified. Two ben-
efits accrue from this strategy. First, a circuit is verified only once - the first time
it is used - and assuming it's always used for the same purpose, it need never be
verified again. Second, verification can be performed incrementally as a design is
created. The amount of work in verifying the composition of two previously verified
subcircuits is proportional to the amount of new information created by the compo-
sition. The amount of work is largely unrelated to the complexity of the subcircuits
themselves. In terms of a usable, interactive system, finding errors quickly and
incrementally is extremely important. Detecting bugs as they occur, rather than
waiting until a design is complete, causes reevaluation of designs at an early stage.
It is not inconceivable that a design flaw in a small segment of a design invalidates
the rest of the design. Detecting the flaw only after the design is completed is
wasteful.

This approach keeps the design process interactive and incremental. Silica Pithe-
cus is interactive because it can verify on demand any portion of the circuit, and
it is incremental because it can analyze and verify parts of the circuit as they ar
entered. A designer is able to analyse and verify designs as they are created, rather
than wait until the entire design (chip) is finished.

Intentional analysis is proving only the important properties of a circuit hold.
The entire behavior of a circuit need not be known to verify that the circuit meets
its digital specification. For example it usually doesn't matter whether a signal's
voltage at some time is 4.5 or 4.6 volts. All that is important is that it is above
some threshold. Similarly, all that might matter about a signal could be its value
at steady state. In this case it is unnacmary to calculate its intermediate values.
By focusing on the relevant puts of a circuit's behavior and ignoring the irrelevant
parts, predicting a circuit's behavior becomes a tenable proposition.

Silica Pithecus's component models ar accurate enough to model (the sources
of) threshold bugs, ratio bugs, charg sharing bugs, hazards and raes. These
are the most commoa circuit bugs and the mat complete set of bugs modelled by
any one system (e/. TalWe 1.6). Silic Pithecus's models do not include capacitive
coupling or uncloclhd feedback, so bugs arising from those phenomenon are not
caught.

A formal statement of circuit correctness prevents Silica Pithecus from being
ad hoc. The basis o the statement liRes with the abstraction function used to map
signals into digital valum. The coret statement guides much of the imple.
mentation, dictates the relationship between the actual and Intended behavior of a
circuit, and formalizes the relationship between the structure, function, ad contet
of a circuit.

My theory of veifkatio is desnd for verifying synchm ous MOS VLSI digital
circuits. We are therefore no concerned with asynchronous circuits or procesn
technologies other than MO8. Nlther ar we concerned with non-digital designs,

%I



1.1. SCENARIO 21

but it is harder to characterize what these are. For example, why is a bootstrap
driver or a sense amplifier not a digital circuit? This dissertation defines as non-
digital any circuit which relies on a race condition that can not be resolved using
gate-delays. A bootstrap driver relies on a race between the driven node and the
load node, it is non-digital. Similarly, a sense amplifier relies on a race that is not
the result of gate delays.

Randy Bryant [Bryant86] imported the terms false negative and false positive
into the vernacular of hardware verification. A false positive occurs when a verifier
declares an incorrect circuit to be correct. Silica Pithecus is guaranteed never to
give false positive. A false negative occurs when a verifier declares a correct circuit
to be incorrect. Due to Silica Pithecus's conservative nature, it will give many
of these. False negatives mainly arise when a circuit is more complex than Silica
Pithecus's proof procedures and constraint processors can handle. Very often the
form its false negative is "I can't prove this circuit is correct" rather than "This
circuit is incorrect."

This chapter has seven sections. The first section gives an overview of Silica
Pithecus and gives an example scenario. The second section discusses hierarchical
verification. The third section gives some results of running Silica Pithecus on
different circuits. The types of circuits which Silica Pithecus can verify are presented
in the fourth section. Section five compares this research to other methods for
verifying circuits. The sixth section highlights the contributions of this research.
The last section gives an annotated chapter listing of this dimrtation.

1.1 Scenario

A schematic of Silica Pithecus appears in Figure 1.2. Silica Pithecus has three
inputs and two outputs.3 Two of the inputs, the schematic of the circuit to be
verified and the circuit's intended digital behavior, were discussed above. The third
input, logical constraints, are boolean expressions on the (digital abstractions of the)
inputs of the circuit being verified. These boolean expressions are guaranteed to
always be true.2 For example, logical constraints might dictate that the two clocks
01 and #3 are mutually exclusive. Other examples are dictating that a certain input
is always asserted, or that either of two inputs will always be asserted. 4

2This i an idealised represenatiom of Silica Pithecus' input/output behavior. Silica Pithecus run
in a interactive system where circuis and prograts coexist in the same databame. Silica Pithecus
has a couple of implicit inputs which are ao represented in this diagram.

3Ai logical consrains re veried to be true when a circuls is used as par d a larger cicuit.
Silica Pihecus does set believ evytkiag %he designer says.

There are two type ot logical cmsraints, kendp abu hopsel soasneivss and tempeal hppe
cousnoag. Steady state logical cmusraints make assrtiuos abeu the booless interpretation of
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Spcificationl Log"ca spf icion
of circuit. f iit

struturebhvior

Silica Pithecus

Cosmu1iffls EOterCORRECT orNORECT. Heres why

Figure 1.2: Silica, Pithecus as it appears to the user.

One of the outputs of Silica Pithecus is a declaration of whether the circuit
meets its digital specification, i.e., is correct. Uf the circuit is not correct, then the
reason it is not correct is given to the designer. Example reasons include reporting
ratio bugs, threshold bugs, or glitches.

The other output is a set of constrants on the input signals. When satisfied, they
guarantee that the circuit will exhibit its specified behavior. A given structure can
exhibit many different behaviors; the constraints 'project' out the desired subset of
a structure's possible total behavior. Structure alone does not determine function,
structure and context together determine function. Examples of constraints include
dictating that some inpuat signal must not glitch or that some input signal must not
suffer a threshold drop.

Constraints are a very powerful idea. They allow very large circuits to be ver-
ified. When a subicircuit's constraints are met, it means that the subcircuit will
exhibit its specifie digital behavior. Therefore, to enerate the digital behavior
of a circuit all of whose subclrcuits have been verified, one need only prove all the
subcircuit's constrants are net, and then compose the subcircwit's digital behav-

the valuss of uiasis whm dhe circuit reeches steady state. Temporal logcal comtraiats make
metoa about the boola iaterpreatiou d1 the values of sigah for all tim.

$The qualkitaiv analysis co auity has a ame for this observation, they call it the Ne.IucIh.s.
i*wetrers pinciple (do Klsej. This principle states that an object's behavior in always preo&
cated em the object's contest.

111i c Z
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Latch

1 8/2

Figure 1.3: A Inverting Latch.

iors. This method of generating digital behavior is very fast because the signal level
behavior of the circuit need never be generated. We will return to this topic when
we discuss hierarchical verification.

Example

Consider an Inverting Latch (Figure 1.3). This device stores one bit on its S node.
The output of the Inverting Latch is the negation of the value on its S node.

The digital specification of the Latched Inverter is

(df ((INVKRTNG-LATCI s) latch in)
(stream-cons

; this is the output
(if latch (not in) (not 0))
; this is the next state
(INVRTUIG-LATCI (if latch In a)))).

This program says that an Inverting Latch has one bit of state, s, and two
inputs, latch and In. The inverter *returns" two values, the output and the next
state of the device. The output and next state both depend on the state of latch."

When Silica Pithecus is handed the schematic and digital specification of the
Inverting Latch, it declares that the circuit is correct and generates four constraints
(Table 1.4). The first constraint requires that whenever Latch& is true, signal flow
must be from In to S. If signal flow is not from In to S, say, because In is a
precharged bus and S has more capacitance than In, then the circuit will not have
its intended digital behavior. The second constraint requires that if Latch, falls

OThis s ne a complete description of the program. A complete dAcipuion appears ia Chapter 7.
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1. Latch. = overpownrs(In],, ISis)

2. falls(Latch.) *: falls-first(Latch.,In.)

3. control(Latch,)

4. no-drop(Latch,)

Table 1.4: Constraints on the latched inverter cell. Latch, refers to the signal at
node Latch. Latch& refers refers to the boolean interpretation of the signal at node
Latch. The other notations are described in later chapters.

during a computation' then it can only do so before In. changes state. That is,
In, must either be stable on computations when Latch, falls, or, if In, is unstable
when Latch. falls, then In, must change after Latch, falls. The third constraint
requires that once Latch, is asserted, it must remain asserted. The fourth constraint
requires that Latch, not suffer a threshold drop. Latch, is prevented from suffering
a threshold drop so that S, does not suffer two of them. If any of these constraints
are violated, the circuit will not exhibit its intended digital behavior.

When a verified subcircuit is used as part of a larger circuit the subcircuit's
constraints are checked. I anticipate that most errors in a design will be caught
by the detection of violated constraints. Designers constantly work within semi-
conscious digital abstractions of the analog properties of their designs. It is when
they unknowingly break these semi-conscious digital abstractions that errors arise.
The constraints that Silica Pithecus generates embody these semi-conscious digital
abstractions, therefore breaking the now concrete abstractions cause the constraints
to be violated, and an error to be returned to the designer.

1.2 Hierarchical Verification
Silica PithecUS spends most of its energy generating and abstracting a circuit's
signal behavior. Hierarchical verification is a method .of avoiding much of this
work. Consider a circuit composed of previously verified subcircuits (Figure 1.4).
When the digital behavior of the whole can be derived from the digital behavior of
the parts the signal behavior of the whole device need not be generated.

This is precisely what hierarchical verification does. Hierarchical verification first
processes the constraints of each subcircuit. If no constraint is violated, then the

?A compstaton starts when some clock changes stage. A compwtation ens when the circuit reaches

stage. This idea is further elaborated in Chapter 3.
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Figure 1.4: Hierarchical Verification. D is the whole design. Each part d, is assumed
to be verified. The c,'s represent the constraints on each di's inputs. Assuming that
none of the constraints are violated, the digital behavior of the whole design can be
derived by composing the parts' digital behaviors. A constraint that can be neither
proven nor disproven is propagated as a constraint of the top level circuit D. C
stands for the propagated constraints.

digital behavior of the whole is derived from the digital behavior of the subcircuits.
There are three possible outcomes of processing constraints: a constraint can

be accepted, rejected, or propagated. A constraint is accepted when it is shown to
hold. A constraint is rejected when is is proven not to hold. Rejected constraints
are returned to the designer as errors. When there is not enough information to
show that a constraint either holds or doesn't hold, the constraint is propagated
up the structural hierarchy to be reprocessed when the circuit itself is used as a
subcircuit. For example, because the input constraints C1 of component Dl in
Figure 1.4 neither hold nor fail to hold, they are propagated as constraints on the
inputs of D. Processing constraints is fast and efficient. There are five types of
constraints. They are enumerated and discussed in Chapter 11.

As a concrete example of hierarchical verification, consider a Shift Cell built out
of two Latched Inverter Cells (Figure 1.5). The specification of this device employs
the specification of the Inverting Latch.

(df (SHIFT-CELL sl *2)
(lot ((Left (INVERTING-LATCH s1))

(Right (INVERTING-LATCH s2)))
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Latcj Latc

82282

(Righta (Ltin 11 ) 1))

This digital specification says that a Shift-Cell takes two inputs and that its behavior
is equivalent to two inverting latches, one feeding the other.

There is one logical constraint for the shift cell: tautex(L1., L2.). It declares
that Li. and L2. are mutually exclusive.

When given the above information, Silica Pithescus declares the Shift Cell to be
correct and generates the following six constraints:

9 Li. =* overpovers((InJ,., [(S Left)(Sg.f,1 ))

" control(L1.)

" control(L2.)

" no-drop(L1.)

* no-drop(L2.)

" falls(L1,) uo falls-f irst(L1., In.)

These constraints result from propagating the unresolved constraints of the two
Inverting Latches to the Shift Cell. Of the eight constraints (four for each Inverting
Latch), only two were satisfied:

* L2& so overpowers ([CJc,[(S Right) i(R..)and

* falls(L26) --* falls-f irst(L2., C.).
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Figure 1.6: Verifying a 4 bit Manchester Adder.

Note that as part of propagation, the names of nodes are changed from being local to
the Inverting Latches to being local to the Shift Cell. For example, no-drop(Latch.)
(for the left cell) becomes no-drop(L1.). When a node has no corresponding name
for it at the higher structural level a name based on the upathname" of the node is
generated for it. For example, the S node of Right is changed to (S Right) and the
S node of Left Is changed to (S Left).

1.3 Results
The time required to verify circuits is extremely encouraging.$ Silica Pithecus has
verified circuits of 9,000 transistors in 80 seconds. One particularly enlightening ex-
periment is the one originally performed by Randy Bryant for MOSSYM [Bryant8s]
and repeated using Silica Pithecus.

In this experiment the ALU from [Mead/Conway] is programmed as an adder,
which specializes it to be a precharged manchester adder [ref manchester adder.
This adder is a subtle device which uses many MOS features, and it is therefore an
extremely good test case for an MOS verifier.

Silica Pithecus verifies a 16 bit adder (over 1100 transistors) built from this
cell in 51 seconds. The breakdown of times for this is very instructive. Consider
the verification of a four bit adder, which takes 25.4 seconds (Figure 1.6). The
first adder cell takes 12.2 seconds to verify. To verify a four bit adder takes an
additional 13.2 seconds. Of this additional time, 3.8 seconds is spent verifying a
slightly different version of the adder cell where the carry-out line is restored, and
9.4 seconds processing the constraints of the four cells. By not reverifying the same
part, and not generating signal behavior, hierarchical verification avoids extra work.

'The timings here a preliminary. Silica Pithecus is not completely implemented. The timings
are all within a factor of two, probably a ot less. By no mean in Silica Pithecus tuned. A tuned
version might run much faster.

IfI
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1.4 Other Work

Other work in ensuring circuits operate correctly is in four broad areas, bottom-up
and, top-down methodologies, simulation, electrical rules checking, and verification.

1.4.1 Verification Versus Methodology

Bottom-up and top-down methodologies are used to build circuits free of certain
bugs.

Bottom-up methodologies have two components: restrictions on the types of
circuits that can be built, and restrictions how circuits can be composed to make
larger circuits. These restrictions eliminate both certain classes of bugs and circuit
classes of circuits. For example, threshold bugs are one type of bug that can be
prevented by requiring that all signals coming from pass logic be restored. The
cost of preventing this particular bug, however, is very high. Requiring all signals
to be restored excludes many types of circuits from being designed and costs extra
silicon.

Top-down methodologies start with a high-level, and therefore presumably cor-
rect, specification of a circuit. The specification is incrementally refined into a
concrete circuit. A fixed set of transformations are used during the refinement
stage. Each transformation is guaranteed to preserve the correctness of the original
specification and not to introduce any circuit bugs.

Both top-down and bottom-up methodologies throw out the baby with the bath
water: they make inefficient use of chip area and create slow designs.' Furthermore,
methodologies can't eliminate all classes of bugs - if they did, a designer would be
overly restricted. For these reasons, we reject forcing designers to use a particular
methodology.

1.4.2 Simulation
Today's designers debug their designs using simulation. Regardless of the level of
simulation, simulation has many problems (Table 1.5), the foremost of which is
simulation cannot guarantee the absence of bugs. As designs become more and
more complex, simulation becomes In and less reliable. Exhaustive simulation
must be performed to prove circuits are correct. But exhaustive simulation for
large circuits is either exponentially expensive (when a boolean or digital domain is
used) or impossible (when an infinite domain such as signals is used). Verification,
which proves that a circuit works as intended for all inputs and state transitions,
is completely reliable. Another problem is that simulation decontextualises bugs.

"There is so theoretical renoe for the resuiiag iaeffjescies. Nomethem, curnat technologies
are wutdul of reourcw. Future reearch may alleviate this probemL
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Simulation Verification
Is not complete Is complete

Decontextualises bugs Pinpoints bugs
Is non-compositional Operates hierarchically
Weak circuit models Accurate circuit models

Table 1.5: The Failure of Simulation. Simulation has many problems which verifi-
cation does not have.

The output of a simulator is l's and O's. When a 0 appears where a 1 was expected
(or vice versa, or when an unexpected X appears), there is no clue about the
source of the bug (i.e., whether it comes from a logic bug, ratio bug, etc.). The
designer must laboriously track down the source of the bug. This is true even
when exhaustive simulation is performed. A verifier automatically pinpoints the
parts of an implementation which do not match their specification; this precisely
locates bugs. A third problem is that simulation is non-compositional. Even when
all of a circuit's subcircuits are verified via simulation, the circuit itself must be
fully simulated. Non-composibility is the key reason simulation cannot be used to
verify large circuits. Finally, because simulators must constantly reevaluate the
same subnetworks over and over again, simulators must used impoverished circuit
models. Accurate circuit models would be too expensive to use for large scale
simulation. Because verification only looks at each possible network once, it can
use a more elaborate circuit model.

Symbolic Simulation

Recently symbolic imsl ion has been proposed for the verification of digital MOS
circuits. Symbolic simulation uses variables and constants during simulation [Bry-
antS51. When a circuit is symbolically simulated the result is an algebraic expres-
sion. This algebraic expression is then verified to be the expression expected. Due
to symbolic simulation's algebraic structure, it is capable of simultaneously simu-
lating a circuit for many different inputs. This feature makes exhaustive simulation
easier for some circuits.

The major problem with symbolic simulation are lack of coverage, inability to
catch races and hazards, decontextualization of bugs, and lack of composability.
These problems arise because symbolic simulation is tied to a simulation paradigm
thereby inheriting the problem of simulation.

Lack of coverage mesas that symbolic simulation does not prove that for all
inputs and states a circuit gives the correct output and goes to the correct next
state. The problem is that a purely symbolic simulation would simulate transitions
and sates that never occur and would yield many spurious errors. To avoid this
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problem, a designer must select simulation sequences that yield only states and
transitions that can occur during real usage of the design. For example, if a device
has two mutually exclusive inputs, then it is symbolically simulated twice: once with
one input high and the other low, and once with the inputs reversed. Therefore, to
get complete coverage, a designer must carefully craft a set of test sequences which
fully exercises the chip.

MOSSYM does not use MOSS[M's unit delay model. Instead, it uses Nirher's
[Niher] rank-order delay model. Therefore MOSSYM cannot verify the timing
behavior of circuits. Bryant advocates the use of ternary simulation [Bryant83
as an extra pass to get around this problem. However, ternary simulation only
finds races, therefore this methodology cannot verify circuits which rely on races.

Like normal simulators, symbolic simulation decontextualizes bugs. The only
difference is that symbolic simulation outputs boolean expression where normal
simulation outputs ones and zeros. When discrepancies arise between the expected
and actual results of simulation, the designer designer must still determine the cause
of the discrepancy.

Symbolic simulation is not composible. It is a monolithic tool and cannot take
advantage of hierarchy. If two subcircuits are verified via symbolic simulation, this
gives no handle what happens when the two subcircuits are composed. Symbolic
simulation is at least quadratic in its running time, tvnrefore it cannot be used for
large circuits.

Understanding why symbolic simulation is non-con.posable is very instructive.
The basic problem is that the simulator assumes inputs are both driven and stable.
For many circuits this assumption is invalid. The real inputs to a circuit may
be precharged values rather than driven values, and they usually are not stable.
Symbolically simulating a circuit does not indicate what the circuit does when
connected to real signals. Therefore when a previously "verified' circuit is used as
part of a larger circuit, the larger circuit must be simulated in its entirety.

1.4.3 Electrical Rules Checkers

Electrical rules checkers ensure that circuits are not malformed according to some
structural criteria. Electrical rules checkers suffer from two major problems. First,
they are completely ad hoe because they check that very specific configurations of
circuits don't arise. Second, they often give many annoying spurious errors.

The first commonly used electrical rules checker was Baker's [Bakerl. This
checker made sure that each node could be potentially pulled up and pulled down,
that depletion mode transistors were used in known ways, that two or more thresh-
old drops didn't occur, that Vdd and Gnd weren't shorted together, and that proper
ratios existed in gate. Its major problem was finding a tremendous number of spuri-
ous errors because it had absolutely no understanding of a circuit's logical structure
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(e.g., which signals are mutually exclusive). It also had the problem of being non-
hierarchical, it would find the same bus over and over again. The output was so
unwieldy that programs were written to filter out some of the spurious errors and
to collect the repeated errors together.

TV jJouppij was a timing analyzer that used some knowledge of a circuit's
operation to avoid the problems of spurious errors. It applied a set of ad hot rules
over a circuit to determine the direction information flowed through transistors. An
electrical rules checker built on top of TV which had no spurious errors when run
on sample circuits. One must use such a tool with caution, however. It suffers from
two related problems. The first is that TV's methods for determining information
are purely heuristic and can fail without the designer knowing. Second, TV assumes
that ratios are correct to determine information flow, it then uses information flow
to check ratios. This approach can fail in expected, and undetected, ways.

Karplus (Karplusl also has an ad hot approach to electrical rules checking. He
treats circuits as graphs and then uses graph algorithms to prove certain paths (sub-
circuits) don't occur in the circuit being checked. Examples of the graph formation
rules he checks are

1. Avoid shorting power.

2. Avoid changing the inputs.

3. Avoid parallel pullups.

4. Avoid gates in the middle of pulldown chains.

S. Avoid charge-sharing.

6. Avoid odd inverter cycles.

Some of these rules are not well-motivated and potentially unneeded. For exam-
ple, Rule 2, avoiding changing the inputs, is not needed when the input is connected
to the output of a gate. The reason for avoiding parallel pullups is to make ratio
checks less prone to error. The reason for Rule 4, avoiding gates in the middle
of puiidown chains, is so that ad hoe programs which try to determine signal flow
won't get confused. Having ad hoe rules so that ad hoe programs will work better
seems like poor methodology. Also, enumerating the ways a circuit can be mal-
formed is not a good strategy. It is not clear whether all bad circuit formations can
be enumerated.

1.4.4 Other Types of Verification and Other Verifiers

Very little work similar to the work discussed in this dissertation has been done.
People have worked on multilevel verification, and have worked on generating be-
havior from structure, but always with a different focus than that presented here.

vI
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The technologies and models used by previous researchers differ from mine.
Specifically, earlier work on deriving behavior from structure were either for TTL
[Wagnerl, or used inadequate circuit models for MOS [Gordon, BarrowO2. The
types of circuits built from TTL and from MOS are completely different, and the
models of [GordonS21 and [Barrow] can't catch charge-sharing bugs, ratio bugs,
threshold bugs, races, or hazards. Also, Wagner's verifier was not automated and
could only handle small circuits. Barrow's verifier is discussed in detail below.

Gordon has since improved his model to make transistors be bidirectional and to
include time [Gordon84bj. He uses higher order logics for describing and verifying
circuits [Gordon84. Using logic is an improvement over more functional approaches.
Logic easily captures the bidirectionality of transistors and logic is well known.
However, as used, it is no better than earlier formalisms for describing, or reasoning
about, the electrical aspects of circuits.

Research on multilevel verification has also been done [Eveking] [Gordon84c].
Previous work made explicit the notion of an abstraction function for mapping
between levels. Some even had partial abstraction functions. However, none have
the fully understood the role of constraints. One researcher [Eveking noticed that
constraints (he called them assertions) were needed to ensure inputs were valid
(i.e., mapped into the higher level descriptive domain). He, however, did not make
the observation that constraints were also needed to ensure outputs were valid.
This observation is one of the contributions of this dissertation and is the basis for
automatically generating constraints.

Other attempts at verifying MOS circuits will now be discusses, followed by an
outline of other work in verifying diverse properties of digital systems.

Verify

Besides Silica Pithecus, the only other implemented verifier for MOS circuits is
Verify [Barrowi. Verify differs from Silica Pithecus in two very important ways
(Table 1.6). First, It has no explicit notion of abstraction or multiple levels of
description, it is a I .wvevilr. Second, its circuit model is extremely weak. It
cannot model char-sharing bugs, ratio bugs, threshold bugs, ras, or hazards.

Verify's focuses on verifying digital designs. It models circuit components and
networks of components as time-free digital devices. (That is, Verify assums the
result that Silica Pithecus is trying to prove, namely, that circuits can be described
as time-free digital devices.) Given two different digital descriptions of the same
design, it can determine whether the two descriptions are the same. One of the
descriptions is derived directly from the structure of the design, the other is the
specification. Because the circuit's behavior and its specification are described at
the same level (i.e., the digital level) an abstraction function is unneeded.

(Silica Pithecus could use the capabilities of Verity. When Silica Pithecus verifies

0, '. .
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Resarcher Program Domain Transistor Wife Buss
Model Model Modelled

Bro Veiy Trs~t Unditi1 Bit ic
___________ I_____ (Functional) ______ ______GordonTristate Relational IBtLogic

____ __ ____ ___ ___ ___ Timing

Bryant MOIM Many Value Bidirectional Capacitors Charge Sharin
MOSSYM Signals Switch Timing

____ __ _ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___Logic

Terman Interval Varying Cactr ChreSharing,
Signals Resistors Ratio bugs,

Timing

Weiss Silica Signals Varying Capacitors ChreSaig
Pithecus Resistor + Ratio bugs,

Threshold Tiing,
Device Threshold

Table 1.6: Verifiers and Simulators for MOS Circuits. This tab[e shows the different
characteristics of MOS verifiers and simulators. The top row highlights Verify. This
verifier's strength is in verifying digital systems rather than verifying circuits. The
second row highlights two popular simulators. These simulators have reasonable
circuit models, but don't perform verification. The last row shows Silica Pithecus,
which has the best of both worlds. It can formally prove a circuit is correct, and
its models wre better than the simulators' models.

large circuits, their structural and functional specifications must match. This makes
comparing the abstracted and specified behaviors simple: Silica Pithecus shows
that the subcircuits correspond to subfunction in the digital specification and that
the wires in the circuit correspond to datafiow in the digital specification. The
comparison of arbitrary digital expressions occurs only for leaf cells. Silica Pithecus
and Verify are complementary programs, the former verifies circuits and the latter

verifies digital designs.)I

Functional verifiers are multilevel verifiers where the concrete domain is the digital

level and the abstract domain is at some higher level such as the arithmetic level.I
Functional verifiers are complex because the abstract domain are very rich. Proving
that two expressions denote the same value can require difficult theorem proving.

-.5:4:0, t leIwo.
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An interesting functional verifier was created by [Hunt]. He began with the
Boyer/Moore theorem prover [Boyerj. Wherever the theorem prover was inade-
quate it was extended by Moore. The primitive. of Hunt's circuits were idealized
boolean (strictly bistate) gate. He designed a microprocessor and verified that it
met its specification. Because he employed the Boyer/Moore theorem prover his
proofs were able to use induction. Thereore he could prove that parameterized
descriptions of his circuits were correct, something no other verification system has
done. For example, he was able to prove that his specification for an n-bit adder
was caoct regardless of its particular sise. Other verifiers (e.g., Silica Pithecus and
Verify) allow parameterized descriptions, but the descriptions must be concretely
instantiated before verification can be performed.

Protocol Verlfers

Protocol verifiers show that some communication and arbitrtion scheme properly
controls some system. For example, protocol verifiers prove that a system will
always service or acknowledge a given request. Protocol verifiers are also used to
verify asynchronous system. Protocol verifiem ume that primitives respond to
change in their inputs with some finite delay. The trick is to prove that regardlm
of the delays, which can't be accurately predicted, the system will still work.

Temporal logics are often used to specify the desired properties of asynchronous
systems and communication protocols [Mlshr/Clarke [Moszkowskij [Fujita]. They
formalize notions such as *before,* 'after,' and "following.'

There is some confusion in the community between verifying asynchronous sys-
tem and verifying asynchronous circuits. The problem is that an asynchronous
circuit is an instance of an asynchronous system. Therefore researchers sometime
claim they are verifying circuits when their methods have little to do with circuits
(other than circuits are used to implement asynchronous system). Their claim
is partially true, however, the claim is beside the point. One could implement an
asynchronous system usng people, instead of circuits, and their methods would still
apply.

Verificati o of Sequential Systems

This cateory of verifiers proves that a system exhibits *the correct behavior over
many cycles. Example include verifying that a bit serial adder really adds two
numbers, or verifying that microcode correctly implements its intended macrobe-
havior.

Some indirect work has been done, in an ad A.. fashion on this topic. Both
Verify and MOSSYM have been used to verify a the correct behavior of a design
over many cycles. Verify was extended to verify, with human intervention, the
microcode of a small computer. MOSSYM has verified bit serial adders.

% % %t4-, - - -
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Figure 1.7: Silica Pithecus's place in the verifier community.

The only direct work that has been done on this is in the field of microcode
verification.

Silica Pithecus's place in the verifier community is shown in Figure 1.7.

1.5 Contributions of this Research

The main contribution of this research is a formal abstraction mechanism for veri-
fying the signals of a circuit correctly implement the digital abstractions envisioned
by the designer. This includes, for example, proving signals can be viewed as ones
and zeros, that nodes are capable of storing bits, and that control signals don't
glitch. A nmjor difficulty is deciding which signals are intended by the designer to
be state bits, control signals, or data signals. These concepts are related to the role
of a signal and are unrelated to electrical considerations.

The second contribution is an eflicient method for the automatic generation
of a circuit's signal behavior from its structure (schematic). This is one of the
contributions of this dissertation. The key is focusing the generation method on
only those parts of a circuit's full behavior that account for the circuit's digital
behavior. No previous system with reasonable circuit models has predicted the
behavior of large MOS circuits solely from their structe.
bOther contributions and ideas are listed below. 

vvv
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A formal model of multilevel verification.

I precisely define what it means to prove a circuit is correct. Other researchers
in multilevel verification have had a similar statement of correctness, but they all
missed the role of context in their definitions of correctness.

A method for formally deriving constraints.

Besides specializing behavior, the purpose of constraints is ensure that the behav-
ior of a given design is abstractable to the next higher level of description. This
observation yields a method for automatically generating many of the constraints
on a design.

A formal statement of the relationship between structure, function, and
context.

Hierarchical verification depends on the explicit dependence between structure,
function, and context.

A method for symbolically predicting the behavior of a circuit solely
from its initial state and inputs for any valid state and Inputs.

As mentioned several times in this chapter, Silica Pithecus must both derive a
circuit's signal behavior from the circuit's schematic and also abstract the signal
behavior to the digital domain. A major contribution of this thesis a method for
efficiently deriving a circuit's signal behavior from its schematic.

Intentional analysis.

Intentional analysis automatically falls out of the statement of circuit correctness.
It allows a verifier to concentrate solely on the behavior of a design that contribute
to the design's behavior at the higher levels of abstraction.

A Constraint System.

The constraint system serves a dual role. The constraints themselves serve as part
of the proof that a given circuit will exhibit its intended digital behavior. Their
other role is the mechanism by which very large circuits are verified.

Accurate models.

Verification would be meaningless if there were large classes of bugs which could not
be modelled. This research uses component models capable of modeling common
circuit bugs.
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An existence proof that the theory works.

Silica Pithecus is proof that a verifier with an accurate circuit model can be made
to run, and run quickly, for large circuits.

1.6 Organization of the Thesis

This dissertation has four major chunks: the circuit model (Chapter 2), the theory
of multilevel verification (Chapters 3 through 5), the structure of Silica Pithecus
(Chapters 6 through 9), and the theory and practice of hierarchical verification
(Chapters 10 and 11). An annotated chapter listing appears below.
Chapter 1, Introduction

This chapter delineates issues, presents an example, introduces termir.ology,
summarizes results, and presents an annotated chapter listing.
Chapter 2, Component, Signal, and Network Models

Chapter 2 presents Silica Pithecus's component, signal, and network model.
The signal model describes the primitive elements manipulated by circuits. The
component model describes the primitive devices for manipulating signals. The
network model describes what the meaning of interconnected components is. An
analogy can be made between circuits and programming languages, where signals
correspond to primitive data types, components correspond to primitive operations,
and programs.
Chapter 3, Multilevel Verification

There are many different levels of description (e.g., signal, digital, functional) of
a circuit's behavior. Multilevel verification is defined as proving that two different
levels of description describe the same behavior. The lower level of behavioral
description of a circuit's behavior is the circuit's concrete behavior, the higher
level description is its abstract behavior. Chapter 3 presents the formal basis of
multilevel verification. It presents examples of both of verifying a circuit's signal
behavior against its digital behavior, and of verifying a circuit's digital behavior
against its functional behavior.
Chapter 4, Time and State

Chapter 4 discusses how state and time are incorporated into the formal model
of the previous chapter. The major result of Chapter 4 is method for symbolically
predicting the final state of a circuit solely from its initial state and inputs. The
prediction does not perform a simulation of any kind.
Chapter 5, Non-electrically Isolated Inputs

Chapter 5 extends the theory of Chapters 3 and 4 to include circuits with non-
electrically isolated inputs.
Chapter 6, Silica Pithecus
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An overview of Silica Pithecus is presented in Chapter 6. The major parts of
Silica Pithecus are discussed in the next four chapters. Parts of Silica Pithecus
which do not deserve their own chapters appear in Chapter 6. This includes the
representation of circuits and Silica Pithecus's comparison methods.
Chapter 7, The Specification of Digital Systems

The issues in specifying both digital behavior and digital systems is discussed.
A language for the specification of digital systems is presented. This language has
an interpreter so specifications can be debugged by executing them.
Chapter 8, Generating Net Behavior

Net behavior is a structural representation of a circuit that emphasizes the
different nets that a node might be a member of during settling. Chapter 8 presents
an algorithm for generating net behavior.
Chapter 9, From Net Behavior to Digital Behavior

Rather than generate signal behavior from net behavior and then abstract signal
behavior to the digital level, it is more efficient to generate digital behavior directly.
Chapter 9 discusses how the network model is invoked to interpret nets and how
the interpretation is abstracted to the digital domain.
Chapter 10, Hierarchical Verification

The theory and practice of hierarchical verification and hierarchical multilevel
verification is presented in Chapter 10.
Chapter 11, Processing Constraints.

Silica Pithecus uses five types of constraints. Each of these constraints and
how they are processed is presented in Chapter 11. The preliminary processing
of constraints is identical, but each type of constraint has it own special theorem
provers.
Chapter 12, Future Research

Chapter 12 discusses problems I never got around to solving. This includes
using the information needed for verification to create an accurate timing estima-
tor, handling unclocked feedback, dealing with capacitive coupling, and multiple
abstraction functions.

II



Chapter 2

Component and Signal Models

We now turn our attention to the signal, component, and network models used by
Silica Pithecus. This modularization corresponds to describing the semantics of a
programming language in terms of its primitive data types, primitive operations on
these types, and what the meaning of a combination of primitive operations (called
a program) is.

The component model used by Silica Pithecus is as accurate as the component
model used by any large scale simulator.' Silica Pithecus's component model is
superior to MOSSIM's model, and, not counting modeling how long a circuit takes
to settle, is superior to RSIM's model. To a first approximation, if MOSSIM or
RSIM can simulate a circuit, then Silica Pithecus can verify it.'

Silica Pithecus could employ a simpler model than it does, such as MOSSIM's
switch level model. This would save some analysis time. However, the time savings
would not be worth the less accurate verification that would result. For example,
Silica Pithecus would not be able to detect threshold or ratio bugs if it adopted
MOSS IM's model.4

This chapter has five sections. The first section describes Silica Pithecus's com-
ponent model. A new way of describing circuit a circuit's dynamic structure, called
net behavior, is presented in the second section. The third section describes Silica
Pithecus's network model, that is, what interconnected components mean. Silica
Pithecus's signal model is described in the fourth section. A discussion of the bugs
which can and cannot be modelled are presented in the fifth section.

'A large scale simulator is a simulator that handlee circuits in excess of 10,000 transistors.
2This statement is only parsiaUy true, as Silica Pithecus won't verify circuits that ue unclocked

feedback and it may not be able to prove some correct circuits are correct, but for most designs
it is true.
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2.1 The Component Model

Silica Pithecus uses a component and network model similar to RSIM's model [Ter.
man] except for RSIM's features which are concerned solely with timing. For exam.
pie, there is only one effective resistance for any given transistor, rather than three.
We will first describe transistors, then nodes.

Transistors

Conducting transistors are modelled as resistors in series with a thruhold drop
device. The resistance of a transistor$ depends on the gate voltage of the transistor
and the channel length and width of the transistor. A threshold drop device appears
in circuit diagrams as a square with an X in it.

The resistance depends on three factors:

1. Length and Width: The resistance of a transistor is proportional to its
channel length divided by its channel width.

2. Type: The type of a transistor determines the resistance of a unit square of
the active region.

3. Gate Voltage: The resistance is doubled if the gate voltage has suffered a
threshold drop.

Silica Pithecus's model for an enhancement mode transistor divides a transistor
into four operating regions (Figure 2.1). The X'd square represents a threshold
drop device. This device acts as a regulator preventing more than a certain amount
of charge (electrons) from being pushed through it. For example, in the third case
of the figure only enough charge can be pushed through it to raise the voltage
on the node to its right to 3.5 volts. When the gate voltage is between 1.5 volts
and 3.5 volts the resistance of the transistor is unknown (denoted X). A depletion
transistor is modelled as a resistor of resistance L/W with no concomitant threshold
drop device.

This is a simple transistor model. There are many real phenomena it ignores or
simplifies. Nonetheless, the model is accurate enough for our needs.

There is nothing sacred about our choice of voltages. We have chosen the upper
rail as 5 volts and the lower rail as 0 volts for convenience. Then voltage could have
been left symbolic (we will sometimes write them as Vdd and Gnd, respectively),
however, this wouldn't have change the results or theories of this dissertation.

3More accurately: "the resistance of the reintor the transistor is modelled W'
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G

nMOS Transistor S D
L/W

S D
voltage(G) < 1.5 =u - -

X x
1.5 < = voltage(G) < 3.5 = =>

2L/W 2.0
3.5 = voltage(G) < 5 > =>

L/W 3.5
5 = voltage(G) = =>

Figure 2.1: Silica Pithecus's Transistor Model. Enhancement transistors are mod-
elled as resistors in serie with a voltage controlled switch. The resistance of the
transistor depends on the gate voltage. When the gate voltage is low enough
then the transistor is modelled as an open switch. When the gate voltage is "full
strength" the resistance of a transistor is L/W where L is the channel length and W
is the channel width. The resistance is doubled when the gate voltage has suffered
a threshold drop. The X'd square represents a threshold drop device. This device
acts as a regulator preventing more than a certain amount of charge (electrons)
from being pushed through it. For example, in the third case above only enough
charge can be pushed through it to raise the voltage on the node to its right to 3.5
volts. When the gate voltage is between 1.5 volts and 3.5 volts the resistance of the

transistor is unknown (denoted X). Depletion transistors are modelled as resistors
of resistance L/W with no concomitant threshold drop device.
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Figure 2.2: A Latched Inverter Cell. This cell differs from an Inverting Latch by
the placement of the latch gate.

Nodes

Silica Pithecus models nodes as capacitors to Ground. Capacitance is measured in
dimensionless units. (When timing is a concern, capacitance needs proper units.)
Nodes whose capacitance is not declared have a capacitance of 1.

2.2 Net Behavior

-During settling a node is a member of many different nets. The different nets are
called the node's poeible nets. Depending on the pattern of conducting transistors
and the topology of the circuit, the sizm of a node's possible nets can range from
containing a single node (the node itself), to containing every node in the circuit.
A node's possible nets and the conditions under which they are active is called the
node's net behuvior. Net behavior is a function that maps time into nets. Given
some time t, the net behavior of node N returns the net that N is a member of at
t. A circuit's net behavior is the sum of its node's net behaviors.

For example, consider a Latched Inverter Call (Figure 2.2).' The S node of this
device has three possible nets, which are shown in Figure 2.3. The net on the left,
the single node S, arises when Latch& is not asserted. The middle net occurs when
Latchb is asserted and In is not asserted. The net on the left arises when both
Latch, and Inare asserted.

We will use a textual notation for nets: if a net contains nodes A, B, and C,
then it is textually written [A, B, C1. For example, the abbreviations of the nets of
Figure 2.3 are (S], [S, Vdd, Out], and [S, Vdd, Out, Gndj, respectively.

'A Latched laverter Cell difes from an Inverting Latch (Figure 1.3) by the placement of the latch
gate.
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Figure 2.3: Possible Nets of the S Node of the Latched Inverter Cell.

Current doesn't flow between nets. This has two intertwined benefits. First,
net behavior is a wedge by which we can modularize a circuit's behavior to make
analysis possible. Second, all the possible sources of change to a node's voltage
are contained in the node's possible nets. Therefore a node's voltage over time can
be predicted by analyzing the node's net behavior. (This analysis is presented in
Chapter 4.)

2.2.1 Representing Net Behavior

A node N's net behavior is represented by a net behavior expreeion written as
McCarthy conditional [Lisp 1.51. The conditional consists of a series of daue.
Each clause consists of one predicate and one net. The predicate is a boolean
expression. If a predicate is true then N is a member of the predicate's associated
net. N., denotes N's net behavior.

For example, consider again the S node of the Latched Inverter Cell (Figure 2.2).
The representation of its net behavior is

$,, = A t. Latchb(t) A In,(t) --* [S Vdd Out Gnd],
Latch&(t) A NOT(In,(t)) --* [S Vdd Out],
NOT(Latch,(t)) --# [SI

This formula is called a net behavor equation. The left hand side of a net behavior
equation is the name of a node subscripted by net and the right hand side is a net
behavior expression.

The net behavior of a circuit is a listing of the behavior equations of its nodes.

1111 .
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source, = X t. gate,(t)-. [source drain],
IOT(gate(t)) -. [sourcel

drain.., -- A t. gate,(t)- [source drainj,
NOT(gat,(t)) - [drain]

gate., = t. (te

Table 2.1: Net Behavior Equations of the nMOS Transistor

For example, the net behavior of an n-channel transistor has three equations, one
for each node (Table 2.1).

Efficiently finding the possible nets in a circuit requires understanding the logical
strvcture of a design, i.e., which signals are mutually exclusive and how some signals
depend on other signals. Without this knowledge a circuit can appear to have an
exponential number of nets with respect the number of transistors in the circuit,
rather than the linear or quadratic number of nets intended by the designer. For
example, a barrel shifter's control signals are mutually exclusive. Therefore, it has
only a linear number of nets. But unless this knowledge is used, the barrel shifter
will appear to have an exponential number of nets. Chapter 8 discusess the methods
of employing the logical structure of a design during circuit analysis.

We now introduce a some terminology that is used throughout this dissertation.
Off-chip inputs (e.g., Vdd, Gad, clocks) ar assumed to be driven and are called
driven nodes. Nets containing at least one driven node are called driven nets. All
other nodes and nets am called undriven. What others have called a storage node
we treat as a degenerate case of an undriven net containing only one node. A net
ceontracte when some transistor in it shuts off thereby partitioning the net into two
smaller nets. A net up , when one of its boundary transistor turns on thereby
connecting it with some other net.

2.3 The Signal Model

Silica Pithecus models signals as functions which map fime into a voltage and a
strength. That is,

Signal: time -, voltage x strength.

Intuitively, a signal is what we see on our oscilloscope when we probe one of the
node of the circuit and watch the circuit in operation. Signals have two compo-
nents, voltage and strength. The voltage of a signal is well understood and will not
be explained. Signal strength is explained below.

I, II
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Figure 2.4: Signal Strength

2.3.1 Signal Strength

Signals emanate from nets of nodes (hereafter just called nets). The strength of
a signal at some point in time is the the sum of the capacitances of the nodes in
the net from which the signal emanates at that point in time. Driven nodes are
considered to have infinite capacitance.

For example, consider the simple circuit of Figure 2.4. Assume that there is
probe at node Y. We are going to measure the strength of Y., the signal at Y, for
different states of the circuit. When all the transistors are off, the strength of Y. is
n. If B is then asserted, the strength of Y. goes to n + m. Asserting A at this point
causes Y.'s strength to be oo because the "capacitance" of VDD is o. A signal
whose strength is o is a called a driven signal.

The strength waveform of a signals at a node encodes the charge sharing pat-
tern of the node. An increase in X.'s strength indicates X is increasing the number
of nodes with which it shares charge. A decrease in strength indicates that X is
decreasing the number of nodes with which it is sharing charge. Knowing that a
signals strength only decreases or only increases during a computation is very valu-
able. For example, when a signal's strength only decreases during a computation
then the nodes in the signal's final net retain their initial charge. Chapter 4, which
shows how a circuit's final state is predicted, discusses the strength of signals in

sA strength waveform is analogow to a voltage waveform. It is a plot of strengtbi versu time.

% %
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woI~gS

ti

Figure 2.5: Notation for Time. We assume that a circuit is at steady state when its
inputs change. By convention, t4 is the time at which the first input changes and t1
is the time when the circuit settles gin.

detail.

2.3.2 Notation for Talking about Time

We assume that a circuit starts out at steady state, that its inputs change, and
that the circuit then settle. to a new steady state. We call the change of an input
a cornput ation request and that a circuit is caused to comnpute by a computation
request. The time when the inputs first change is called the initial time and is

-WW

denoted ti. The final time, denoted, t1 , occurs when the circuit achieve. steady %-
state. These time. are illustrated graphically in Figure 2.5.

As a consequent of this notation X.(tj) denotes the value of X. before a compu-
tation request is issued. X.(tl) denotes the value of X. when the circuit settles. A
signal is stable during a computation request R (i.e., from the time R starts to the
time the circuit settles) if and only if the signal provably never changes during this
time.

N,.AS(t,) is called N's initial net. Nl 1(tl) is called the N's final or chosen net.UFollowing standard nomenclature, the predicates which select a node's initial and
final nets are called the node's precondition and poeondition, respectively.

.I,%
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Figure 2.6: Creating Equivalent Voltage Dividers.

2.4 The Network Model

Given a net of transistors and a node of interest, the network model says how the net
is interpreted to yield a voltage and a strength at the node. Thevenin equivalents
are used to interpret net containing driven (i.e., off-chip) nodes. A charge sharing
model is used for nets not containing driven nodes.

The final voltage of a node N in a net containing driven nodes is determined
by creating the Thevenin equivalent of the net regarding N as the net's output.
The calculation is similar to the calculation presented by (Teaman], except that
intervals are not used in the calculation. The subnet *above3 the node (i.e., the
subnet leading to Vdd) and the subnet 'below* the node (i.e., the subnet leading
to Gnd) which form the voltage divider for the node are each reduced to yield
characteristic voltages. It may be the cue that there is no subnet "below" the
node, in which case the node is pulled-up.

An example of creating an equivalent voltage divider appears in Figure 2.6. In
this example a net with two transistors above the output node and two transistors
below the output node are replaced by one equivalent transistor above the output
node and one equivalent transistor below the output node.

Final voltages cannot be determined for nets not containing driven nodes because
the verifier can't know the charge on the nodes in the net. Instead, Silica Pithecus
locates a dominant nods whose capacitance is suffciently greater (more than 10
times) than the sum of the capacitances of all the other nodes in the not. If such a _
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node exists, then all the nodes in the net will assume the voltage of the dominant
node.

If such a nod* does not exist, then Silica Pithecus will signal a charge-sharing
error. (Of course, Silica Pithecus is careful only to generate such errors for nets
which must yield a valid voltage.)

2.5 Bugs Modelled and Not Modelled

We first discuss bugs that can be caught, then bugs that can't be caught.

2.5.1 Bugs Modelled

The bugs that can be modelled are listed below.

Charge Sharing A charge charging bug occurs when two or more nets share
charge but neither has sufficient che to "overpower the other thereby re-
sulting in invalid voltage levels. Circuit techniques such as precharged buses
can be verified only by a system that properly models nodes. A verification
system which modelled all nodes as having the same capacitance could not
verify a circuit which used precharged nodes.

Ratio Bugs A gate in an nMOS circuit is a voltage divider. A gate is capable
of driving its output to the upper rail, but incapable driving its output to
the ground level. (Because that would imply that the pulldown has zero
resistance.) The resistances of the two 'halves' of the voltage divider must
be carefully balanced to ensure that the output is close enough to ground
to ensure a reliable sero level, but not so close that that the current flow
through the gate is eucessive. Ratio bugs can be modeiled because transistors
are modelled s resistors whose resistance is dependent upon the geometric
characteistics of the transistors.

Threshold Bqg Transistors are not ideal switches. Transistors can only pas a
certain voltage that is some fixed amount below the voltage on their gates.
As signals pass through pas transistors they suffer threshold drops which is
exhibited as a truncation of a signal's voltage. Ther are two different type of
bugs caused by threshold drops. The first is ratio problems with gates because
the resistance of a transistor depends upon its gate voltage (Figure 2.7). The
second is threshold drops adding up when a signal suffering a threshold drop
gates a transistor T causing the signal gated by T to suffer two threshold
drops. Signals which suffer two threshold drops have lost enough voltage to
become invalid signals. Threshold drops are modelled by including an explicit

-F 'r 4.rMN r IF .. rt r r -
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Figure 2.7: Two Differently Sized Inverters. The minimum-sized inverter does not
work for all inputs that the nonminimum inverter works for. It will only work if
its input has not suffered a threshold drop. The nonminimum inverter works for a
greater range of inputs at the cost of using more area and being slower than the
minimum sized inverter.

threshold drop device in the transistor models. Other systems, e.g., RSIM,
have not modelled threshold drops.

Races A race occurs between two signals when the final state of circuit is a function
of which signal changes first. Often the proper operation of a circuit requires
that when a race happens, one of the two signals always changes first. Races
can be modelled because the signal model explicitly includes time. Some
systems, such as MOSSYM, do not model time, and therefore can't detect
races.

Hazards Hazards can be considered as degenerate cases of races where a signal is
racing with itself. A hazard occurs when a circuit can detect the number of
transitions a signal has during settling. For example, if a signal begins and
ends at zero, but the circuit it's in has a different final state depending on
whether the signal has zero or two transitions, then a hazard occurs when the
signal goes through two transitions.

2.5.2 Bugs Not Modelled

Bugs which can't be modelled by Silica Pithecus are those arising from unanticipated
capacitive coupling and spikes on off-chip inputs.

Ignoring Capacitive CoupUng

Capacitive coupling is ignored so that number and size of a node's possible nets
is minimized. If capacitive coupling were modeled, then nets would span the chip

7C!
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Drain

Gate "

Source

Figure 2.8: MOS transistor symbol with explicit C,. and Cd.

and the circuit would have to be analysed monolithicaly. This analysis would be
infeasible for even moderately sised circuits. In thin section I show the sources of
capacitive coupling, discuss the drawbacks in ignoring it.

The two main sources of capacitive coupling ae the gate to source capacitance
of MOS transistors, and the -oupling of physically close wires. The dominant source
is the capacitance of tranistors, by far.

A MOS n-channel transistor Is modelled in detail as having a capacitor between
its gate and source (Figure 2.8) and between its gate and drain. This capacitance
can be increased by the inclusion of an explicit capacitor. This capacitor forms a
coupling between the gate and source nodes of the transistor through which current
can flow.

There are two undesirable effects of ignoring coupling capacitance: not being
able to model anticipated capacitive coupling, and not being able to catch bugs
arising from unanticipated capacitive coupling. The ftrst undesirable effect, not
being able to model circuits which depend on capacitive coupling can be overcome
by making such circuits primitives of the design system. They can then be treated
specially, as other primitives (e.g., transistors) are. For example, bootstrap drivers
could be treated this way. No other large scale amlysis system (e.f., TV [TV,
Jouppij, MOSSIM [Bryantgi], RSIM [Termani, Crystal (Owt h 1t) has handled
capacitive coupling in a general way. For example, [TermeI does a prescan of
the circuit which recognizes bootstrap drivers and replaces them with primitive

"There is no way within my framework for heuristically eamining only than parts of the circuit
where capacitive coupling electo sre Signic&at. There a two resus for thi. First, I am trying
to be formal so that I can make clear statements about what it mea to er a circui. The
inclusion of heuristks interfere with this goal. $ecoad, tere is m dean mechanism r a designer
to indicate parn of the circuit which ber closer inspectio by the verifer.
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elements. Other than ad hoc checks, there does not seem to anything that can
be done about the inability to catch bugs arising from unanticipated capacitive
coupling.

No Loads on Off-chip Inputs

Charge retention analysis does not model wavering off-chip inputs; there are no
edges in a net transition graph corresponding to off-chip inputs which suddenly un-
dergo large loads. Therefore off-chip inputs must be considered immune to on-chip
transitions. For example, Gnd and VDD are considered constant; even if a heavy
load is placed on them this load cannot be detected anywhere in the circuit. The
same is true for the other off-chip inputs. I do not know if this is a significant prob-
lem for MOS circuits (i.e., if circuits have failed because designers didn't anticipate
loads causing off-chip inputs to waver), but I know of no system which addresses
this problem.

2.6 Summary

This chapter presented the the component model, signal model, and network model
of Silica Pithecus. These models are known collectively as a circuit model. The
bugs which can and can't be modelled within this model were discussed.

This chapter introduced the notion of net behavior. The idea of focusing analysis
on nodes and the nets they are members of during settling is novel. Previous
researchers have looked at the nets a circuit is partitioned into during settling
without investigating what the partitioning looks like from a node's point of view.
The power of this idea in the next chapter appears in the next chapter.

II
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Chapter 3

Multilevel Verification

Circuit behavior can be described at different levels of abstraction ranging from the
analog level to the functional level. Multilevel verification proves that two different
levels of behavioral description describe the same behavior. The more abstract level
description of a design's behavior is called its abstract behavior, the less abstract
level description of a design's behavior is called its concrete behavior.

Multilevel verification has two parts: abstraetion and validation. Abstraction
lifts the concrete behavior level to the abstract behavior level. The resulting de-
scription is called the abstracted behavior. Validation is the comparison of the
abstracted and abstract behaviors. An implementation meets its specification if the
comparison succeeds, otherwise the implementation is declared incorrect.

This two step scheme, abstraction followed by validation, makes the dependence
of verification on the abstraction function explicit. The abstraction function serves
two purposes: approximation and structure definition. Which purpose is served
depends on the descriptive level of the concrete behavior. At the lower levels, such
as the signal level, abstraction replaces physical reality" with gros approximations
(i.e., digital values). At this level, the accuracy of verification is bounded by the
accuracy of the abstraction function. For higher descriptive levels, such an the
digital level, abstraction replaces data structures with the values they denote. For
example, when abstracting from the boolean level to the arithmetic level, a vector 'U
of booleans is abstracted to a number.

Not all elements of the concrete domain map into elements of the abstract do-
main. The abstraction function is responsible for returning an error value on ele-
ments which do not map. For example, the abstraction of a signal that can not be
abstracted to either 0 or 1 must be an error value. One role of constraints is to
specify that a design's inputs and outputs are always abetractable. For example,
at the signal level, the constraints such as no-drop, falls-f irst, overpowers,
and control all exist solely to ensure that input and output signals abstract to

~non-error values.
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The difficulty of validation depends on the descriptive level. Digital validation
consists of proving two digital expressions are equivalent. Except for complex com-
binational circuits such as ripple carry adders, the formulas are small and easily
compared. Functional validation, which must compare formulas in domains richer
than boolean algebra (e.g., arithmetic), is hard to do.

A design is digitally verified when its signal behavior has been verified against
its intended digital behavior. Likewise, a design is functionally verified when its
digital behavior has been verified against its intended functional behavior. We
are primarily concerned with digital verification. The methods to be proposed for
digital verification have been implemented, but no such claim is made for proposed
methods of functional verification.

A major advantage of multilevel verification is that the description of the in-
tended behavior itself can be verified. Abstract behavior at one level is concrete
behavior at the next abstraction level up and can itself be verified. This is a powerful
mechanism for verifying the behavior of a design over many levels of description.

This chapter has four sections. In the first section some of the levels of behav-
ioral description are discussed. A brief discussion of the different descriptive levels
of time is included in the first section. The second section describes multilevel ver-
ification. It delineates issues and presents my theory of multilevel verification. The
third section focuses on digital verification and functional verification. The chapter
concludes with a summary.

A given circuit can be described in a variety of ways. For example, a circuit can
be described at the signal, digital, gate, or functional level. Each level hides details
of the lower level.' A pictorial example appears in Figure 1.1. The higher levels of
description are more concise than the lower levels.

We are concerned with the signal, digital, and, to some degree, functional de-
scriptions of circuits. The signal level describes a circuit's function in terms its
input and output signals. The digital level is similar to the boolean level, but with
the inclusion of the operand float and the function join. The functional level is
defined by the user.

The signal level views a circuit as a map from input signals to output signals.
The signals at state nodes are both input signals and output signals. A signal is what
appears on your oscilloscope when you stick the probe on a node. It is crucial that
signals, rather than voltages at some point in time, are employed as the primitive
values operated on by circuits. Signals encompass time, therefore any method for
abstracting signals into digital values must consider time.2 If just voltage at some
point in time were used, then a separate mechanism would be required to handle
time. A separate mechanism would make the formalization of verification much

'The different descriptive leveb do sot form a linear hierarchy. For example, a digital design that
sm rate buses canot be abstracted to the gate level.

2Even if an abstraction function ignou time, it must do so explicitly.
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harder. The following chapters discuss in detail the derivation of a circuit's signal
behavior from its structure.

The digital level has three primitive values: 0, 1, (called boolean values) and
float. It has the standard boolean functions for operating on boolean values and
the operator J oin. Join is an n-ary function which returns float if all its arguments
are float, returns I if all the non-float values are 1, returns 0 if all the non-float
values are 0, and otherwise signals an error. Join and float are used to model
circuits containing tristate devices.3

The functional descriptive level is very abstract. Its primitive types and op-
erations are defined by the user. For example, the primitives may be numbers,
pointers, or sets. The corresponding operations might be addition, dereferencing,
or union. This level is characterized by being very close to the application the de-
signer is creating a circuit for. Specifying the behavior of a circuit at this level is
very concise and simple.

3.1 A Formal Model of Verification
We first introduce notation. Design is the object whose behavior is to be verified.
Its behavior in some domain D is written BD(Design). Design's inputs are are
written sD = i 1,,... , i o where ,D C D". Its outputs are the result of applying
its behavior to its inputs: 6D = BD(Design)(fD) = 0o10,... ,o,,, where 6D E DM.
The two domains of a given multilevel verification are called con and abs. Multi-
level verification relates B.,(Deaign) and B..(Design). We will often leave the
domain descriptor off the inputs and outputs and just write i and 5. When domain
descriptors are elided the con domain is assumed.

SPEC, the specification of Design, is what it to be proved about Design.' P
are the set of promises about how the design will be used, they restrict the clas of
allowable inputs to Design. P corresponds to what we have been calling constraints.
Design is verified with respect to its specification SPEC and constraints P when
the verification condition

V~a,(( A p()) =P. SPECO, Bp(D'ogn)(i)))

pap

is shown to hold.
3The hardware digital level is she abestracioa level espoused in Iserdut ose te VLSieems

[Mead/Conwayl. This book provides a meshodology d design (i.e., approved ways of connecting
pus sogeSher) which preserves she digisal abetraction. For example, a designer who learned only
from their book would not creaste a bootstrap driver (Figure 12.1) or a three transistor run (Figure8.2).

4SPEC has a very specific form when multilevel verilcasion is performed, as will be seen below.
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* Design is a circuit with one input i and one output o ranging over time-varying

signals S. Bs(Design) : S - S

Design j

VIES{.tdbe(i) = StabLe(o)}

" Design is a nand gate.
il - - 0

i2[

Vi,,Ge(',,-.J -) {i2 *o (o = not(i,))}

" Design is an adder whose inputs I and output o range over the natural num-

bers N. In this example P is empty.

V ,,t,EN{o = i, + ig}

Figure 3.1: Example Verification Conditions. These are all examples of monolevel
verification.
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Examples of verification conditions are shown in Figure 3.1. The first example
checks properties about signals in to and out of a circuit. It specifies that if the
input signal is stable then so is the output signal. The next example is the statement
that if you hold one of the inputs to a nand gate high then the gate looks like an
inverter to the other input. The third example is the statement that some device
is an adder.

All of these are examples of what we call monolevel verification. In monolevel
verification only one level of behavioral description is handled. Monolevel verifica-
tion attempts to prove specific properties of the behavior of a device.

Multilevel Verification

In multilevel verification there are two different levels of description for Design,
B,,(Design) and BO.(Design), which must be related. The relationship between
the two domains is given the by abstraction function ABS. It maps elements of con
into elements of abs. There are some elements of con for which ABS is undefined.
We make ABS a total function on con by adjoining a special "error element' 1, to
ABS's range as a target for ABS when it would otherwise be undefined. Specifically,
ABS : con =o abs + {.1}. ABS is defined for some input i when ABS(i) e ab,.
Any element of con for which ABS returns .L is said to be invalid.

When discussing specific domains, ABS may be subscripted with its types.
For example, when the context isn't clear, the abstraction function from signals
S to tristate values T will be written ABSS.. Finally, we also have ABS(1) =
ABS(ii),. . . , ABS(i,)

Given B..,(Design) and ABS, Bua.(Deaign) is projected from B..(Design) by
the following formula:

V ,. {ABS(B..(Duign) (3)) = B4. (Design) (ABS (i)))

wherever ABS(i) and ABS(B..(Deign)(1)) are both defined.

This relationship can be expressed as a commutative diagram (Figure 3.2). The
key point is that B.",(Duign) does not exist independently of ABS. For example,
if ABS returns .1. everywhere, then B.&,(Design) is nowhere defined.

We can now define multilevel verification. Given B..,(Design) and of De-
sign's intended abstract behavior IB&..(Deaign), we wish to show IBO.a(Dusign) -
B.,,(Design):
Definition: Multilevel Verification is Verification where the specification is of the
form

ABS(B=.(Duign)(4.)) = IBw(Duiga)(ABS(1..)).

where IB."(Design) is the intended abs level behavior of Design and where both
sides of the equation are defined.

11 1* U% 71 11 'r .,f .* 1r r V
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Ba, (Design)A

abs d

ABS ABS

A.A

con0co

Figure 3.2: The relationship between B.(Deig) and EB.(Design). Given
ABS and B.m(Design), Bua(Design) is projected from B.(Deign) accord-
ing to this diagram. The commutativity need only hold when ABS(C..) and
ABS(B...(Design)(",)) are defined.

Putting everything together yields

V1Eg.,v( A p(i) =P ABS(B,,,(Design)(1)) = IB.(Design) (ABS(^$))}
pep

as the verification condition for- multilevel verification.

The Role of P, and Automnatically GeneratinS Constraints

An important part of the above proposition are the promises P, also called con-
straints. P restricts the class of allowable inputs to a design. The constraints have
three roles:

1. To ensure valid inputs (i.e., that ABS(IUR) is defined). Thes are called input
constraints and are assumed to be met.

2. To ensure valid outputs (i.e., that ABS(B."(Design) (I,..)) is defined). ThesinI
are called output constraints and can be automatically generated. 2

3. To specialize behavior. These are called logicei constraints and must be pro-Ivided by the designer.
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Input constraints are assumed to be met by the environment in which a design
operates. Inputs are assumed to be valid because they either come from the outside
world, in which case we must assume they are valid, or they are outputs from other
verified designs, which guarantees they are valid. For example, consider a circuit.
Only inputs from off-chip must be assumed to be valid, all other inputs are valid
because they are outputs of verified subcircuits.

The constraints which ensure outputs are valid can be automatically generated.
Given a representation of ABS(B.,1 (Design)(i, ,)) that makes error conditions ex-
plicit, constraints are generated which ensure the conditions causing the error condi-
tions never arise. For example, in the signal domain, this how threshold constraints
are generated. When an input signal suffering a threshold drop causes an invalid
output signal the signal will be constrained from suffering a threshold drop. The
constraint guarantees the output will not be invalid (at least from this particular
cause). An explicit example is presented below.

The constraints which specialize the behavior of a design must be provided by
the designer. They cannot be assumed or automatically generated. For example,
the logical constraints a designer must provide to Silica Pithecus to declare certain
inputs are mutually exclusive. The constraints specializing behavior must be em-
ployed when deriving a design's behavior from its structure. Otherwise, behaviors
which don't arise will be predicted.

The Big Picture

Three major ideas lurk in the verification condition for multilevel verification. They
are:

" The relationship between different behavioral descriptions.

* The relationship between structure, function, and context.

" Intentional analysis.

The first item, the relationship between two different behavioral descriptions
has been discussed in detail.

The introduction of this dissertation made the claim that structure alone does
not determine function, but that structure and context do. Referring to the ver-
ification condition of multilevel verification, we can now state more precisely the
relationship be structure, function, and context: P is the context that the structure
Deuign must have to exhibit behavior IBw&(Duiga).

Intentional analysis says that what must be derived from a design's structure is
eot itU, behavior, but the abstraction of that behavior. That is, the important item
is not B.(Duim), but ABS(B.(Design)(I,)). As a result, the full behavior of
Design need not be generated. For example, the focus of Silica Pithecus's behavior

JI
- R % N
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generation is not to generate signal behavior, but to generate constraints which
ensure that whatever the signal behavior is, it will be abstractable. Much of the
signal behavior is left symbolic (i.e., in terms of the names of signals rather than
the signal values themselves).

We now look at functional and digital verification in detail. Functional verifica-
tion will be presented first to get the reader accustomed to the ideas and notations.

3.2 Functional Verification

The application of the design (e.g., numbers, sets, pointers) determines the type of
abstraction and functional validation. A given design may support many domains
at. once. There are two major problems associated with functional verification:
validation and accurate specification. In the following we will concentrate on just
the arithmetic domain (integers and addition) to illustrate functional verification.

Validation, the comparison of abstracted functional behavior and intended func-
tional behavior, is difficult to do. A significant amount of knowledge of the func-
tional domain must be employed.$ Embedding in a verifier the knowledge needed
is hard because it is hard to a priori determine which knowledge will be useful;
embedding everything is virtually impossible.

The second problem with functional verification is accurately specifying be-
haviors. A specification must be well defined before validation can be done. For
example, consider the digital specification of a 16 bit adder for adding unsigned
-integers, called A and B. Each integer is represented as vectors of bits (the stan-
dard representation). There are several choices possible for handling overflow. The
overflow bit can be ignored, it can be appended to the sum to yield a 17 bit result,
or it can be returned separately to signal an error condition.

Even though each of the three methods of handling the overflow bits still results
in an adder, only one, the second, can be specified as A + B (for A, B < 2').
The others, which are far more common, must be specified differently, for example,
(A + B) mod 21" for the first method. (There's even residual vagueness in the spec-
ifications given. The function # is polymorphic, its behavior depends on the types
of its operands. A more accurate specification is A +j,. B and (A +i, B) mod 216.)

Example: An Adder Celi

Consider a full adder (Figure 3.3). It has three inputs A, B, and Carryin, and
two outputs called Carryout and Sum. The Adder Cell is composed of gates,
therefore its concrete behavior is expressed in the boolean domain. We with to
show the adder cell adds numbers, therefore its abstract behavior is expressed in

Alo, these domain se very complex sad formulas ia them may be undecidable.

~~i K~'~
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urabtrctin unon ANDsy

Thgue AdderA Cll' conreteairi

thearihmeticdmain Ce tw doain c a ) calleyBo fo boea vaue (ru

The fader Clseo onl acceptsBoolans, irte nolep vumectrs. hsfati

D~~Bea =e~ 1 W(W, Numb)s)

ThOAr Cllstio behaio ish rtmtcdmi sitne ob

IAB(dderCeLL = I .a+b+c

The Adder Cell's pcincato beisefore

B((d o)=A a b c sum(&, b, c), carry(&, b, c)j)iu.s)

I wA=rel A a b c .a + b + c)(B.B~t)ASs)

The dderCells spcifcatin istherfor

ABS(A ab c (sm(& b, ), arr(&, , c 1)(iji3'is)
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and the verification condition for verifying the Adder Cell is

YCs.({Boolean( i1, i2, i) =s-

ABS((% a b c . [sum(a, b, c), carry(a, b, c)1)(i,i,, i))

= (A a b c. a + b + c)(ABS(ii),ABS(is),ABS(4))}

Using beta-reduction, the above equation can be simplified to

Ves. {Boolean(il, 2, i3 ) =

ABS(sum( 1i, i:, is)) + 2ABS(carry(i, i2, i3))

- ABS(i) + ABS(i,) + ABS(i,)}

This equation can be shown to hold by exhaustively enumerating all combina-
tions of the inputs, thereby verifying the design of the adder cell.

An example of hierarchical verification in the arithmetic domain appears in
Chapter 10. That example verifies a multi-bit adder built from Adder Cells.

3.3 Digital Verification

Digital verification verifies that the signal behavior of a circuit correctly implements
the intended digital behavior of the circuit. 5, the signal domain, and T, the
tristate domain, are the two levels of behavioral description of digital verification.
As mentioned previously, signals are characterized as mapping time into a voltage
and a strength, S : time --. (voltage x strength). The tristate domain is (false.
true. float). We have ABS.r : S -. T. In this section we assume some
magic function which yields Bs(Duign) for any Design. Later chapters discuss
how Bs(Duign) is generated.

This section uses as eumples only combinational circuits (i.e., combinations of
gates) with electrically isolated inputs. This simplifies the abstraction function and
allows us to concentrate on the process and major ideas of digital verification. Later
chapters handle circuits with both state and non-electrically isolated inputs. Signal
strength is also ignored here as it is irrelevant for the verification of combinational
circuits.

The abstraction function we will use in the example is

ABS = ,% a. VTB(vo.tage(,(t,)))
VTB = A v. v > 3.- true,

v < 1.5 f false,
" %r%
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out

ini

CJ

Figure 3.4: A Minimum Sized Inverter. To ensure that the output of this device
is valid we must guarantee the input does not suffer a threshold drop. This device
has one input signal and one output signal.

ABS accepts a signal S and turns its final voltage into a boolean value using the
rule that voltages above 3.5 volts give true, voltages less than 1.5 volts give false,
and other voltages give ..

Silica Pithecus is given the schematic Design, a specification of Design's in-
tended tristate behavior IBr(Deaign), and the logical constraints on it Design. We
wish to show IBT(Design) = BT(Duign). The verification condiction for digital
verification is

VwEs{ A p(i) =P, ABS(Bs(Deuign)(i)) = IBr (Design)(ABS(i))}
pep

where P = Input Constraints U Output Constraints u Logical Constraints.
The input constraints, which guarantee that inputs are valid, are assumed. The

output constraints, which guarantee outputs are valid, ae automatically gener-
ated. Only one type of constraint, the threshold constraint, is needed for verifying
combinational circuits with isolated inputs. The logical constraints ae given.

Example: A Minimally Sized Inverter

Consider a mininally sized inverter (Figure 3.4). We wish to prove that this device
computes the boolesa NOT function. The inverter takes one input signal and yields
one output signal.

The procedure which generates Bg(Design) from Deign uses the knowledge
that ABS only looks at the final value of a signal. The procedure yields

Bs(Inverter) =
A in.

X ,%0M M
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At.t

(voltage(in(t)) = 5 --o 1,
3.5:5 voltage(in(t)) < 5 -~ 1.66,
1.5:5 voltage(mn(t)) < 3.5 --*X
0:5 voltage(in(t)) < 1.5 -~ 5),
x

as the signal behavior of the inverter. This is read as follows. The Inverter takes a
signal in and returns a signal, call it out. For any time not equal to tf, out returns
X, meaning an unknown voltage. When time is t1 , out returns a voltage based
upon the circuit model (cf. Chapter 2) and the input voltage. No more detail than
this is necessary to verify the inverter.

Inverter's intended boolean behavior is

IBT(Inverter) = A a. IIOT(a).

Finally, we have the constraint that Input is valid. The constraint guarantees that
Input's final voltage is either above 3.5 volts or below 1.5 volts. The constraint is
written as

VV(voltage(in(tf)))

where VV stands for Valid Voltage.
All these formulas are wrapped together to create the verification condition for

Inverter:

Vies {VV (voltage(i(t1 )))

ABS((A% in.
Akt.

(voltage(in(t)) = 5 -# 1,
3.5:5 voltage(in(t)) < 5 -o1.66,

0:5 voltage(in(t)) < 1.5 - 5),
x

(W)

=(A a . NOT(a))(ABS(i)))

This equation can be simplified by using beta-substitution and distribution of func-
tions across the arms of the conditional. The result is

Vies (VV (voltage(i(t 1 ))) so
voltage(s(tt)) =5 f falso,
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1.5:5 voltage(i(tf)) < 3.5 - -L,
o < voltage(i(tf)) < 1.5 -- true

=NOT(ABS(i))}

The input constraint is used to eliminate the third clause." It guarantees that
the predicate of the third clause will always be false. Throwing out the third clause
yields

voltage(i(tf)) = 5 -* f also,
3.5 < voltage(i(tf)) < 4.5 - I,
o:< voltage(i(tf)) < 1.5 -- true
=NOT(ABS(i))}.

The second clause shows an error condition which arises when the final value of
the input signal is between 3.5 and 5 volts. This condition is indicative of a threshold
drop. The error condition is prevented by generating the constraint that input
cannot suffer a threshold drop. The constraint is written no-drop(voltage(i(tf))).
This constraint subsumes VV (voltage(i(tf))). Posting this constraint yields

voltage(i(tf)) = 5 - f alse,
o:5 voltage(i(tf)) < 1.5 --. true

=NOT(ABS(i)) )

Because voltage(i(tf)) = .5 implies ABS(i) and it is the only clause to do so,
we replace the former with the latter. Similarly 0 < voltage(i(tf)) < 1.5 implies
NOT(ABS(i)) and it, too, is so replaced. These substitutions yield

Ves (no-drop(voltage(i(tj))) zo
ABS(i) - f alse,
NOT(ABS(i)) -* true
= NOT(ABS(i)) )
Finally, the upper conditional is recognized as an idiom for NOT and rewritten to

Vies {no-drop(voltage(i(tg))) zo
NOT(ABS(il)
= HOT(ABS(i))

which is true.

s Is the implementation the constrants mued to prevent the third clause from even being generated.

U easier t eplahw toetd ofsmething than toeplin why it'esotcreated inthe ist
place.
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3.4 Summary

There are many levels of description for the behavior of circuits. Multilevel verifi-
cation is the successful comparison of the same behavior at two different levels of
description. The abstraction function was the key to relating the two behavioral
descriptions.

The verification condition for multilevel verification made explicit many informal
notions presented in the introduction of this dissertation. These include the relation-
ship between different behavioral descriptions, the relationship between structure,
function, and context, intentional analysis, the role of constraints, and a method
for automatically generating constraints.

An idealized scenario of how Silica Pithecus verifies a combinational circuit
was presented. This scenario stressed the abstraction of signals and the automatic
generation of constraints.

I.

, ,oC i
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Chapter 4

State and Time

Circuits with state are more complex than combinational circuits. Unlike combina-
tional circuits whose outputs can be predicted solely from the final values of their
input signals, the outputs of circuits with state depends on their input signals' en-
tire waveforms. This chapter motivates and explains the abstraction function used
by Silica Pithecus which enables Silica Pithecus to verify circuits with state. This
chapter also develop the input constraints that ensure that all output signals are
abstractable.

There are two properties we desire of the abstraction function. First, we want
the abstraction function to be deterministic. That is, it should guarantee that the
same inputs (after abstraction) yield the same outputs (again, after abstraction).

Second, we want to be able to symbolically predict, for all valid states and in-
puts of a circuit, the final state of the circuit. The abstraction function found will
therefore require that nodes storing state are not corrupted.' State and corruption
are technical terms. State is stored charge that affects the outputs of a circuit.
Corruption is not so easily defined, although it does correspond to the usual in-
tuitive idea. (Corruption is defined below.) There are pathological circuits that
are designed to corrupt state. Such circuits cannot be verified by Silica Pithecus.
Fortunately, such circuits are rare.

Just as the abstraction function given in the previous chapter required threshold
constraints to ensure outputs were valid, the abstraction function we are looking
for will require timing constraints to ensure outputs are valid. There ae two types
of timing constraints, stable-after constraints and falls-first constraints. A
stable-after constraint requires a given signal to be stable after some other signal
is asserted. A falls-first constraint requires a given signl to fall befome some
other signal changes. These are the only constraints needed to ensure stored charge

'The gesal, sad correct, datemeat is thA seto which owe date me t urupL. A node is
the degenerue case of a not with only one mode. We wil oo talk in terms of both sets ead

odes string charge.

67
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cI1j.. 0

C2j
1N2 ._'----•

Figure 4.1: A NAND Gate. When the upper transistor "stores" a 0 the charged
stored on the lower transistor can be safely corrupted (i.e., C2. can glitch).

is not corrupted. A control signal is a signal that must remain asserted once it is
asserted. That is, control(N.) is shorthand for stable-atf er(N., N.).

Silica Pithecus treats state bits as both inputs and outputs of a circuit. The
abstraction procedure is applied not only to the output signals of a circuit, but also
to its state signals as well' The signals of nodes which do not store state, do not
gate transistors, and which are not outputs of circuits are not abstracted. Such
nodes, called connection nodes, serve only as vis for information flow. Because
connection nodes are never abstracted, the charge on them can be, and often is,
freely corrupted.

This chapter has nine sections. The first section discusses locating a circuit's
state nodes. The second section defines corruption. The third section develops the
idea of deterministic abstraction functions and shows why the abstraction function
of the previous chapter is nondeterministic. The fourth section gives the abstraction
function used by Silica Pithecus. The fifth section presents the representation which
makes invalid signals apparent. It also shows how constraints ensuring signals are
valid are issued. The following sections expand on the fifth section in different
ways. The sixth section discusses some implemntation issues. The seventh section
prmnts a fairly complicated example. The eight section generalise the methods
to handle circuits containing transistors with different (positive) thresholds. The
chapter ends with a summary.

4.1 Finding State In a Circuit
A node storing charge is a state node if Its stored charge can affect a circuit's output

behavior. State nodes appear in memory cells, shift registers, and latches.

'A state uigmd is the sigal as a sods storing ste.

11 1 1 1 1 , 1% ,1 1 1 1V IIIIM
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A 8

-, I I - L
Y -- t12 - -

I , Output
Z 13 .-.
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Figure 4.2: A 4-way Selector. The charge stored on the internal nodes is often
corrupted during settling. The internal nodes are called connection nodes.

It is difficult to accurately assess which stored charge represents state. Data
dependencies allow what would otherwise appear to be state to be freely corrupted.
For example, consider an nMOS NAND gate with latched inputs whose upper tran-
sistor is "storing" a 0 (Figure 4.1). In this came the stored charge on the lower gate
can be corrupted (by C2. glitching) without affecting the outputs of the NAND
gate. Silica Pithecus does not consider such data dependencies when locating state.
If there is any point in time at which a node stores state, then Silica Pithecus con-
siders the node to store state at all times. This approach is overly conservative, but
no problems have yet been encountered using it.

State nodes are statically discovered by performing a recursive tree scan of the
net behavior equations of a circuit. The scan starts from the output nodes of the
circuit. For each node N in the scan, N's possible nets are examined. If a net is
not driven then all its dominant noes are state nodes. The dominant nodes of a
net are those whose capacitance overpower s the capacitance of the other nodes in
the net. If a net contains an input node then the input node is the only dominant
node of the net. Except for nets containing inputs nodes, a net can contain an
arbitrary number of dominant nodes. The scan is repeated for each new dominant
node found and for each node mentioned in the predicates of N. The scan ends
when no new state nodes are found.

Nodes which don't store state and whose signals don't appear in the predi-
cates of net behavior expressions (i.e., don't gate transistors) are connection nodes.
Connection nodes can be freely corrupted. For example, consider a 4-way selector
(Figure 4.2). Assume that the four inputs are driven and that both A,(t.) and
B,(t,) are not asserted. If, during a computation, A& and B6 waver before returning
to being unasserted, then the internal nodes will be corrupted. This corruption has
no effect on the output of the selector.

nSilic Pifbec define t po ate time r ".
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4.2 Corruption

Let net be some final net.4 We want to be able to predict the voltage of any node
in net solely from the initial state of the nodes in net. If net contains driven nodes
then the prediction can be based solely the driven nodes. If net contains no driven
nodes, then the final voltages can be precisely predicted from initial voltages if and
only if, during settling, no nodes in net shared charge with nodes not in net. When
a final net contains nodes which have shared charge with nodes not in the final net,
we say that the net has been absolutely corrupted. A later section discusses avoiding
corruption.

Example: Latched Inverter Cell

For example, consider again the Latched Inverter Cell (Figure 2.2). Its S node
has three possible nets, [S], IS, Out, VddJ, and IS, Out, Vdd, Gndj, all of which
can be final." When S,(t,) is either [S, Out, Vdd or [S, Out, Vdd, Gnd Thevenin
equivalents are used to calculate the voltage at S. When S,(t,) = [S], then absolute
corruption may have occurred. Consider the computation sequences of Figure 4.3.
In the upper figure Sm,(t,) (= -S1 ) is not corrupted because S has not shared charge
with any other nodes. (Although it began connected to other nodes, it did not share
charge with them. Remember, it is sumed that circuits start out at steady state.)
In the lower figure IS] has been corrupted because it momentarily shares charges
with Gnd and VDD. Another path (not shown) which corrupts (SI is IS, Vdd, Out]
-. IS, Vdd, Out, Gndj --* IS]. In- this case S shares charge with Gnd before being
isolated.

Absolute corruption is too strict a notion. Instead, a less strict form, simply
called corrupgtt, is more useful. A final net is corrupted if its dominant nodes have
shared charge with nodes not in the net. Corruption differs from absolute corruption
in that the charge sharing of non-dominant nodes is not considered. The voltages of
nodes in a net whose non-dominant nodes have uncertain charge can be calculated
with suflicient accuracy for verification.

Dominant nodes cannot be allowed to share charge with any extra nodes, re-
gardless of their capacitance. They might lose enough charge a little at a time such
that an accurate prediction of voltages on final nets is impossible.

'Review the sectioa on signals in Chapter 2 for she delsitioa of h set.

'Not all of a n's posibl ots can be Inal Steady state logical coustrainse dictate that although
certain net can occur during stting, these ets can's occur at steady state.

ire,
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In LatCr,
(Gr-d Vdd Out S] (Vdd Out S1 -. (S)

Latch Latch Latch

Out S Out S -

In In

S1Latch In Gn d OtS Latch [S

Latch Latch Latch

In Outla S

Figure 4.3: Computation Paths. Thae ane two poesible computation paths of the
Latched Iuverte Cell's 8 node. In the upper path 8 begins connected to Vdd and V
Out. Then the input to the inverter gos low and then Latch falls isolating S. In
the lower path S begins isolated. Then Latch goon high (while In is asserted) thenI
falls, leaving S isolated. The labels of the edge. indicate which signal causes the
transition and the signal's direction of change.
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~..s~r'm~n I - -icntt 2
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Figure 4.4: Non-deterministic Abstraction. This figure depicts two diffierent exper-
iments (trials 1 and 2 trials 3 and 4). Each experiment show. equivalent inputs
giving different outputs. "Non-deterministic behavior3 refers to this phenomenon.

4.3 Deterministic and Nondeterministic Abstrac-
tion Functions

From a theoretical viewpoint, the major problem of the abstraction function of the
previous chapter, A.a . VTB(voltage(#(tl))), is that it projects a nom-dstsnrnntic
B7. A behavior is rn-deterministic when the sam inputs can give different out-
puts. Two idealized eerenswith the Inverting Latch (Figure 2.2) will make
this clear. Consider Figure 4.4, which shows four different seas of inputs applied to
the Latched laverter Call, ad shows the S, which results from the inputs. Both
experiments show the boolean behavior of this device giving diffearent outputs for
the ame Inputs. In the first experiment ABS(In.) and ABS(Latcb6) are both 0,
but ABS(S.) IsesitherIlor 0. In the second pakof --perlments, ABS(In.) in Iand
ABS(Latch.) is 0, but again ABS(S.) Is either 1 or 0.A

There are two ways to project a deterministic Br. The &art is to have the
abstraction function differentiate between inputs which cause different outputs, i.s.,
guarantee the inputs will be different when the outputs ane different. The second, Ep
and more natural method, is to declare certain output signals to be invalid. Silicaa
Pithecus take this approach. Its abstraction function will declare S. in trials I uAd
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4 to be invalid. As a result, when verifying the circuit, Silica Pithecus constrains
Latch. from glitching and constrains In. from changing before Latch. falls. These
constraints prevent the invalid signals from occurring.

Circuit designers will recognize the first pair of runs as exhibiting what is known
as a "hazard" and the second pair of runs as exhibiting a "race.' Hazards occur
when control signals go through too many transitions during settling. The standard
example (exhibited in the figure) of a hazard is a control signal which begins at 0 and
ends at 0, but goes through two transitions (up and down)." Because the transitions
of a control signal affect a circuit as much as the value of a control signal, the extra
transitions cause the circuit to end up in the wrong state.

Races occur in MOS technologies when the signal isolating an undriven net and
the signal changing the value of the net both change during the same computation.
The order in which the signals change affects the final state of the net. If the net
is first isolated, its final value will be different than if it is changed before being
isolated. For example, Latch, of the Latched Inverter Cell must fall before In.
changes in order to isolate IS] before it is changed by In.. When In. and Latch. can
change on the same computation there is a race condition.

Hazards and races cause corruption. If hazards are outlawed, and races carefully
ordered' then corruption will not occur and a deterministic BT results. The ordering
of races is presented below. The signals which Silica Pithecus declares to be invalid
are precisely those which represent (potentially) corrupted state.

4.4 The Abstraction Function
The abstraction function has the desirable properties that it projects a deterministic
Br and it places timing constraints on inputs to ensure outputs are valid.

4.4.1 Valid Signals

The rules for valid sipnals are presented below. If all output signals (state signals
are considered output signals) are valid then no state nodes are corrupted. A signal
is valid when

e Its strength does not decrease after its voltage changes..

"I oftes thik cotri sigzals we called such aot because they coatrol thigas, but because they
themselves muM be controlled.

'Dictti which of ee signas in a race mum chnge Ans erder the race. Timing coastrainse
order rac .

'This i s he lad resultive rule for eusuriag freedom frm caemptim. There a a rage
of rules, r simple so complex, that cam be used for avoiding amuptioa. Simpler rlm men
easier to check tham complex rules, but they give more false egaties tham complex coaditions

% % % % .0 % % .
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o Its final voltage is leas than 1.5 volts or more than 3.5 volts.

The two rules are called the atrength rude and voltage rule, respectively.

Sources of corruption can divided into two classes: Momentary Expansion Cor'-
ruption, and Driven Corruption. Momentary Expansion Corruption occurs when a
net expands and then contracts. Except when the net contains driven nodes both
before expanding and after contracting, the expansion and contraction shows up as
an increase in strength followed by a decrease in strength. An example of this type
of corruption is shown in the lower half of Figure 4.3. We conservatively assume
that the voltage of signal always changes when its strength increases.' The Strength
Rule prevents momentary expansion corruption.

The stable-af ter constraint is used to prevent momentary expansion corrup-
tion. It prevents a net from shrinking after it has expanded. The form of the
constraint is stable-af ter(X.,Y.), which means that after X. is asserted, Y. must
remain stable.'10 It also implies that Y. must be stable as X. is asserted (i.ea., as X.
rise, in nMOS). control(x.) is shorthand for stable-af ter(x.,x.).

Driven Corruption occurs when the initial strength of a signal is co and the
voltage of the signal changes before the strength of the signal becomes finite. For
example, considering the Latched Inverter's S node again, the sequence [8, Vdd,
Out, GndI, [S, Vdd, Outj, [Sj, is an example of Driven Corruption. Driven Corrup-
tion is prevented by the Strength Rule which dictates that once a signal's voltage
changes the signal's strength cannot decrease.

The ftails-f irst constraint is used to prevent Driven Corruption. It ensure
that strength falls before voltage changes. f alls-f irst(X.,,Y,) means that if X,
must fall before Y. changes.

The two constraints, falls-f irst and stable-af ter, are collectively called
timing constraints. The two constraints collectively outlaw hazards and order races.,
Races are ordered such that undriven net@ are isolated before they are changed. We
call the ordering of races prescribed by the Strength Rule the natural oretering.

do. This rul wes chose as the simples rule whic vers~es mea.crcuit Interested reade can
Wnven -m complexne on their own. Silia PMthcu b u accuws" aw possible wMs doing a
data-depeadeat analysis.

'Hleuistic data depeadest asaysis couldl be perferoed to allow Silia Piheu to be lees coaeeu
vative. This.i discuseed in mere detail is ChapterS.

"0 uimg cms ho allowed by treating the aesuos at 1. as taking sme &mesa ounf times
rather than the assrtion bei matness IN we take afta X, is assered' to maw& 6aft. X,
mishedb be*n assersed' and require Y. to ho stable while X. in being aeeued thea bouncng
can be Is into the no"e

N % % %_02 0>N .
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4.5 Issuing Constraints

The representation of signal behavior makes error conditions (i.e., invalid signals)
explicit so that constraints guaranteeing valid signals can be automatically gener-
ated. The representation is based on computation paths and net tranuition praphs.
Constraints are generated directly from each state node's net transition graph.

Unlike threshold constraints which always apply, timing constraints condition-
ally apply. That is, only under certain conditions must X. fall before Y. or must
X. be stable after Y. is asserted. Associated with each timing constraint is a pred-
icate on the state of the circuit which controls the application of the constraint.
Only when the predicate is true must the constraint hold. For example, in the
scenario of the first chapter had the constraint Latch. =s overpowers([In],,,[SJs).
The predicate is "Latchb" and the constraint itself is 'overpowers ([In],[Sj8)."

The elements of the predicates are boolean signals, rather than boolean values,
and are meaningless unless unless their time component is quantified. We conser-
vatively state that a predicate is true if there is any moment time when it is true.
That is, for some predicate P, P e 3t[P(t)].

This section has two parts. It first discusses computation paths and net transi-
tion graphs. It then gives the algorithms for generating timing constraints.

4.5.1 Computation Paths and Net Transition Graphs

Computation paths and net transition graph are formal tools used by steady state
behavior validation. A computation path is the list of nets, in order, that a node
is a member of during a computation. Figure 4.3 shows two different computation
paths for the S node of the Latched Inverter Cell (Figure 2.2). In the upper example
S begins connected to Vdd. Then Latch. falls isolating S. In the lower example S
begins isolated. Then Latch, goe high (while Input, is high) and then low, isolating
S again. The labels of the edges indicate which signal causes the transition and its
direction of change. For transistors that turn on, the label also includes a predicate
describing the net that mergs with the net undergoing the changs For example,
the first edge of the lower path indicates not only that Latch. is asserted, but that
it does so when In. is asserted. Had In. not beeaserted, the resulting net would
not have included Gnd.

The possible computation paths of a given node ar formalized as paths through
a net transition graph. A node undergoes t at tranmsion when the net it is a
member of changes due to some transistor changing state. For example, referring
again to Figure 4.3, the change from net (S] to net (Gad Vdd Out S1 is a net
transition. The vertices of a net transition graph for node N corrmspond to the
possible nets of N, and the edges correspond to net transitions of N."1 The vertices

"1 To avoid ,ambiy a soa coasise of %*. ad ..adwM tre whwees a graph comim of

lie 01 P et
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Figure 4.5: The Net Transition Graph of the S node of Latched Inverter Cell.

are labelled with the predicate selecting the net corresponding to the vertex. The
edges awe lbele as they are labelled, In computation pathe. A computation path
is a traversal through a met trinities graph.

Each vertex in a net transition graph is annotated with the strength of the signal
it corresponds to. A transition in the met transition graph from a vertex to a lIws
strong vertex is called a downswd tiaWutiom, to a higher strength vertex is called an
upward tratieis, and to an equal strength vertex a sidewea treuwitios. Finally,
two vertices A and B anrge s gbu if there is some path of sideways transitions
connecting them.

For example, consider sgain the Latch Inverter Cell (Figure 2.2). The net be.
havior equation of Its S nods is

S., = A t . Latch.(t) A Ift(t) --* 1S Vdd Out Gndl,
LStch(t) A 20Gr(In(t)) -*IS Vd" OUti,
EOT(Latchl(t)) --6[3

The net traotion graph (Figure 4.5) for the 8 node of this cell has three vertices
corresponding to S's three possible nets. Becauseea possibie net cam be trans-
formed by a single transistor state champs into one of the other possible met the
are six edges in the graph. There are two downward edges for when Latch falls, and
two coireponding upward edges, for when Latch riess. The are two sideways edges
COrSponding to In's two state.

Mwsis sA a"*. (ams cawle om).

V.1
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[X] [X YJ [X]

Latch Latch, Latch

-X Latch' Y -X LatchE - X

[V] XJ [XYZ Y ZJ

Li L2 Li U2 LI L2

X ' L2~ L1I4,I

D9XV XYI [VI (JXI

Li LI ILI LI

L2'.. Li'

Figure 4.6: Example of the three ways a not can expand then contract. In the first
diagram an upward transition is followed by a downward transition where both
transitions are caused by the same transistor. In the second diagram an upward
transition is followed by a downward transition where the two transitions are due
to different transistors. In the third diagram an upward transition is followed by
two sideways transitions, then a dowward transition is made.

4.5.2 Ensuring Strength Never Decreases After Increasing

stable-af ter constraints esure a signal's strength never decreasse after increas-
ing. When a signal's strength decreases after increasing the signal has undergone
Momentary Zxpanso Corruption? Mmtary expansion corruption is &voided

by forbidding downward net transitions to follow upward net transitions.

The ways a signAl's strength increases and then decreases can be divided intoU
three classes (Figure 4.6). The first occurs when a control signal (defined below) is
asserted then unassnerted (this in called a haew The second cause of momentary

expansion corruption occurs when an upwardl transition Is followed by a downward

transition whom the upward and downward transitions are cause by different sig-U
1'W* w peasng boew crrapts of seow sad cempdes of sigua We say N. is corrpWs i

a" osl if N.i a dostiasd SO&ofa CompWe ael

Oi I ~~.~ V%%~j~\
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nals. The third cause of momentary expansion corruption occurs when an upward
transition is followed by some number of sideways transitions then followed by a
downward transition.

All sources of momentary expansion corruption are avoided by the following
requirement.

Rule 1: All signals causing downward transitions from a vertex V
cannot change after any signal causing an upward transition into V or
into a neighbor of V is asserted.

stable-after constraints, which ensure this rule is always met, are generated
by the following algorithm. The algorithm is explained using the notation 'PIA"
which means *The predicate P simplified under the assumption that A is asserted.'
For example, assuming that b is asserted by making it true, (and a b c) b reduces
to (and a ), and bib reduces to true.

Algorithm Generate stable-after Constraints:
Inputs: The net transition graph G of node N.
Outputs: The stable-after constraints which ensure N. does not undergo Mo-
mentary Expansion Corruption.
Method:

For each vertex V in G do
Let P be the predicate choosing V.
For each downward outgoing edge D from V do

Let SD. be the signal causing D.
For each upward edge U into V or into a neighbor of V do

Let SU. be the signal causing U.
Issue the timing constraint
"PISUb as stable-after(SU., SD.).* U

For mtmple, conder again the Latched Inverter Cell (Figure 2.2), and the net
transition graph of Its S node (Figure 4.5). The above algorithm generates the
following two stable-after constraints on Latch:

* In -. stable-after(Latch., Latch.)

* -jn -. stable-af ter(Latch., Latch.).

These two constraints are collapsed into stable-after(Latch., Latch.), which is
then simplified to control(Latch.). A control signal is a signal that, once asserted,
must remain asserted.

r110
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Ci C2

Figure 4.7: Voltage Changes. Under pessimistic enough conditions, asserting C1
can pull X low.

4.5.3 Ensuring Strength Never Decreases After the Voltage
Changes

As mentioned above, Driven Corruption occurs when the initial strength of a signal
is oo and the voltage of the signal changes before the strength of the signal becomes
finite. For example, considering the Latched Inverter (Figure 2.2) again, S. under-
goes Driven Corruption when the computation path iS, Vdd, Out, Gnd] -. [S, Vdd,_I'
Out] -- (S] occurs. In this computation path S& starts out at 0 but goes to I before
being isolated.

Driven Corruption is avoided by requiring a signal's strength to decrease before
the signal's voltage changes. Unfortunately, a completely strict enforcement of this
will make it impossible to verify many reasonable circuits. A strict interpretation
of this rule will disallow driven nets to expand before contracting. For example,
consider a gate routed to two latches (Figure 4.7). Assume that C16(t,) is unasserted
and C2,(t,) is asserted. Also assume that C1, and C2& can change during the same
phase. If C2, becomes unasserted before Ci, is merted, no problems arise. If C,
goes high first, however, then X. may suffer a large voltags change depending on
the capacitance of Y and the driving force of the gate.

Circuits such as this ae common. We therefore ignore the effects of purely
capacitive nodes and declare that voltage changes do not occur between comparable
driven nets. Two nets ar comparable if ad only if they be transposed into each
other by adding and subtracting undriven nodes from their periphery (Figure 4.8
shows an example). We now state the rule that is used to prevent Driven Corruption.

Rule 2: Signals causing downward net transitions from a driven
vertex V must change before signals which cause sideways transitions
to incomparable nots change.

The following algorithm enforces Rule 2 by issuing falle-flrst constraints.
Algorithm Generate falls-first Constraints:

***..~ . .yaw
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1 0 1 0
_ I i

I I

Figure 4.8: Comparable and Incomparable Nets. Two driven nets are comparable
if they can be transposed into each other by adding and subtracting undriven nodes
at their periphery. The two nets in the first half of the figure are comparable. The
two nets in the bottom half are incomparable.

Inputs: The net transition graph G of node N.
Outputs: The falls-first constraints which prevent Driven Corruption of No.
Method:

For each vertex V in G do
Let P be the predicate choosing V.
If V corresponds to a driven net then

For each downward outgoing edge D from V do
Let SD. be the signal causing D.
For each sideways edge U of out of V into an incomparable vertex

Let SU. be the signal causing U.
Issue the constraint "P A -SD6(tl) =o falls-f irst(SD*, SU.).* U

For example, consider again the Latched Inverter Cell's S node and its net
transition graph (Figure 4.5). The above algorithm generates the following two
falls-first constraints.

* In& A Latch A-'Latch.(t1 ) *- falls-f irst(Latch., In.)

* -'In& A Latch A-,Latch4(t1 ) zo falls-flrst(Latch., In.)

These two constraints are merged to yield

Latcha A-'Latchb(tf) * falls-first(Latch., In.).
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The predicate is abbreviated falls(Latchb) to yield the final form of the constraint:
falls(Latch.) =: falls-firs(Latch., In,). This constraint prevents the voltage
on S from changing before S is isolated.

Figure 4.9 restates the restrictions and merges the two algorithms together.

4.6 Implementation Issues

There are two notes on the implementation that bear mentioning. First, Silica
Pithecus does not perform a timing analysis. It therefore cannot determine the
relative ordering of changes in signals. Second, the designer envisioned data depen-
dencies between control signals are usually much coarser than the data dependencies
embedded in constraints. This observation is exploited by trying to prove timing
constraints hold under coarser data dependencies than under which they are pred-
icated. This results in faster, simpler proofs.

Silica Pithecus does not perform a timing analysis; it cannot prove that some
signal changes before some other signal. Therefore Silica Pithecus cannot verify
circuits relying on races. Silica Pithecus proves that Y. falls before X. changes
(i.e., satisfies falls-f irst constraints) by showing that X, is stable when Y. can
fall. Likewise, Silica Pithecus proves that X. doesn't change after Y. rises (i.e.,
satisfies stable-af ter constraints) by showing that X. is stable when Y. can rise.
The lack of a timing system leads to false negatives. These false negatives can
be avoided by incorporating a timing system into Silica Pithecus. However, since
circuits which rely on races are rare, this is not a major drawback.

The dependencies intended by the designer are simpler than the data dependen-
cies in timing constraints. A designer often intends a restriction on a signal to hold
under all conditions, but the timing constraints only restrict the signal under a few
specialized conditions. For example, where timing constraints require a signal to be
a control signal only at certain times, a designer often intends the signal to always
be a control signal. A second example is a signal which constraint generation re-
quires to be a control signal during computation C, but which the designer intends
to be stable during C.

Silica Pithecus exploits the simpler data dependencies of real designs by attempt-
ing to satisfy timing constraints using simpler (more restrictive) data dependencies
than they are predicated under. This is advantageous because it is easier to sat-
isfy timing constraints using simpler data dependencies. For example, when Silica
Pithecus has to prove that Y. is a control signal on P, it first tries to show that Y. A
either is stable on P or that Y. is always a control signal. Only if these attempts
fail does it try to prove Y. is a control signal on P.

When proving some restriction is true on P Silica Pithecus will sometimes try
to prove the restriction holds even when P is false. For example, often the only

-. * ~ - 9 U~u~j~. ~1 - * ~ ~ ~ -c- ... P. *J "r..z. .
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Rule 1: All signals causing downward transitions from a vertex V cannot change
after any signal which causes an upward transition into V or into a neighbor
of V is asserted.

Rule 2: Signals causing downward net transitions from a driven vertex V must
change before signals which cause sideways transitions to incomparable nets
change.

Algorithm GENERATE TIMING CONSTRAINTS:
Inputs: The net transition graph G of node N.
Outputs: The constraints which ensure a signals strength does the right thing.
Method:

For each vertex V in G do
Let P be the predicate choosing V.
For each downward outgoing edge D from V do

Let SD. be the signal causing D.
[Generate stable-after constraints.]
For each upward edge U into V or into a neighbor of V do

Let SU. be the signal causing U.
Issue the constraint
OPISU, * stable-af ter(SU, SD.)."

[Generate falls-first constraints.]
If V corresponds to a driven net then

For each sideways edge U of out of V into an incomparable vertex
Let SU. be the signal causing U.
Issue the constraint
"P A -,SD,(tf) o falls-f irst(SD,, SU.).- U

Figure 4.9: The Restrictions on Net Transitions and Their Implementation.

Lamm,

I
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Precharge -7

- Internal - Out

Enable

Figure 4.10: An OR Gate Implemented in CMOS Domino Logic. Node Internal is
precharged on 41. Enable goes high on 02. A. and B, must be stable when Enable
goes high.

relevant term of P is that some clock is asserted. If the clock is asserted, then the
restriction will hold regardless of whether P itself is true.

4.7 A Complex Example

As a more complex example consider an OR gate designed with CMOS Domino
Logic [Krambeck (Figure 4.10). It is used as follows. On one phase Precharge, is
held high and enable, is held low. During this time A. and B. are free to settle.
On the next phase Precharge. is low while Enable, is high. During this time A.
and B. are stable. The relationship between signals informally stated above are
automatically discovered, and stated as timing constraints.

Consider now the net transition graph of the Internal node of this device (Figure
4.11)." This graph has five vertices and twelve transitions. The timing constraints
generated for this graph appear in Table 4.1. The numbers in this figure correspond
to the numbered verticu in the OR gate's net transition graph.

The timing constraints are summarized and compared against the designer's
restrictions in Table 4.2. The only restrictions that match completely are the ones
requiring Precharge, to be a control signal. The other timing constraints depend on
more factors than the designers restrictions. The designer intends A. and B. to be
stable when Precharge, is low, they only change when Precharge, is asserted. The
timing constraints only require A, and B. to be control signals when Prechargeb

"The graph in the figure is not the real graph, which has 11 vertices and approximately 40 arcs.
The graph shown was generated from the real graph by merging vertices whose associated nets
had the same nodes. This causes multiply connected nodes to be represented by only one vertex
rather thsa three.

tIi
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1. NOT(A,) A NOT(B,) -* control(Precharge,)

2. Ab V B, control(Precharge.)

3. A, V B, -c. ontrol(Enable.)
Enable, c control(A.) and control(B.)
A, -. stable-after(Enable., A.)
B, stable-af ter(Enable., B.)
Enable, - stable-after(A,Enable,)
Enable, -. stable-after(B., Enable.)

4. NOT(A,) A NOT(Precharge) -- control(B.)
NOT(B,) A NOT(Precharge) - control(A.)

Table 4.1: Timing Constraints for the Domino Logic OR Gate.

is low, rather than to be stable. Also, where the designer intends Enable. to be a
control signal, the timing constraints only force it to be a control signal when A, or
B, is high.

4.8 Generalizing to Multiple Types of Transistors

This section generalizes the ideas to include circuits containing multiple types of
transistors. The theory readily extends to transistors which conduct when their
gates are "of'" (at 0 volts) such as p-channel transistors. (Silica Pithecus only
handles nMOS circuits with only one type of positive threshold transistor.)

The theory does not readily handle circuits containing transistors with different
positive thresholds. In particular, it doesn't correctly handle multiply connected
nodes where the redundant transistors have different thresholds. Nodes X and Y
are multiply connected when there is more than one path of conducting transistors
between them. The transistors which make the multiple paths possible are called
redundant.

For example, consider a cMOS transmission gate (Figure 4.12). This device is
used u a threshold drop free switch (Westej. When A, is asserted both transistors
are conducting. If X is at Vdd, Y will eventually be pushed to Vdd acros the p-
channel transistor. If X is at Gnd, Y will eventually be pulled down to Gnd across
the n-channel transistor. If both transistors are conducting (which occurs when
A. changes value) there are two connections between X and Y. If either transistor
stops conducting, X and Y will still be connected because the other transistor is

II
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Generated Constraints [Designer Restrictions I
controlPrecharge.). m=
Enable, -~ control(A.) -Precharge6 - stable(A.
A6 A B, A-'Precharge, --* control(A.)
stable-at ter(Enable.,A.)
stable-a ter(A.,Enable.) ____________

Enable, -* control(Bs) -Precharge, - stable(B.)
A6 A B6 A-'Precharge6 - control(B.)
stable-at ter(Enable. ,B.)
stable-at ter(Enable. ,B,) ____________

A, V B, -~ controlEnable.) control (Enable.)

Table 4.2: Comparing the Designer Restrictions and the Generated Restrictions.

Figure 4.12: cMOS Transmission Gate. This in an example of a circuit which gives
rise to multiply connected nodes. This circuit occurs frequently in practice.

still on. Therefore, there are three configurations of the transistor states yielding a
net containing X and Y.

As an example of circuit where multiply connected nodes cause problems, con-
sider the circuit of Figure 4.13. In this figure there are two types of poeitive threshold
transistors. The transistor gated by B is of one type and the other transistors are of
the other type. The transistor gated by B has a threshold (called Thresh-B) which
is lower than threshold of the transistor gated by A (called Thresh-A). Assume that
all transistors are initially off and that N is at ground. If the circuit undergoes the
transitions A high, B high, B low, my method will calculate the wrong voltage forA
N, namely VDD - Thresh-A. The correct voltage is VDD - Thresh-B. This bug
arises because the original rules did not account for different threshold drops.

The correction is to treat some sideways transitions as if they were upwards
transitions. This is done by assigning to vertices secondary numbers basud on the
types of transistors in them. These secondary numbers can be used to order vertices

-. 1 lie
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A -B

N _
Figure 4.13: A Circuit Containing Two Types of Positive Threshold Transistors.
All the transistors are n-channel. The threshold of the transistor gated by A is
thresh-A and the threshold of the transistor gated by B is thresh-B. Thresh-B
is smaller than thresh-A.

just u strength is used to order vertices. Transistors with smaller thresholds would
have higher secondary numbers associated with them. With this subnumbering
scheme the original rules of computation paths can still be used. Vertices would
first be ordered by strength and secondarily by types of transistors.

4.9 Summary

Signals are abstracted into digital values by first making sure they are valid, and
then turning their final values into digital values. A signal N. is valid when N..,(t,)
is not corrupted.

An explicit representation for signal behavior, called net transitions graphs was
developed. This representation makes invalid signals explicit. It also yielded a fast
and effective method for automatically generating constraints which guarantee all
output signals will be valid.

The method was extended to handle all MOS processes. The extension only
required a more precise ordering of the possible nets of a circuit.

'I.
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Chapter 5

Non-isolated Inputs

This chapter confronts non-electrically isolated inputs. The Inverting Latch of
Chapter 1 is an example of a circuit with a non-electrically isolated input. When
Latch is asserted, the input node In is connected to node S. This connection af-
fects the input signal applied to In. There are two ramifications of non-electrically
isolated inputs. The first is ensuring information flows from an input node into a
circuit, rather than vice versa. The second is augmenting the generation of timing
constraints to accommodate nets which contain input node.

Another type of constraint, called a flow constraint, is needed to ensure that
input nodes act as inputs. An input node N of circuit C acts as an input only when
the signal S applied to N is not materially changed by C. S is materially changed
by connection to a C when the abstraction of S when it is connected to C and the
abstraction of S when it is not connected to C differ. When S is materially changed
by C then N is acting as an output node. Input signals are usually materially
changed by momentary connections to driven nodes and by charge sharing bugs.

This chapter has two sections. The first section discusse flow constraints. The
second discusses issuing timing constraints for nets which contain input nodes.

5.1 Flow Constraints

Flow constraints dictate that signals must flow into input nodes and out of output
nodes. A node acts as input of circuit C only when signals flow into C circuit
through it. Likewise, a node acts as an output of circuit C only when signals flow
out of C through it. The generation of flow constraints requires access to a circuit's

intended digital behavior. The intended digital behavior defines which nodes are
inputs and which are outputs.

For example, consider again the Inverting Latch of Chapter 1. Assume that the
capacitance of its S node is iOOpf. Further assume that its Input node is connected
to a precharged bus whose capacitance is only 50pf. When the Latch goes high,

89
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signal flow will be from S to Bus, thereby changing Bus. This change is contrary
to the designer's intentions of Bus changing S. In this scenario, Input is acting as
an output node, not as an input node.

Signal flow is constrained by the overpowers constraint. There are two ways a
signal value X can overpower a signal value Y: when X's strength is sufficiently
greater than Y's strength,' or when X and Y have the same logical value. The first
condition can be checked statically without recourse to the "run-time" behavior of
a circuit. A signal X overpowers a signal Y when Vt [overpowers(X.(t), Y.(t))].

Flow constraints can be formally motivated by changing the abstraction func-
tion. The new abstraction function rejects input signals which were materially
changed by the circuit to which they were input. We will not develop the formal as.
pects of motivating flow constraints. The interested reader is encouraged to conduct
this investigation on her own.

The following notation is used in this chapter. Let Net = IN,,..., Nj be a net.
Net,v represents the signal value computed by Net at node N,.

5.1.1 Input Nodes
Node N acts as an input node to circuit C when the signal applied to N by the
*outside world' overpowers the signal applied to N by C. Let T be the transistor
gating the N and 0 be the node on the other side of the transistor from N. A node
acts as input nod* when, for any time t, the net on N's side of the transistor (called
NNE") overpowers the net on O's side of the transistor (called ONET). Therefore, a

*flow constraint for input node N has the form P :* overpowers(NNETN, ONETo)
where P is the predicate which causes NNET to be on one side of T and ONET
to be one the other side of T. When flow constraints are generated NNET always
has the form [NI. When flow constraints are propagated (cf. Chapter 11) NNET
becomes a net.

For example, consider the Inverting Latch again. Its In's net behavior equation
is

In.s. = A t. Latch&(t) --o [In SI,
IOT(Latchb(t)) - [In].

For In to be an input node [In), . must overpower [SJ, whenever Latch, is true.
Because of this, the constraint

Latch& zo overpowers([In],., [SIS)

is generated. (This is the third constraint of the four constraints generated for the
Inverting Latch.) In general, an input node having N clausm in its net behavior

IS&& Pithewcs deam .Isufitly dra C am dw ma itude re sa.
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expression will generate N - 1 flow constraints. The following algorithm generates
flow constraints for input nodes.

Algorithm Generate Flow Constraints for an Input Node r:
Inputs: I's net behavior NB.
Outputs: The flow constraints ensuring I acts as an input node.
Method:

For each clause C of NB do
Let Net be the consequent of C and P be the predicate of C.
Let T be the transistor gating I.
Let 0 be the node on the other side of T from I.
Let ONET be the net on O's side of T.

Issue the flow constraint "P =s overpowers([I],, ONeto)". U

5.1.2 Output Nodes

Node N acts as an output node of circuit C only when information flows out of
C through N. This is the inverse of an input node. Using the same notation
as for flow constraints on input nodes, flow constraints on output nodes look like
P =* overpowers(ONETo, NNETN).

Output constraints are not explicit. When an output node connects with an
input node, satisfying the flow constraints of the input node automatically satisfies
the flow constraints of the output node. When two or more output nodes connect,
Silica Pithecus checks for conflicts: when two different devices can simultaneously
drive the same node to different values an error is signalled.

5.1.3 Buses

Besides input and output nodes, circuits also use bus nodes. A bus node sometimes
acts as an input node, and sometimes acts as an output node. The methods above
do not work for bus nodes because they are not purely either input or output nodes.
The solution is to examine the intended digital behavior to determine when a bus
node is to act as an input and when it is to act an output. Flow constraints are
then generated to make buses act appropriately.

5.2 Timing Constraints

When a net NET contains an input node special care must be taken to ensure the
input node doesn't corrupt NET. If the input node changes value before being shed
from NET then NET may be corrupted. Extra timing constraints (specifically,

= ;,
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falls-first constraints) must be generated to avoid this form of corruption. The
following algorithm is used to generate these constraints.
Algorithm Generate More falls-first Constraints:
Inputs: The net transition graph G of node N.
Outputs: The falls-first constraints which prevent Input Node Corruption of
No.
Method:

For each vertex V in G do
Let P be the predicate choosing V.
If V contains an input node I then

For each downward outgoing edge D from V to W do
Let SD. be the signal causing D.
If W does not contain I then

Issue the constraint "P A - SD6(t,) * falls-f irst(SD., I.).- U

4.
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Chapter 6

Silica Pithecus

Silica Pithecus is the implementation of my theory of multilevel verification of MOS
circuits. This chapter discusses the structure of Silica Pithecus and presents parts
of Silica Pithecus undeserving their own chapter.

The major operations performed by Silica Pithecus depend on whether it is
performing flat verification or hierarchical verification. The primary operations of
Silica Pithecus when performing flat verification are constructing a representation
of signal behavior that makes invalid signals apparent, and issuing constraints which
ensure those invalid signals never arise. The primary operation of Silica Pithecus
when performing hierarchical verification is processing constraints to show they
hold.

Common to both forms are the inputs to Silica Pithecus, namely the specifica-
tion of digital behavior and the specification of circuit structure. Digital behavior is
specified as a program written in a programming language supplied by Silica Pithe-
cus. This language has an interpreter, specifications can be debugged by executing
them. Chapter 7 discusses in detail the specification of digital systems and the moti-
vation for Silica Pithecum's method of specifying digital behavior. The specification
of circuit structure is not presented in this dissertation, but the representation of
circuit structure is.

This chapter has three sections. The first section discusses the structure of Silica
Pithecus. The representation of circuits is presented in the second section. The last
section describes how Silica Pithecus compares digital formuls.

6.1 The structure of Silica Pithecus

The structure of Silica Pithecus depends upon the type of verification it is perform-
ing. We first discuss Silica Pithecus's operation during flat verification, then its
operation during hierarchical verification.

931
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When performing flat verification Silica Pithecus has five phases (Figure 6.1).
They are:

Generation of net behavior. Net behavior, introduced in Chapter 2, is a rep-
resentation of a circuit's dynamic structure. Net behavior makes explicit the
timing constraints needed to ensure state is not corrupted. A hierarchical
method is used to generate net behavior. Chapter 8 presents the details of
generating net behavior.

Issuance of timing and flow constraints. The algorithms for generating tim-
ing and flow constraints were presented in Chapters 4 and 5.

Generating and abstracting signal behavior. Silica Pithecus generates signal
behavior from net behavior. Signal behavior is then abstracted to the digital
level. During this phase threshold constraints are generated.

Although generating signal behavior from net behavior is conceptually sepa-
rate from abstracting digital behavior from signal behavior, the two are dis-
cussed together. This is an artifact of intentional analysis; signal behavior
itself is not important. The abstraction of signal behavior is. Therefore,
much of signal behavior generation is bypassed,' which forces us to treat the
two operations, generation and abstraction, together. Chapter 9 presents this
part of Silica Pithecus.

Checking the generated constraints. The generated constraints are procesued.
Rejected constraints are returned to the designer an errors. Propagated con-
straints are attached to the circuit being verified. (At any given level of
structural hierarchy a constraint is either satisfied, violated, or propagated to
the next higher structural level.)

Comparing arbitrary digital expressions. The comparison of digital expres-
sions is a time-consuming operation. The general problem is NP-Complete.
Silica Pithecus does not try to solve this problem elegantly. Instead, it relies
on hierarchy to manage the problem. Silica Pithecus's comparison methods
are presented in the third section of this chapter.

The general theory of hierarchical verification is presented in Chapter 10. Chap- I
ter 10 shows the advantage of hierarchical verification, states the requirements on
a verification system that make it work, and gives some concrete example in the
arithmetic domain.

When performing hierarchical verification Silica Pithecus has four pham (Fig-
ure 6.2):
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PARTS
Name Type Renaming Information

STORAGE-GATE Tronutor Drain a A, Source = Gnd, Gate - Storage
READ-GATE Tranitor Drain a Bus, Source N A, Gate S Read
WRITE-GATE Traritor Drain a Bus, Source a Storage, Gate - Write

CONNECTIONS
Bus (Drain READ-GATE) (Source WRITE-GATE)
A (Source READ-GATE) (Drain STORAGE-GATE)
Storage (Gate STORAGE-GATE) (Drain WRITE-GATE)
Unnamed (Source STORAGE-GATE) Gnd

Table 6.1: Representation of the Three Transistor Ram

Mapping components' constraints. The major part of hierarchical verification
is the mapping of the five different types of constraints. Each type of constraint
has its own special handler. Chapter 11 discusses constraint mapping and
constraint checking.

Checking the mapped constraints. This the same as for fiat verification.

Generating digital behavior. The digital behavior of the whole is the composi-
tion of the components' digital behaviors.

Structural comparison. The structural hierarchy of the derived digital behavior
is compared against the funcational hierarchy of the intended behavior. The
comparison is described below.

6.2 The Hierarchical Representation of Circuits
Circuits are specified hierarchically where the primitive devices are those provided
by the technology being verified (e.g., DFETs and EFETs in nMOS). My represen-
tation for circuit mitors and exploits this hierarchy. This representation is nearly
identical to DPL's IDPLI.

The primitive circuit element is the tmadstor. It has three terminals called
Drain, Source, and Gate. Consider the Three Transiso Ram (Figure 8.2), which
is composed solely of transistos The repeeemtation of this circuit consists of a
listing of its parts and the connections between them (Table 6.1). Circuit names
(e.g., Trnmieor or Three Tromistor RAM are written in italics, and instance names
(e.g., STORAGE-GATE) ar hyphenated and capitalised.

The structural representation of a circuit has two sections. The Connection
section lists and names the connections between the components. The Parts ac-
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tion lists the components, their names, and renaming informtion. The renaming
information dictates how names of components map to names of the parent circuit.
Renaming information is used heavily. Note that the component's names (e.g., tran-
sistor) are listed, not the components themselves. This is a "pointer scheme by
which only one prototype of a circuit exists regardless of how many larger circuits it
is part of. There are two advantages to this scheme. The first is a saving in storage
for circuits used many times. The second, and more important, is having to analyze
a circuit once instead of the number of times it occurs in larger circuits.

6.3 Comparison

The type of comparison performed depends oan whether flat or hierarchical verifica-
tion is performed. Flat verification requires comparing arbitrary digital expressions
for equality. Arbitrary comparison is computationally intensive. Hierarchical ver-
ification requires comparing structurally similar digital expressions. This type of
compar'ison is computationally inexpensive.

Silica Pithecus uses a very simple theorem prover to show two digital expressions
are equivalent. The only complication is the presence of float's which occur in
conditional expreions.2 When faced with conditional epresions C1 and C2 Silica
Pithecus shown that they a equivalent asuming that the first predicate of Cl is
true and assuming that the first predicate is false. This generates two simpler
subproblems. The second subprobbm may involve conditional clauses, in which
case the strateg is reapplied.

When hierarchical verification is performed the structural hierarchy of the sche-
matic and the functional hierarchy of the intended behavior must match. Silica
Pithecus determines if the input/output relationships of the functions in the digital
specification and the wirm in the structure correspond (i.e., the procedures and
components ar similarly 'wired').

For example, consider a sum of products device (Figure 6.3). Let the intended
behavior of this device be

(db (S-of-prodscta z y a)
(+ (s z y) ( (* x a) (* y s))))

This device Is comt only if devices PLUSI and PLUS2 were verified to have
digital behavior 1+', devices TM iESI, TIMS2, and TIMES3 were verified to have
behavior *, ad the ae win according to the dataflow prescribed by the intended
behavior of the entire device.

'De'iese .lu wldcas sllr b|
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Figure 6.3: Sum of Products
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Chapter 7

Specifying Digital Systems

As defined in Chapter 3, the digital descriptive level consists of Boolesa, float,
boolean functions, and Join. All complex digital syste"s are created from these
primitives. This chapter addresses how we specify the combination of theme primi-
tives to build complex devices.

Digital systems are hard to describe because there is no single notation that
works well for small (e.g., an adder cell), medium (e.g., a 16 bit adder), large (e.g.,
a controller), and very large (e.g., a whole chip) designs. Each level has its own
particular problems and nuances. Notations that work well for small designs ar
often too cumbersome for large designs and &ice wvr. The notation used by Silica
Pithecus errs on the side of easily describing large designs at the expense of not
concisely describing small designs.

This chapter has five sections. The first section discusses the issues of describing
digital behavior common to all designs regarien of s., The second section pro.
poses using programs for specifying digital behavior' and covers the advantages and
disadvantages of doing so. The third section gives a rationualization and overview of
the applicative programning language used by Silica Pithecus for describing digital
systems. The fourth section is a reference manual of this languags. The last section
presents a large example which shows the specification of a reduced instruction set
computer.

To a large degree, there is nothing new in this chapter. Many of the ideas
presented here ar germane to the applicative programming community. Many
of our arguments for using applicative programming languages in the description
of digital systems appear in Johnson IJohnsonj (though in a much less accessible
form). Other remea ers, (Sheeran, Johmsonj, use the ame method of specification
as we are about to propose; the only difference is usually syntax. Nonetheless,
for completeness, and for the edification of readers unfamiliar with the applicative

'There is soher camp which uses lgic for specificationL larseoed reade ae reerred to
[GordoB4bJ, [Mishra/ClhkeJ, and [Moukowkij.
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approach, we now present a thorough discussion of the subject.

7.1 Issues in Specifying Digital Behavior

The major issue@ in specifying digital behavior an coverage, extent, and reliability.
Coverage refers to specifying the behavior of a circuit for all its inputs and

state.. A specification that does not completely cover all inputs and states is called
incomplete or partial. As will be discussed in more detail below, it is hard for
specifications to exactly cover the intended digital behavior of a circuit: programs
tend to over specify behavior, and logic tends to under specify behavior.

Extent refers to the interval of time (measured in events, such as clock ticks,
not real time) used in the specification. For example, one may wish to specify that
once asserted signal X. remains high until signal Y. goes low; this specification has
greater extent than one time unit.

Reliability measure. the amount of faith one has that a specification is correct.
As a basis for later compason consider the listing method of specification: be-

havior, i.e., next state and outputs, is specified by listing for each input and state
of interest what the intended behavior is. (This method is, of course, infeasible due
to the exponential number of entries required for even a modest circuit.) Assuming
the listing was done correctly the coverage would be exact, there would be no spu-
rious or lacking entries. It would have no extent. Its reliability could be checked by
writing a simulator for the listing and running the listing as if it were a program.

7.2 Specifying Digital Behavior with Programs

Instead of listing all the entries one can write a program in a suitable language
to compute the intended behavior. I define a *suitable language" as being small
with well defined semantics. This section gives the advantages and disadvantages
of specifying digital behavior with program.

7.2.1 Advantage of Using Programs

Programs Can be Debugged and VerWed

Because a program can be executed and debugged, it can be very reliable In com-
parison to text editors and spreadsheets, the program describing the digitial be-
havior of even million transistor chips ae rather small and extremely heavy testing
of the program can occur. It is also possible to verify program. Indeed, proving the
functional correctnm of digital designs is essntially the a= problem as proving
prowram correct.

- .g
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Programs Allow Hierarchical Specifications

An important property of programs is that they can be composed to make larger pro-
grams. When functional programming languages are used functional composition
alone suffices for composing programs. Programs therefore allow for hierarchical
and modular specifications. The specification's hierarchy can be exploited to great
effect during verification if it matches the structural hierarchy of the design being
verified (this is discussed in Chapter 6).

7.2.2 Disadvantages of Using Programs
Programs are Poor at Specifying Asynchronous Systems

Programs can be used to descrbe asynchronous systems. For example, CSP [ref-
erence] and ADA tasks [Reference] can be used to models asynchrnous systems.
Nonetheless, programs fal for specifying the intended behaviors of systems. The
problem is that what we often wish to prove some property of the behavior holds.
That after some time, the system will acknowledge a request, or that some ar-
biter properly arbitates. Such properties are best specified by temporal logics
[Mishra/Clarke rather than by programs.

Programs Have Coverage Problems When Inputs are Not Retricted

Programs are prone to have coverage problems, they often specify behavior that
should be left unspecified (i.e., a value is specified where there should be a dont
care). This "bug3 is very hard to catch unless it is specifically tested for: normal
tests of program will probably never exercise the code that is 'buggy.' Indeed, the
program may have all the functionality and work correctly for all correct inputs.
But the circuit to be verified may assign different values to the don't cares. When
verified against the program it would not pass because it did not do what the
program did.

A concrete example will make this clear. Consider a memory circuit for storing
four bits. There is one bus, four read lines, and four write lines. The designer
may intend for only one bit to be writeable at a time and design the circuit that
way. That is, the circuit will write invalid values if more than one write line is
asserted. A program to specify the memory could be written and "debuggd with
only one write line asserted at a time without the designer noticing the program
allows simultaneous writes to more than one bit. Even though the circuit may be
correct and the specification *debugged, the circuit cannot be verified alasit the
program since the circuit does not allow more than one bit to be written whereas
the program does.

The real bug is that the verifier does not know the constraints on the input
signals. If they are known, a verifier would not attempt to verify behaviors arising

V"-
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from disallowed input configurations (e.g., more than one write line asserted at a
time). Silica Pithecus, which uses programs as specifications, requires constraints on
inputs to be explicitly declared. These constraints are used during the comparison
of the abstracted and specified behaviors.

7.3 Rationale for Silica Pithecus's Specification
Language

The specification language should have several attributes:

e It should be a programming language with an interpreter.

* It should support modular specifications.

* It should have simple and precise semantics.

e It should be able to express parallelism.

This section discusses theme goals and summarizes the language resulting from
satisfying them.

7.3.1 The Goals of the Language

It should be a programming language with an Interpreter.

One should be able to debug the specifications by running them. If the specifications
are not correct then the design will not be.

It should support modular specifications.

Modularity is the mechanism used to contain complexity. Complex systems are
built by composing together less complex systems. A specification language must
support modularity by allowing specifications to be composed to make complex
specifications. For example, a specification for a control unit and a specification for
an ALU should be composable using functional composition. If either specification
must be changed in order for them to be composed, then the language does not
support modular specifications. Under this restriction, languages such as Pascal
could not be used as a specification language because of potential clashes between
names of variables. I

This goal constrains the evaluation mechanism for the language. Consider agin
composing a controller and an ALU together. If they simultaneously transmit

data to each other then they cannot be emulated by standard applicative order:

-I
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that would require evaluating one before the other preventing simultaneous com-
munication. Some form of lazy evaluation must be used to model simultaneous
communication.

It should have simple and precise semantics.

Simple and precise semantics is required by the need to know what a program in
the language means. If that is not easily known then comparing programs (i.e., the
abstracted and specified digital behaviors ofs circuit) is meaningless.

It should be able to express parallelism.

The ability to express parallelism is mandatory because a digital circuit may be
computing many things simultaneously.

7.3.2 Overview of the Resulting Language

The language that resulted from these goals is a functional language whose data
types include booleans, floats (whose sole member is float), vectors (ordered col-
lections of objects), streems (infinite lists of objects), and both simple and higher
order procedures. Certain binding forms automatically delay the evaluation of their
arguments.

All of the goals are met by virtue of the language being functional and having
first class function objects. A functional language does not specify the order of
evaluation of its terms. It therefore supports expressing parallism. Functional
langauges generally have simple and precise semantics, this one has so few data
types it's simpler than most.

The only problem with this approach is specifying the behavior of circuits con-
taining state: side effected variables cannot be used to model changing state. There
are two solutions to this problem. The fist treats circuits as functions from inputs
and states to outputs and new state. This solution is undesirable because of the no-
tational overhead of explicitly recapturing and transmitting state in every function
whi-ch specIfys or uses an object with state. The second treats circuits containing
state as functions taking the initial state of the circuit and returning a function
that takes a stream of the circuit's inputs over time and returns a stream of the
circuit's outputs over time. Using this convention, purely combinational circuits are._

specified as functions mapping streams of input to strums of output. We will uei
the second solution.

2Although there are prim ives an the luasguae for cremating sy constructs (i.e., lambda), the
more pespicue ducriptoss o digitl sysems nult when lasyses is explicitly provided by the
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By using streams, functional composition can be employed to compose specifica-
tions of objects containing state. For example, assume that A, B, and C are single
bit shift registers already initialized with state, and that they take two arguments,
Input and Shift. Both arguments are streams of l's and O's. When a component
of Shift is 1 the corresponding components of Input is shifted in and the current
state shifted out; otherwise the shifter maintains its current state. A three bit shift
register (i.e., it takes three shift instructions for the input to reach the output) can
be specified as

(lambda (input shift) (A (B (C Input shift) shift) shift)).

7.4 The Digital Specification Language

This section is a detailed description of the language used by Silica Pithecus. It
is heavily modelled after Scheme [Abelson].3 It differs in that it lacks certain data
types and features (no catch/throw or quoting mechanism), and it adds destructur-
ing binding and new function defining forms. It uses lexical scoping and a mixture
of lazy and applicative evaluation. We do not present a complete description of the
language. Only a listing of the data types, the functions operating on those types,
and the special functions' of the language are presented. Readers not interested in
the details can safely skim this section and the next section.

7.4.1 Data Types

There are five data types: Boolean, Floats, Vectors, Streams, and Procedures.

Booleans

There are only two boolean values Trus and Fake. They are denoted I and 0,
respectively. The standard boolean functions and, or, and not are primitively
provided. And and or take an unlimited number of arguments.

Floats
There is only one floating value, float. It is bound to the identifier float. The
only function in the language which accepts float is join. Join takes an arbitrary

number of arguments. Each argument must be either float, true, or fa1. If all the
arguments are float the result is float; if all the non float values are true (false) the
result is true (aSe). Float is used to model tri-state busses.

3 Modulo syntax, my specification method for circuits with states in very similiar to the treatment

of objects with states in Section 3.4.4 of [Abelsonl.
4This term corresponds to what others have called opeciel fomr.III 1"Ma
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Vectors

Vectors are a data aggregating mechanism. They act like Lisp's conses. The prim-
itive vector, which has no elements, but is bound to the identifier *empty*. A
vector of length N is created using the procedure vector-cons which accepts an
object of any type and a vector of length N - 1, and returns a vector of length F
N. If s is (vector-cons a b) then (first z) is a and (rest z) is b. The function
nth-vector accepts a vector and an integer. It returns the nth element of the vector
where the counting is zero-based. The function new-vector accepts a vector, an
integer, and an object. It creates a new vector whose elements match the original
except for the nth one, which is the object.' The function vector takes an arbi-
trary number of arguments and returns a vector containing the arguments. That is
(vector a b c d) is the same as (vector-cons a (vector-cons b (vector-cons
c (vector-cons d *empty*)))). Vector can be abbreviated v.

#<n>v<m> denotes a function call that returns a vector whose contents, when
interpreted as binary representation of a number, is m. <n>, which is optional and
defaults to 8, is the length of the vector the function creates. For example, typing
#3v4 is the same as typing (vector 0 0 1).S

The function = when applied to vectors returns TRUE if the vectors have the
same length and if the corresponding elements of the vectors have the same boolean
values.

Streams

A stream is a mechanism for representing "infinite vectors.' A stream is constructed
with stream-cons which accepts two arguments. If z is (stream-cons a b) then
(now s) is a and (future s) is b. Stream-cons is like vector-cons, however, the
second argument, rather than being evaluated, is delayed. When future is called
to retrieve the second argument it is forced to yield a value. By this mechanism
delayed expressions can make use of variables which are defined after stream-cons
is called. Stream-cos can be abbreviated sc.

The function stream-map is used to map a function acros a stream. For
example, let x be a stream of boolean values. (stream-map (lambda (y) (not
y)) x) returns a stream whose values are the logical negations of x's values.

Procedures

Procedures are first class objects created by lambda. For example,

(laabda (x y z)

"The implementation need not copy the whole vectm as ong as it acts like it does.

'By my goaveation the tint bit in a vector is the low order bit.
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(and x (or y z)))

denotes the function that accepts three arguments and returns the logical-and of
its first argument with the logical-or the other two arguments.

Notes on Types

There are no functions for determining the type of an object.

7.4.2 Special Functions

A special function is a function not all of whose arguments are evaluated before
invoking the function. Two special functions, cons-stream and lambda, have
already been introduced. There are four types of special functions: special functions
for controlling the evaluation process, special functions for creating procedures,
special functions for binding variables, and special functions for naming "top-level'
objects. The four types are exemplified by the special forms cond, lambda, let,
and define, respectively.

Evaluation of Control Special Functions

There are three special functions for controlling evaluation: cond, If, and select.
The syntax of if is (if <predicate> <consequent> <else>). First if evaluates its
predicate. If the predicate returns True then if evaluates its consequent. Otherwise
if evaluates its else clause.

Cond is a generalization of If. Its syntax is (cond (<p1> <ci>) (<p2>
<c2>) ... (<pn> <cn>)). It evaluates the p's in turn. When one returns True,
cond evaluates its associated consequent. If any predicate returns a non-boolean
value or no predicate returns True an error is signaled.

The syntax of select is

(select <selector)
(<cl> <expi))
(<c2> <exp2>)

(cn> texP>))

This is the same as writing

(cond ((< (selector> <ct>) <expl>)
((< (selector> <c2) <exp2>)
(Cm <selector> <cn>) <expn>)).
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Procedure Creating Special Functions

The only special function for creating procedures is lambda. Its syntax is

(lambda (<argl>. . .. , <argn>) <exp)

This create a procedure of n arguments whose body is <exp>. All variables are
lexically scoped.

Variable Binding Special Functions

There are two special functions for binding forms: let and rlet. The syntax of let
is

(<naae2> <exp2)

(caamo.> ceXpn>))
<body),).

Let evaluates all the expe and then binds them to the names and then evaluates
<body>. Names are either a sequence of character., an in X, Y, and this-Is-fr
variable-name, or a list of character sequences enclosed in parenthesis such as (A
this-is-name C). In the latter case, the associated expression must return a vector
the same length as the list. Each name in the list is bound to the corresponding
element of the vector. This is called dutrwactuiig binding. Destructuring binding is
used to work around the restriction that procedures only return one value. Examples
are provided below.

Riet stands for Recursive Let. It is like let except that the expressions of the
rlet can refer to the variables being bound by the rlet and the evaluation of the ex-
pressions are delayed until they are used. This allows simultaneouscmuncto
between components of a specification.t
* For example, assume that Datapath and Controller are procedures repre-

senting their namesakes. Assunie further that each takes two inputs, one from
the outside world and one from the other device, and that they each produce two

outputs. They would be connected together as follows:

(riot ((controller-to-datapath-wire controller-output)I
(controller controllers-input datapath-to-controller-vire))

((datapath-to-controller-wire datapath-@utput)

(datapath datapath-input controller-to-datapath-wire))

(vector controller-output datapath-output)))U
7Ufortuasely, ibis mechaanum isterscts powly wit destructuriag biadiag. Pathologica circuits
can be specikd whose specifyin progum wen't rm due to d.Waional loop. To get around
thu problem, the lapgage muss really be ompletely cal~ynseed.

*~- I pt *.1*~ -1 1 v
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The output of this expression is a vector containing the outputs of the controller and
datapath which are destined for the outside world. This example uses destructuring
binding to get at the two outputs of each subdevice (which each return a vector of
their two output). A more concrete and fleshed out example is presented below.

Special Functions for Naming Objects

Define is used for naming objects at 'top-level.' The syntax is (define <name>
<exp>). For example, (define x 3) associates X with the value 3. Similarly
(define foe (lambda (x y) (+ x x y y))) associates the procedure created by
lambda with the name foo.

There are many syntactic sugarings for naming functions. These syntactic sug-
arings are motivated by the desire to make functions which operate on streams easy
to write.

Df (for Define Function) creates a procedure and associates the procedure with
a variable. The syntax is

(df (<name> <var-list1) <body)).

This is the same as

(define <name>
(lambda (<var-lst>)

<body>)).

Db (for Define Behavior) is used for specifying the behavior of circuits without
state. It lets one write a function apparently over scalars (i.e., non streams) but
which operates over streams. For example, whereas the function defined by

(df (xor a b)

(and (or a b) (not (and a W))

takes scalars,

(db (Xor a b)
(and (or a b) (not (and a W))

defines a function taking and returning streams. Assuming only one argument (db
(<name> <arg>) <body>) is the same a

(define <name>
(lambda (Carg>)

(strea-map (lambda (carg>) (body>) carg>)))

- - ' ~ ~
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The equivalences for functions having more than one argument ane extrapolated
from this one. I use the typographic convention of capitalizing names of functions
which map streams to streams (or which map vectors of stream to vectors of
streams).

The behavior of circuits with state is specified using a syntactic variant of df.
Like db, it transforms functions taking scalars into functions taking stream. For
example, consider a shift register which has one bit of state. It continuously reads
a value and outputs the previous value read. It is specified

(dt ((SHIFTER state) input)
(strea-cons, state (shiftr Input)).

This binds shifter to a function taking an initial value and returning a function
that maps a stream into astream Using plain df this would be specified as

Mi (SKIF TER state)
(lambda (input)

(stream-cons
state
((shifter (now input)) (future Input))))).

This is a simple example. For a awre detailed circuit, such as a register with
many inputs, the overhead of continually writing, for example, (now Inputi) and
(future lnput2), is very large. I use the typographic convention of writing names of
functions which take state information and then return a function mapping streas
to stream (or vectors of stream to vectors of stream) in uppercase.

Assuming one argument,

(if ((<name), <state>) (input
<body),)

is the same as

(def ins (cname),

(lambda C(state~)
(lambda (<Input>)I

(map-function-stream
(lambda (cnpuo) <body))
input)

where map-ftanctioin-tream isI

(df (map-function-stream function-.aking-a-stream Input-stream)

(function-making-a-stream (now input-stream))))
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(strea-cons
(now stream)
(map-function-stream

((future stream) (future input-stream))))))

7.5 Examples

I will specify the digital behavior of a Fanatically Reduced Instruction Set Computer
(FRISC).s A picture of the machine and its architecture appears in Figure 7.1. The
computer has the same interface and instructions as Gordon's example computer
[Gordon83],' but is implemented as a RISC machine (i.e., every instruction executes
in one cycle) rather than as a microcoded machine. I also specify its behavior
in much more detail. For example, Gordon treats the ALU and memory of his
computer as primitive, whereas I fully specify the them. The difference in detail
is due to his concern for verifying the functional behavior of the computer (i.e.,
prove its microcode is correct), whereas I wish to verify the digital behavior of the
computer.

To the user the machine has a 13 bit Program Counter (PC), a 16 bit accumu-
lator, a 21s word memory where a word is 16 bits wide, and S instructions. The
instructions are

HALT: Stop executing the program.

JMP address: Set PC to addr..

JZRO address: If the contents of the accumulator is zero then the PC is set to
addre".

ADD address: Increment Accumulator by the contents of addreu.

SUB address: Decrement Accumulator by the contents of eaddreu..

LD address: Load Accumulator with the contents of eAdrue.

ST address: Store Accumulator into .ddree.

NOP: Do nothing.

'Th title is due to Jeff Sskiod (Siskiadi.

'Barrow alshor Gorde's example compuer is Verify [Berrowi. veythiag I my about Gordos's
ezample computer apply to Barrow's exmple computer.

;V R t II
t VR '
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Knob(2) DAto Switcheg(1M pm,~ PN

Controller

memory i

Figure 7.1: A Fanatically Reduced Instruction Sot Computer. This computer hasI
instructions each of which takes one cycle to execute. Its word size is 16 bits and

its addres space is 13 bits.

NAI ii Al JUX PLN
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The computer's front panel contains a bank of 16 toggle switches, lights dis-
playing the contents of the PC and the Accumulator, an idle light displaying the
computer's state, a four position knob, and a button. If the machine is running
pushing the button causes it to stop running. The knob determines what happens
when the button is pushed when the machine is idle as follows:

0 The PC is loaded from the toggle switches.

I The Accumulator is loaded from the toggle switches.

2 The memory location specified by the switches is loaded from the accumulator.

3 The program starts running from the location in PC.

I will specify the computer in four steps. Each step illustrates a different aspect
(and idiom) of specifying digital designs. The first step specifies cells. It emphasizes
that a device's inputs and outputs are streams, not single boolean values. The
second step groups cells together. It highlights the creation of vectors and the
operations on vectors. The utility of using recursive functions to create arbitrarily
sized devices is also discussed. The third step specifm the controller and datapath.
It shows how large complex devices containing many disparate parts are wired
together. Finally, the entire computer Is specified. This is specification is amazingly
small (as the reader can verify by peeking ahead to the end of this section).

7.5.1 Smal Cell

I will show the specification of a combinational circuit (an adder cell) and a circuit
containing state (a register cell).

The Adder Col

A full adder takes three inputs and produces two outputs (Figure 7.2). The speci-
fication of this circuit uses a helper function called xor.

(d (Nor a b)
(and (or a b) (not (and a W))

(db (Adder-cell a b )

(vector (or a (or b ))
(or (and a b) (and a ) (and b c))))

Because db was used to define the adder, its inputs and outputs are strems.
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(feedback (not state2)))
(cond (refresh (not statel))

(1 stat@2)))))

FRISC's PC has four input sources: feedback from itself, data from the memory,
data from the instruction register (this implements jumps), and data from the
incrementer. The register cell for the PC is specified as

(df ((PC-REGISTER-CELL statel state2)
feedback? refresh fro-ir? ir-input
from-memory? memory-input from-ihe? inc-input)

(stream-cons
(if refresh statel (not state2))
(PC-REGISTER-CELL (cond (from-ir? ir-input)

(frox-memory? memory- input)
(fros-inc? inc-input)
(feedback? (not state2)))

(cond (refresh (not statel))
(1 state2)))))

7.5.2 Medium Circuits: Building Vectors of Cells

For the medium scale examples an adder which adds two similar length vectors
together, and an arbitrary length register array will be specified. These circuits are
specified as vectors of the appropriate cells. Because recursive functions are used
in the specification, creating arbitrarily sized devices is automatic.

An N bit adder

In this example vectors will be used to represent unsigned integers. Given two equal
length vectors (numbers) it produces their "sum.' The seroth element of a vector
is the low order bit. The input vectors contain streams of booleans and the output
of the adder is a vector containing stream of booleans.

(df (+ x y)
(Adder-internal x y stream-of-Os))

(df (Adder-internal x y carryin)
(cond ((and (empty-vector? x) (eapty-vector? y))
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*empty*)
((or (empty-vector? x) (empty-vector? y)
(error "ran out of one vector"))
;the following lot destructures the adder-cll's output

(1 (lot ((sum carryout)
(Adder-cell (first x) (first y) carryin)))

(vector-cons
sun
(adder-internal (rest x) (rest y) carryout)))))

An N Bit Register

Like the adder, this specification works for arbitrary length inputs. The function
CREATE-N-BIT-REGISTER is called with two vectors Vi and V2 each of
length N. It then creates a register N bits long whose state is initialized to the
contents of Vi and V2. The inputs to the register arrmy are streams (for the control
lines) and vectors of streams (for the word to be stored). Its output is a vector of
stream.

(dS (CREAE-3-DIT-REGXSTUR v1 v2)
(lot ((3-bit-register (CRZAT-VICT-OF-U013TU-CELL vi v2))

(lambda (feedback refresh write Input)
(Operate -o--bt-register

I-bit-register feedback refresh write iaput))))

(df (CRZATE-VECO-O1-RZOXTU-CEIL v1 v2)
(if (empty-vector? vi)

*081ty
(vector-cons

(U@GISTU-CUL (f irst vi0 (f irst v2))
(C3IU-VIUTO-O-U013?f-CILLS (rest vi) (rest v2))

(df (Operate-on--bit-registor Res feedback refresh write Input)
(cond ((ad (empty-vector? Reg) (empty-vector? Input))

*emptye)
((or (empty-vector? tog) (empty-vector? Input))
(error *ran out of a vector.*))

(1 (vector-cons
((first log) feedback refresh write (first Input))
(Operate-om-&-bit-registor

(rest leg) feedback refresh writs (rest Iaput)))

L~
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7.5.3 Large Circuits: the Controller and Datapath

The Controler

The controller has five inputs. Two of them, the knob, which determines what
happens when the button is pushed, and the button, come from the front panel
of the computer. Two, the opcode of the instruction being executed, and a signal
asserting whether the contents of the accumulator is zero, come from the datapath.
The last input is 01 which is supplied by a #1 generator living in the computer.

The controller has two outputs, a wire going to the idle light and a group of
control signals going to the datapath. I will first give the constants used by the
controller and then specify the controller.

these are the control signals

(def Ine pc(-switches (v 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0))
(define acc<-switchoo (v 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1))
(def ine .eory<-acc-no-f etch (v 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0))
(def In* fetch (v 0 0 1 01 0 00 0 10))
(define nap (To0o0l 00 00 00 0 01 0))
(define pc<-ir (v 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0))
(define pc<-pc.1 (v 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0))
(def ine acc<-acc*ma (v 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0))
(define acc<-acc-sea (v 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0))
(define acc(-aemory (v 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0))
(define memory<-acc-fetch (v 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0))
(define all-signals-low (v 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0))

;these art the opcodes

(def ins halt #3v0)
(define jap flvl) -g
(def Ine jas 3v )

(def ine add 93W3
(define sub @3v)
(def ine at US)A
(def ine nop OUT)

these are the states

(def Ins f etch *2v1)
(def ine execute 024)
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The computer can either be idling, fetching an instruction, or executing an
instruction. Even when the computer is idling the controller is busy sampling the
button on every cycle. If the computri idle and the knob is in position 3 the
computer will sart running its program. If the computer is running then pressing
the button will stop it.10 The select operation is used to decode the state of the
controller and the opcodes it receives from the data path.

(61 ((ONTROLLER, state) knob button sO? opcode phil)
(if Phil

(select state

(it button
(select knob
(*2vO (cc (v pc<-swiLtches 1) (CONTROLLER idle)))
(r2vl (ac (v acc<-switches, 1) (CONTROLLE Idle)))
(#2v2 (sc (v emoryc-acc-no-tetch 1) (CONTROLLER Idle)))
(020 (Cc Cy fetch 0) (CONTROLLER e*ecute))

(cc (v mop 1) (CONTROLLER Idle))
(fetch
(it button

(ac (v asp 1) (CONTROLLER Idle) ;halt
(sc (v fetch 0) (CONTROLLER e@=cute))) ;run

(execute
(select opcdl

(halt (cc (v sp 1) (CONTROLLER Idle)))
(imp (sc (v pvc-Ir 0) (CONTROLLER fetch)))
(jar. (If 4?f

(se (v pec-Ir 0) (CONTROLLER tetch))

(ac (I pc<-pc~l 0) (CONTROLLER fetch))))

(ad" Ccc (w acec-accsm 0) (CONTROLLER fetch)))U
(sub (6c (V acccacc-mcs 0) (CONTROLLER fetch)
(16 (cc (v ac-memry 0) (CONTROLLER fetch))) .
(at (se (v .emz'y-acc-fetch 0) (CONTROLLER, fetch))
(asp (sc (v up 0) (CONTROLLER fetch)))))))

Cc (I all-clgmale-low (a state Idle) (CONTROILLER state))))

"0 The bus mnuss be cousucsed to csly live a siagle pub... onhe Ilms cycle is is held down.
Otherwis the computer will thisk between she rum ad Wdlsaie

!iK 4 M OR , I ill 11111;1111,111 111,I
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The Datapath

The datapath contains 3 registers (PC, ACC, and IR), three arithmetic units (an
adder, subtractor, and incrementer), a boolean tester (which returns True if the
output of ACC is 0), and a 8K word memory of 16 bit wide words. The functions
specifying the registers are similar to the function specifying the register array
presented earlier in this section. The specification of the subtractor, incrementer,
and boolean tester are similar to the specification of the adder. Only the memory
unit is different, but its specification will not be presented here.

There are four Outputs from the datapath. Two of them, the opcode of the
instruction to be executed, and the zero test of the accumulator, are destined for
the controller. The other two, the contents of the Program Counter and the Accu-
mulator, are sent to the lights on the front panel.

(df (DATAPATH ir PC acc sex)
(lot ((Instruction-reg (CREATE-INSThUCTION-REGISTa 14)

(Program-counter (CREATE-P-REGISTUR pc))
(Ac culator (CREATE-ACCUNULATO-REGISTER acc))
(Nemory (CREATE-MEMORY sen))

(lambda (control-lines Phil p12 switches)
(lot (((pc<-ir pc(-pc*l pc(-pc pc(-s.

mr-om
mem.mar(-ir mar(-pc
mem.data<-acc
acc# acc- acc<-mem aCC(-aCC acc<-sw)

control-lines))
(net ((pc-output (Program-counter

pc<-pc p 1 2
pc<-ir (low-iS jr-output)
pc<-pc~l (Inc PC-output)
pc<-sw (low-iS switches)))

(ir-output (Instruction-reg
ph12 ir-m memory-output))

(acc-output (Accumulator
acc<-acc: p142
acc. * acc-output memory-output)
acc- C-acc-output memory-output)
acc<-mm memory-output
acc<-sw switches))

(memry-output (Memory
Phil phi2
me.mar-ir (low-IS ir-output)
mom.arc-pc output-PC

IMMU 11
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mea.data<-acc icc-output)))
(vector icc-output

Pc -output
(Vector=O? acc-output)
(top-3 ir-output)))))))

7.5.4 Specifying the Complete Computer

The complete computer can now be specified by hooking together the datapath and
the controller. The output of the computer is the contents of the accumulator, the
contents of the program counter, and the signal to the idle light.

(d (COMPUTER state ir PC &cc)
(let ((The-controller (CONTROLLER state))

(The-datapath (DATAPATH ir pc acc)))
(lambda (switches knob button phil ph12)

, (rlet (((control-lime idle-light)
(The-controller lob button acc=O opcode phil))
((acc-output pc-output accuO opcode)
(The-datapath control-lines phil phi2 switches)))

(vector acc-output PC-output ldle-light)))))

7.6 Summary

In this chapter we discussed the specification of digital systems. The broader issues
of specifying digital systems was first discussed then an actual descriptive system
was proposed. We proposed using an applicative langauge for specifying digital
systems because it satisfied our desiderata for a design language. We showed how
an applicative language is a natural way for describing complex devices which are
composed of simpler devices. It is a "natural way" becuas the dataflow in functional
composition directly mirrors the connections between physical devices. That is,
devices specified by procedures are "wired up" by the simply composing functions.
This is only possible in a functional language which supports infinite objects and
delayed evaluation.

"I
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Chapter 8

Generating Net Behavior

Net behavior, introduced in Chapter 2, was employed in Chapters 4 and S to gener-
ate timing constraints. In this chapter we discuss some of the philosophical under-
pinnings of net behavior and show how it is generated. The philosophical under-
pinnings relate net behavior to simulation and compilation. The generation of net
behavior stresses concrete algorithms and the use of logical constants in eliminating
non-existent nets.

8.1 Net behavior, simulation, and compilation.

Simulators do a lot of work. Most of the work is repetitive reanalysis of the same
nets over and over again. The problem is that a simulator must determine the new
net partitioning that results from any change in transistor state. When the same
transitions occur repeatedly (e.g., every time #1 goes high), the simulator must
repeatedly determine the 'new' partitioning. This "new' partitioning is usually
the same as some previous partitioning. Even when a high-level control strategy
is used, like Mosim's Unit Delay, In which many transistors change state between
partitioning, work is continually being replicated.

An analogy can be made between a circuit simulator and a language interpreter.
A language has a semantics which is implemented by an interpreter, a circuit has
a semantics which is implemented by a simulator. Just as an APL interpreter
interprets APL programs, a simulator interprets circuits. Circuit simulators and
language interpreters suffer the same problem: every time a language construct is
interpreted, or transistors change state, a constant amount of the same overhead is
repeatedly incurred deciding what must be done.

Compilers are used to solve the problem of repeated overad by incorporating
the decision of what to do next within the program text. Sometimes this necessitates
changing the program text (called a source leve trcalon"a ion), at other times
it necessitates representing the program at a level closer to the interpreter (such

123
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as translating source code into m&hine code the interpreter is written in). By
incorporating the decision of what to do next into the program itself, the decision
need only be made once at compile time.

Net behavior only enumerates a node's possible nets once. Net behavior can be
considered as a compiled form of a MOS circuit. The determination of the circuit
partitioning for any given state of the transistors in the circuit is done once at
analysis (compile) time. A major advantage of this approach is that it is possible to
analyze each possible net of a circuit fully. Steady-state voltages can be determined
for each possible net (assuming reasonable assumptions about the initial values of
nodes are made). The goal of research in simulators is to find new ways of avoiding
the analysis of a net and still accurately predict the steady-state voltages of the S

net's nodes. For example, this was the major motivation behind Mosim and its
switch level, order of magnitude, circuit model. Moesim repeatedly rediscovers the
same nets and can't spend the time to fully analyze each newly activated net. When
nets are only analyzed once, better models can be used.

8.2 Generating Net Behavior
A simple method is used to generate a circuit's behavior equations. The primitives
(i.e., transistors) have fixed net behavior equations. A nonprimitive circuit's net
behavior equations are generated by composing the net behavior equations of the
circuit's parts. This is standard practice in the field of behavioral analysis [Bobrow].
There are several advantages to this approach.

" It exploits structural hierarchy. A circuit is only analyzed once regardles of
the number of times it is used.

" It is an incremental method. The work is spread over time as parts are
connected instead of being done monolithically. As a result of, Silica Pithecus
responses quickly.

" It localize the use of knowledge of a circuit's logical structure. Logically
disallowed nets are pruned quickly, avoiding exponential blowup. Other, non-
hierarchical methods, such w path tracing, are hard to manage because of the
nonlocalised (and therefore inefficient) use of logicil constraints.

Net behavior equations are only created for stats nodes and nodes gating tran-
sistors. They are not created for connection nodes. For example, consider the
standard nMOS NAND gate (Figure 6.1). The initial voltage of node X in Fig-
ure 8.1 cannot affect the value of the output node. (Although it does affect the
timing of the transitions of the output node.) Connection nodes are only partially
analyzed by Silica Pithecus.

' t I %ft
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X

Figure 8.1: An nMOS NANJD Gate. The satet of internal node X does not contribute
to final state of ofthe output thegat.. X thereforsdoes not store state and is not
fully analyzed.

Silica Pithecus uses a different control strateg for generating net behavior than
the one described here The one described here is clean and easy to explain. For
pragmatic reans, the control strategy emaployed by Silica, Pithecu. is more conk.
plex. Interested readers can look at the code.

Behavior generation for a circuit C is done in three steps. The input to behavior
generation is the behavior equations of Cs parts. The output is the behavior
equations for C. The three steps w

1. Rena~ming the behaviors of the subcircuita of C which use names local to thase
subcircuits to use names of the circuit C.

2. Merging nets, where subnodes, connect. Merging is done for all nodes.

3. Expanding net to span the circuit C. Expansion is the mast expensve part
of net behavior generation. It not petformed for connection nodes.

This section has three parts corresponding to the three steps above. As a runin
example I will show how the behavior equations of the Three Transistor Ram (Figure
8.2) are generated. This device store one bit on its Storage node. It is composed
of three translstors, Read-Gate, Wrlte.Ge4e, and Strg..ae and six sodes, Dus,
Read, Write, Storage, A, and Gnd. The Bus node, after being connected to my
other cells will have a larger capacitance than the Storage or A modes; Read and
Write are mutually eclusive. The net behavior of this device appears In Figure 8.2.
The RAM cell has a temporal logical constraint of mUrsex(Rsa,Write,). This
constraint is employed during steps 2 and 3.PN
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Readst

L~eadRead

Writtam SWWrGs&as

Figure 8.2: Schematic of 3 Transistor Dynamic Ram Bus, A, Storage, Write, and
Read are nodes. Read-Gate, Write-Gate, and Storage-Gate the RAM's parts. Read,
and Write, are not simultaneously asserted.

8.2.1 Renaming Behaviors

The net behaviors of a node's subnodus' must be renamed to the structural level
of the circuit whose net behavior is being generated. A not behavior equation is
renamed by changing names local to the circuit's subcircuits to names used by the
circuit. The following algorithm is used to effect this:
Algorithm RENAME:
Inputs: A subcircuit C, its net behavior equations E, and its renaming table R.
Outputs: New behavior equations based on E where names have been changed to
refer to names used by C's parent.
Method: Replace each name N in Z with it. associated name in R

For example, in the Three Transistor Ram, the Source, Drain, and Gate nodes of
its three transistors must be renamed to its Bus, Write, Storage, Read, A, and Gnd
nodes. The relationship between the names local to the Three Transistor RAM's
parts and it. own local nam is shown in Figure 8.3.

Consider again the behavior equations of the nMOS n-channel transistor (Ta-
ble 2.1). They wue nams local to the transisto. Renaming the behavior of the
Read-gate, for example, yield equations Identical to those for the nMOS transistor
except for the names used:

Bus,.l -At. Red(t) * (Bus A],

'A mods X's subase wre the soa do devium e m l dm the usuuctur hisrarchy whkich

Ceaset to make 1.

12 0 1 ' 1 '1 .q
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SOWCS to the Tir
Traubte Raw$s

$own

A t do I
TUN61R l

Figure 6.3: Renaming the trazasiatg of the Three Transistor RAM.

IOT(Read&(t)) --p [Bus]
A, = -%t. Read(t) m*(Bus Al,

IOT(Read6(t)) mo JAI

Readse = At. [Read)

The two other tranuistors are similarly renamed.I

8.2.2 Merging Noe
When subnode connect their possible net. must be merged together. The function
MerSe is used to merge netw. Lt Nand Ube nets with edges NX. 4 . and M.4 .

and nods N."j. and M.., respectively. Then (Merge N M) - 0 where 0.j4. =
N.4 .. u M,.. and Ow.. = N..&.. u M.... Merge can be extended to expect an

Behavior expressioun are merged together using the following algorithm-
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Algorithm MERGE NET EXPRESSIONS:
Inputs: A node and the net behavior exprehsions of its subnodes. There is one
expression per subnode.
Outputs: An apprwcima tion to the net behavior expression of the node.
Method: Apply the function Merge to the node's subnode.' net expressions. Then
rewrite the resulting expresion into -standard form. An expression is in standard
form when 1) the top level expression is a conditional, 2) all its predicates consist
of node names and boolean operators, and 3) all its consequents; are nets. Once
in standard form, the temporal logical constraints of the circuit are used to prune
logically disallowed clauses. A clause is logically disallowed when its predicate is
always false. U

For example, two subnodes connect to make the Bus node of the Three Transistor
Ram. Two net behavior equations (one for each subnode) exist for the Bus node.

Bus,, =At.- Read(t =P [Bus A],
IOT(read.(t)) zo [Bus].

and

Bus,., = A t . writeb(t) :* [Bus Storagsj,
KOT(wnte(t)) zo [Busi.

Merge is applied to the expressions to yield an approximation of the behavior
equation for the bus node:

bus.,# = Merge(A t. Read&(t) *o [Bus A],
NOT(Rad.t) no [Busj.,

A t. Write.(t) no [Bus Storagej,
IOT(Write.(t)) up (Bus].)

This equation is rewritten into standard form by forming the crows product of

the clauses of the conditionals:
Bus,,g = A t.- ftead( A Write.(t) so Merge([Bus Al, [Bus Storapj),

Read(t) A NOT(Wrte.(t)) =s Mrg.([Bus Al, [Bus)),

1OT(Rea.() A Write.(t) as Merge([Busi, [Bus Storagej),I
IOT(Rea.() A IOT(write,(t)) *o Morge((Buoj, [Bui)

After executing the Merge's we get

M - 'W v . ' q
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Bus.,,t A t. Read6(t) A Writ..(t) =* (Bus A Storagel,
Read,6(t) A 1OT(Write6(t)) zo [Bus Al,
IOT(R"ad(t)) A Writft(t) zo (Bus Storagel,
KOT(Readi(t)) A IOT(Write.t) = [Bus]

A simplifier now removes logically disallowed clauses. Because Read. and Write.
are never simultaneously asserted, the first claus is logically disallowed and is
removed. Note that a clause can be logically disallowed not only because of mutually
exclusive signals, but also, for any fixed relationship between signals. For example,
if it were the case that either Read. or Write. were always asserted, then the last
clause would be logically disallowed.

.Besides eliminating logically disallowed clauses, the simplifier also simplifies
predicates to shrink them For example, because Read. and Write, are mutually
exclusive, Read, implies IOT( Write.) and vice vers. The result of this simplification
is

Bus.,,= A t. Read.xt- [Bus A],
Writs&(t) * [Bus Storagej,
IOT(Reed.(t)) A IDT(Writft(t)) *o [Bus).

Figure 8.1 shows the result of applying Algorithm MERGE NET EXPRESSIONS
to all the nodes of the Three Transistor RAM.

8.2.3 Expanding Nets

Merging only solves half the problem of generating equations. Nets which span
across many devices (e.g., fro the ground node to the Bus node of the Three
Transistor RAM) must be found. The pentioa of behavior equations is com-
pleted by iteratively applying a simple aension tra-f malo to each nods. The
expansion tramrmts aends the sboundarles' of the possible noe of the node
to include adjacent aeds,

The expansion tr.0-f-otion replaces a chosen node Y in a net N by the ex-
pression for Ye.~. This extends N to incude the possible-nets of Y. The replacement

is very similar to the merging of node disciussed above.
Algorithm EXPAND NET BEHAVIOR EQUATIONS:
Inputs: The appoimate net behavior equations for a circuit C that wern created
by Algorithm Marge.
Outputs: The complete net behavior exreinsk for C's nodes.
Method:

r~r Ir Cv'
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Bus,w = A t. Read6(t) =:o [Bus A],
Write6(t) zi [Bus Storage],
NOT(Readb(t)) A IOT(writ.) =:P [Buu]

Storage., = % t . Writeb(t) =P [Bus Storage],
NOT(Write6(t)) =I [Storagej

A,. =.X t. Re&d(t A storage(t)*0 [Gnd A Bus],
Readt A IIOT(storageb(t)) *s [A Bus!,
NOT(read.(t)) A storage4(t) =s [Gnd A],
NOT(read&(t)) A IOT(storageb(t)) :* [Al

Read,., = AXt. [read!
Write,,, = A t. [write]

Table 8.1: Equations describing the net behavior of Three Transistor RAM after
merging. These are not the final equations. Not all possible nets have been gener-
ated.

For the net behavior expression EX of each equation do
Repeat

Choose some net N of EX
Choose some node Y in the N that has not been chosen before.
Replace N by (Merge, N Y,,,).
Rewrite EX back to standard form.
Eliminate disallowed clauses

Until closure is reached (i.e., noe stop expanding).U

For example, considur Bus,.. of Table 8.1. Choosing to expand node A in this
expression results in:

Bus,,., t A . Read(t A storage.(t) =o [Bus A Ondi,
Read(t A XOT(Storag%(t)) *o [Bus A],
Wrate.(t) 3* [Bus Storagej,
IOT(Rea.() A NOT(Wrlte&(t)) so (Bus!

Applying the transformation again for any other nodes in the possible nets of
Bus results in no change, so this is the final, and correct, behavior expression for
the Bus node. Repeating the expansion for the other nodes yields the final set of
behavior expressions for the Three Transistor RAM Table S.2. Because the A node
is a connection node its behavior equation is not computed.
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Bus,.t = A t. Read&(t) A Storageb(t) =;P [Bus A Gnd],
Read,(t) A NOT(Storageb(t)) =* [Bus A],
Writeb(t) zi [Bus Storage],
NOT(Readb(t)) A NOT(Write(t)) :* [Bus]

Storage,., = A t* Writeb(t) =o [Bus Storage],
iOT(Write&(t)) =s [Storage]

Read.., = At. Read]
Write,,g = A t . [Writel

Table 8.2: Equations describing the behavior of Three Transistor RAM. The A
node is not represented because, as a connection node, its behavior expression is
not computed.

(As described net expansion is a very costly operation because the same nets
will be merged many times. Silica Pithecus carefully keeps track of which merging.
need to be done to minimise the number of merging..)
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Chapter 9

Net Behavior to Digital Behavior

As explained in Chapter 6, Silica Pithecus abstracts a circuit's digital behavior
directly from the circuit's net behavior. The translation from net behavior to sig-
nal behavior and then signal behavior to digital behavior only occurs subliminally.
Nonetheless, we will act as if the translation did occur doing so simpliem the
exposition.

In the examples the outputs of a circuit's signal behavior applied to the circuit's
inputs were abstracted. In this chapter (a representation of) the sigual behavior
itself is abstracted. Applying this abstraction to some inputs I yields the same
result as abstracting the outputs of the original signal behavior applied to . That
is, whereas before we were computing A 1. ABS(Bs(Duign)(1)), we now compute
ABS(B#(Deign))(Q). In the second expression ABS(Bs(Deaign)) is applied to L
We have made ABS polymorphic; here ABS is operating on functions, rather than on
signals. Signal behavior itself is abstracted by constant folding the (representation of
the) signal abstraction function, ABS,.r, over the (representation of the) circuit's
signal behavior. This chapter shows how ABS(B,(Duign)) is derived from Dign's
net behavior.

The formal notation for describing the abstracted signal behavior of a circuit
with N inputs (which are signals) and M outputs (which are digital values) is

AS. a where ft = f,(jj), ... ,o. M -. (b,&).

The formal notation is rarely used. Instead, the equational part will be given; the
lambda bound signals and return values will be left implicit. An example appears
in Table 9.1, which shows the abstracted behavior of the Inverting Latch.

Conceptually, the generation of ABS (Design)) is a three step process:

1. Constraints ae generated from Dsig's net behavior,
2. Bs(D ign) is generated, N
3. Bs(Du gn) is abstracted to yield ABS(Bg(Du gn)).

133
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During the first step flow and timing constraints are generated. During the third
step threshold constraints are generated, and charge sharing bugs and ratio bugs
are found and reported. In the implementation the steps 2 and 3 are intertwined
to minimize the amount of detail of Bs(Design) which is generated.

The digital value at node X is denoted Xb4 . We retract the earlier statement
that the digital values are 0, 1, and float.' Instead, four digital values, called driven
1, driven 0, floating 1, and floating 0, are used. Digital values have two attributes, a
boolean attribute and a floating attribute. Each attribute has two possible values,
which gives rise to the four digital values. A digital value Xy is denoted <X&,Xy>
where X& denotes the boolean attribute of X and X1 denotes the floating attribute
of X. The four digital values are denoted <I,D>, <O,D>, <I,F>, and <O,F>.

Two functions, B and F, are used to project the different parts of digital values.
B projects the boolean part, and F projects the floating part.

The greater precision of the four value scheme is required. The three value
scheme (0, 1, and float), though adequate for describing intended digital behavior,
is inadequate as a target space for abstraction. The problem is that a signal may
either be used for its boolean attribute or for its floating attribute. The abstraction
function can't know which attribute is desired by the designer and must return both
attributes. The comparator is responsible for matching abstracted attributes with
the designer's intentions. A 1 intended by the designer is matched by either <I,D>
or <I,F>. Similarly, a float intended by the designer is matched by either <0,F>
or <I,F>.

Threshold constraints dictate that certain signals cannot suffer threshold drops.
A signal that has suffered a threshold drop is called degraded. Threshold constraints
ensure that ratios of nMOS gates will yield logically valid voltages. They also ensure
that voltage levels are aren't made invalid by passing through pass transistors gated
by degraded signals. The example of Chapter 3 indicated that threshold constraints
were generated after B,(Deeign) was generated. This is not the case. Rather,
threshold constraints are generated as Bs(Design) is generated.

Example: Inverting Latch

As a running example, this chapter shows how ABS(Bs(Inverting Latch)) (Ta-
ble 9.1) is derived from the Inverting Latch's net behavior. The net behavior of the
Inverting Latch (Figure 1.3) is

Out,,, = A t. S,(t) --o [Vdd, Gnd, Out],
NOT(Sb(t)) - Vdd, Out]

In,. = A t. Latchb(t) -- [In, S],
NOT(Latch,(t)) --* (In]

'The digital specifcation language still uses jut the three value. But Silca Pithecus's internal
representations use the four value scheme.

Lamm,~
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Outb, B(SbJ) - <,D

Inb1  ABS(In.)
=b~ B(Latcha1 ) --* ABS(In.)

-B(Latch. 1 ) -~ ABS(S.
Latchb, = ABS(Latch.)

Table 9.1: ABS(Bs (Inverting Latch)). Xb1 denotes the digital behavior of X.

S,., = AX t . Latch&(t) --+ (In, SI,
NWT(Latch.(t)) --*[S

Latch.#1 = A t . [Latch].

The contraints issued while generating the above digital behavior are:

1. falls(Latch.) *i falls-f irst(Latchs,Ino)

2. control(Latcha)

3. Latch. *o overpowers((Inj,,,, [SJ,)

4. no-dzop(Latch.)

(The generation of the first three constraints has been discussed (Chapters 4 and 5).
This chapter discusses generating the fourth constraint.)

Creating ABS(Ba(Deaign)) and generating theshold constraints is conceptually
simple. Starting from net behavior, each transistor in a net is replaced by its full
model. If there are N transistors in a net this generate. 3" detailed naets. A detailed
net is a net where each transistor has been replaced by the resistor and threshold
drop device which model one of the transistor's operating regions (Figure 9.1 shown
a detailed net). Each detailed net is then analysed to produce a combination of
threshold contraints, abstracted voltage levels, and reports of actual desgn erroms
Although 3" detailed nets are theoretically required, only about 2N detailed nets
actually need to be enumerated.

This chapter hes two sections. The first section shows the analysis of detailed
nets. The second section presents the enumeration method for detailed nets which
minimizes the number of detailed nets generated.
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4R

out

IR

2 we48

Figure 9.1: A Detailed Net

9.1 Analyzing Detailed Nets

During analysis each net spawns many detailed nets. The detailed nets are analysed
to predict and abstract the voltage at a given node in the detailed net. When valid
voltages occur they are abstracted to either 0 or 1. When an invalid voltage occurs
either a threshold constraint is generated, a charge sharing bug is reported, or a
threshold bug is reported.2

A signal value is the value of a signal at some particular time. A signal value
has two attributes, strength and voltage. Once all constraints have been issued and
design errors caught, all signals are abstractable. Therefore no errors are reported
when abstracting a signal and all that is left for the abstraction function to do is
turn a signal's final value into a digital value. The following function does this.
Algorithm STD (Signal Value to Digital Value):
Inputs: A signal value SV
Outputs: A digital Value.
Method:

If SV is driven let strength be *D" else let it be "F."
If V > 3.5 then return <letrength>
else if V < 1.5 then return <O,atrength>.

We now discuss determining and abstracting the voltage at a given node in a
detailed net. When the final voltage of a signal S can't be determined (because

'This i overly conservative. If the deigner depends only on the signa being undrivea sad 2ol on
the signal's boolean value, then so error should be generated. Silica Pithecus could be changed to
return a value denoting an invalid voltage. Then only when the deigner depeaded oe the value
would an error be generated.
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the voltage comes from stored charge rather than from gates), it is known, because
of constraints and assumptions of valid inputs, that the final voltage will be valid.
Abstracting such a signal yields the symbolic result ABS(S).

There are three cases to consider depending on the nodes in the detailed net
Net:

Net contains driven nodes. The driven nodes determine the final values of all
the undriven nodes in the net. With one exception, nets may contain only
one driven node. The exception is that a net may contain both Vdd and Gnd.
When a net contains both Vdd and Gnd, the network is transformed into
an equivalent voltage divider using Thevenin equivalents. (Examples appear
below.)

Not contains no driven or input nodes. There are two casm to consider based
on whether there is some node N whose capacitance overpowers the rest of the
net. When N exists, the result of abstraction is the symbolic result ABS(N,).

When N does not exist, data dependent methods must be used to determine
if charge sharing will result in valid logic levels. These methods show that
enough nodes have the same logical value such that the net settles to this
logical value. Silica Pithecus employs a simple heuristic to determine whether
enough nodes will have the same logical value. It fit determines the phase
at which the net is activated (e.g., 01 or 02).3 It then determines the values
of the nodes at the end of the previous phase. If enough of the nodes have
the same value then that value is used. When not enough are the same, an
error is generated.

Net contains an input node I. Flow constraints guarantee that I is the domi-
nant node. The voltage of a node other than I in not cannot be determined,
but the abstraction of a signal anywhere in net is guaranteed to be the same
as ABS(I,). (Note that the term 'input node' refers to nodes declared to be
the inputs of circuits. *Input node" does not refer to driven nodes, as it does
in other systenm There is no guarantee that an input node will be connected
to a driven node.)

9.2 Enumerating Detailed Nets

A conducting transistor has three regions: full conductance (gate voltage of 5 volts),
partial conductance (gate voltage above 3.5 volts), and unknown conductance (gate
voltage between 1.5 and 3.5 volts). Theoretically, to predict the full behavior of

301, ghoea r@iSioa od $jig document I will eXlpla when 4#1 "d #1 C&m4e om
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a given net, the net must be instantiated with all ranges of its transistors' behav-
iors. Therefore predicting the behavior of a net theoretically requires generating 31v
detailed nets where N is the number of transistors in the net.

However, by carefully enumerating the nets and by being conservative, only
2N detailed nets need be generated. There are two key observations. First, there
is no need to create detailed nets where a transistor is in the unknown conductance
region. By implicitly constraining all signals which gate transistors to have valid r
voltages it is ensured that transistors never operate in this region. These implicit
constraints are checked as part of verification. This strategy reduces the theoretical
number of required detailed nets to 2Nv.

Second, by judiciously choosing the order in which nets are enumerated, it is
possible to set the operating region of transistor to just one of the two remaining
regions it could be in. The region is set the first time the transistor is encountered.
When a detailed net yields a valid voltage where transistor T is partially conducting,
then the net will yield a valid voltage when T is fully conducting. Therefore there
is no need to generate the detailed net where T is fully conducting. It is only
necessary to generate that net when the detailed net yields invalid voltages when T
is partially conducting. In this case, a threshold constraint is issued to prevent T
from partially conducting and thenceforth T is always fully conducting. Therefore
detailed nets where T is partially conducting need never be generated. These two
strategies together, plus the rule that the possible nets of a node are analysed from
smallest to largest, allow the analysis routine to generate only a linear number of
detailed nets.

[I must mention validifying use of foo, and must mention steadystate logical
constraints here.]

Example: Inverting Latch

As an example we will generate ABS(BS(Inverting Latch)) from Inverting Latch's
net behavior (Figure 9.2). We will analyze the behavior of each of its nodes in the
order Latch, In, S, and Out. The result appears in Table 9.1.

The first node to be analyzed is Latch. It has only one possible net, itself. There-
fore, the abstraction of Latch's signal behavior is the symbolic result ABS(Latch.).

The second node to be analyzed is In. It has two possible nets. But because it
is an input node, generated constraints guaranteed that In is the dominant node of
all of its possible nets. Therefore the abstraction of its signal behavior is ABS(In.).

The third node to be analysed is S. It has two possible nets. They must be
analysed in detail. The smaller net is analysed first. This net is selected when
voltage(Latch,(tl)) < 1.5 volts. Because the net has just one node 5, the abstrac-

4Conservatively means, as always, at the rik of introducing a few more sourcs of fase negatives
into the verfier.
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Figur 0.2: Inverting Latch's Net Behavior
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tion of the net's signal at node S is ABS(S.). The first of the two clauses of S's
abstracted behavior expression is now generated. It is

voltage(Latch*(tf)) < 1.5 *o ABS(So).

The predicate is equivalent to, and replaced by, -B(Latchat) to yield

-B(Latch~j) zo ABS(S.).

5's other possible net is then analysed. The first detailed net generated uses a
partially conducting Latch-Gate:

In2R 2 volts

Analyzing this detailed network yields a maximum voltage of 2 volts at S due
to threshold drops. This is an invalid voltage, so a threshold constraint is slapped
on Latch.. (This is the fourth, and final, constraint placed on the Inverting Latch.)
In all future detailed nets this constraint will guarantee Latch-Gate is always fully
conducting. The detailed net where Latch-Gate is fully conducting is tried next:

In1R 3.5 volts S

Q--

This net has no threshold problems. We employ the flow constraint that requires
(In],. overpowers [Sj5 to infer that the abstraction of the Signal at S is ABS(n.).
Therefore, the second clause of Ss abstracted behavior expression is

voltage(Latch.(91)) = . = ABS(In.)

which is equivalent to is
B(Latchj) co ABS(In.).

We therefore have

S61 = B(Latch) tn ABS(S),
-B(Latc In) --* A2S(In.).

The last node to be analysed is Out. It has two possible nets. The detailed net
for the smaller net is

whih i en o
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4R
5 voiW

Analysis yields 3 volts at Out. One clause of Out's abstracted signal behavior is
therefore

B(S61) zo <1,D>.
The first detailed net for Out's other possible net is

out

I R

2 vaIh

Analysis yields 1 volt at Out. Out's other abstracted clause is

B(Sbj) zo <O,D>.

There is no need to generate the other detailed net as it will yield a valid voltage
when the puildown is partially conducting.

We therefore have

Outb1 = B(S.,) --o <GD>

1 9.3 Summary
This chapter showed how ASS(B,(Design)) was generated, from Deeirss net be-
havior. Silica Pithecus's method for determining the fInal voltages of nodes in
detailed nets was given. When invalid voltages are detected Silica Pithecus isse
an appropiate threshold constraint, charge sharing bug report, or invalid ratio bug
report. Silica Pithecus generates detaied nets from a node's posible nets. Al-A
though exponentially many detailed nets can be generated for each possible net,
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judicious engineering allows Silica Pithecus to generate just a linear (in the number
of transistors) number of detailed nets for any given possible net.
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Chapter 10

Hierarchical Verification

I claim that despite the ubiquity of the word "hierarchical' in many systems and
thes, researchers have missed the major idea of hierarchical verification. A ver-
ifier is a theorem prover, and hierarchical verification is a mechanism for focusing
the theorem prover. An effect of focusing the theorem prover is vastly increased
efficiency. Researchers have emphasised the efficincy pins without understanding
the global picture.

This chapter has 5 sectionL The first section presents hierarchical verification an
a method for focusing for proofs. The second second discusses Barrow's hierarchical
verifier Verify. The third section presents the interactions between hierarchical ver-
ification and multilevel verification. Hierarchical digital verification is presented in
the fourth section. Problems with hierarchical functional verification are discussed
in the fifth section.

10.1 Focusing Proofs

I claim that verification is formally proving that certain predicates about a circuit
hold. A verifier is a theorem prover which prove the predicates are true (or prove@
they are faIse). The predicates can be about physical characteristics of the circuit
(e.g., design rules), about electrical properties (e.a., all outputs have valid voltages),
or functional properties (e.g., the circuit is a 32 bit adder). In each of these cases,
when a design is represented solely in terms of the interconnections of its primitives
without any impoeed structure, a theorem prover must wade through a massive 4
amount of information to derive a proof. The theorem prover will require a long
time to derive the proof, if it caa find one at alL

Large, complex designs are created by recursively composing simpler deigns
to create more complex designs. The structure that results can be, and has been,
exploited to organise a correctnm proof. A hierarchical verifier is a method of
verification that establishes lemmas (subpredicatu) about the design, then proves
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P(Design)

P(DI) P(...) P(Dn)

P(D11) P(...) P(Dln) P(Dnl) P(...) P(Dnm)/i\1 /\ /p #

Figure 10.1: Focusing a Proof. When described hierarchically, a design can be
represented as tree. The leaves of the tree represent the primitive elements of the
design and the nodes represent composition. Shared structure occurs when a node
is a child of more than one other node. In hierarchical verification, lemma are
established at nodes of the tree. These lemma are used to establish the proof
either the proof itself or other lemma higher in the tree.

the desired predicate from the lemmas. The lemmas are organized around the
structural components of a design. For some types of verifiers, such as design rule
checkers, the lemmas can be automatically found (e.g., the inside of this cell is OK).
For other verifiers, such a Verify or Silica Pithecus which are behavioral verifiers,
the lemmas must be provided by the designer.

Hierarchical verification is shown pictorially in Figure 10.1. A hierarchical de-
sign can be represented as a tree where the leaf nodes represent primitives (e.g.,
rectangles, trnsistors, switches, adders) and the nodes represent compositions (e.g.,
abutment, functional composition) of components. Structure can be shared, a node
can be a child of many other nodes. Whereas a non-hierarchical verifier (hereafter
called a ftd eenficr) would reason directly from the primitives and the meaning of
compositions, a hierarchical verifier proves lemmas about nodes in the tree. Them
lemma ae used to prove lemma further up in the tree. Finally, the lemmas are
used to verify the design itself.

For example, when asked to verify an ALU, a hierarchical verifier would fr
verify that the low level cells, such as adder cells and comparator cells are correct,
then it would prove that arrays of those cells ar correct (using the knowledge
that the cells are correct), then it would prove the ALU itself is correct (using the
knowledge that the arrays of cells are correct).

There are three major advantage of hierarchical verification. First, the inter-

S% %,.
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mediate lemmza may allow a proof to be found where a fiat verifier fails to find
a proof. Second, a component's lemma need only be established once, regardless
of the number of times the component is used. Third, establishing lemmas causes
errors to be pinpointed quickly and accurately.

In regular designs a given component may be used many times. When shared
structure is used to implement the different instantiations of the component, lem-
ma, need only be established once for it (at the node in the tree which creates the
component). A flat verifier is forced to implicitly reestablish the lemmas for each
occurrence of of the component. This advantage, only establishing lemmas once, is
cited by other researchers as the primary contribution of hierarchical verification.
The gain of establishing lemmas only once for a component depends on the regular-
ity of the design. For extremely regular designs with components replicated many
times there is a large gain, for less regular designs there is les gain.

Establishing lemmas for components is equivalent to verifying thoe components.
Verifying components before verifying the whole design finds errors incrementally,
which is extremely important. Detecting bugs as they occur causes reevaluation of
designs at an early stage. Often a design flaw in a small segment of a design inval-
idates the rest of the design. Detecting the flaw only after the design is completed
is wasteful.

10.2 Behavioral Verifiers: Verify

To make these ideas concrete without introducing the complexity of dealing with a
design's context, we will discus, how Verify [Barrowj, a hierarchical verifier, works.
Verify is a monolevel verifier that operates in the digital and arithmetics domains.

Verify has two inputs, a structural description of a digital design, and a func-
tional description (i.e., a program) of the intended behavior of the design. Verify
derives the behavior exhibited by the structural description by functionally com-
posing the behaviors of the structure's parts. It then compares the derived and
intended behaviors for equivalence. If the behaviors are equivalent, the structural
description is declared to be a valid implementation of the intended behavior. The
lemmas that Verify proves at each node is that the behavior of each component
exhibits its specified behavior.

Verify derives its power from its method for deriving a structure's behavior. It
composes the intended behaviors (the lemmas) of a structure's parts rather than the
derived behavior of the pauts. The resulting behavioral description is far easier to
manipulate and reason about than the behavioral description that would have been
otherwise generated. For example, once an n-bit adder is verified as an adder, its
behavior is the arithmetic sum of its inputs, rather than a complex boolen formula
of n-bit boolean vectors.

5 , - U~UU U1
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10.3 Hierarchical Multilevel Verifiers: The Prob-
lem of Context

(When discussing hierarchical multilevel verifiers, there is a potential confusion to
be avoided. There are two hierarchies, the descriptive hierarchy which refers to
different levels of behavioral description, and the structural hierarchy which refers
to how a design is put together. When just the word "hierarchy" is used the intended
hierarchy should be clear from context.)

Monolevel verifiers assume a design's behavior to be solely a function of the
interconnection of the design's parts, and not a function of the context of the de-
sign. This assumption cannot be made for multilevel verifiers. Employing partial
abstraction functions and specialized behaviors requires considering a design's con-
text when determining its behavior: because a designer only cares about a subset
of the possible behaviors of a design, the context that gives rise to that subset is
important.

Nonetheless, just as hierarchical monolevel verifiers use the intended behavior
of components when proving a circuit exhibits a given behavior, we would like to
the same when performing multilevel verification. Doing so is much more efficient
than abstracting the combination of the circuit's signal behaviors. How hierarchical
multilevel verifiers operate will be described both graphically and algebraically.

The relationship between multilevel verification and hierarchical multilevel ver-
ification is shown graphically iv Figure 10.2. In this figure the design's concrete
behavior is on the left and its inttaded abstract behavior is on the right. The struc-
tural representation is on the top and the behavioral representation on the bottom.
The task is to verify the top left.corner (the structurally represented design where
the concrete behaviors of the components are known) against the lower right hand
corner (the intended abstract behavior of the whole design). There are two ways
to perform this task, corresponding to paths A -* B --o C (flat verification) and
A -. D -. C (hierarchical verification). Flat verification first derives the concrete
behavior of the whole from its parts, then abstracts this behavior and compares it
to the intended abstract behavior. Hierarchical verification first verifies the com-
ponents, then composes the components' intended abstract behaviors to derive the
abstracted behavior of the whole design. This derived description is then compared
against the intended abstract behavior of the entire design.

This can be stated algebraically using the function compose, which forms the
composition of its operands.' Flat verification shows that

ABS(copea..,(B..(D1),.. ., B ( )()

'This treatment is not formal, for a formal treatment of the compose operator see [Gordoa$l. (He
caib this operator "1.1)
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A D
Multilevel Vefrication

Bcon(Partl) ,Bit(Partl)
Bcon(Part2) . Bib(Pan2)

Bcon(Partn) Pi t(Partn)

Composition Composition
of of
Concrete Behaviors Intended Behaviors

Validation

Multilevel Verilication
Bcon(Design) " Bi(Design)

B C

Figure 10.2: The relationship between multilevel verification and hierarchical mul-tilevel verification. In multilevel verification (path A -. B -- C) the concrete
behaviors of the component. are composed, the resulting behavior abstracted, thenthe abstracted behavior is validated against the intended behavior. In hierarchical
multilevel verification (path A --* D -.* C) the structure's parts are verified, thethe parts' intended abstract behaviors are composed, and the resulting behavior
validated against the intended abstract behavior of the whole.] ' U
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B s(Design) (ABS(i)).

Hierarchical verification shows that

corpoe.b. (Bri (D,),..., BIB (D.)) = Bt (Design).

Hierarchical verification is valid only if it yields the same result as flat verification
(i.e., that paths A --* B -* C and A --+ D -* C of Figure 10.2 yield the same result).
That is, only if

ABS(composee,,(B,o,(D,),..., Bon (D,)) (i))

compoee.,.(Bj1 8(D),..., B,,(D.)) (ABS(i)).

We claim that they are equivalent when the satisfaction of Design's constraints
imply the satisfaction of Design's components' constraints.

We do not formally prove this claim, to do so would require putting compose
on much firmer ground. Instead, we sketch a proof of a simplified version of the
statement. This sketch uses the function UNABS. UNABS takes an element of
the abstract domain and returns an element of the concrete domain. The element
chosen doesn't matter as long as VX E abs[ABS(UNABS(X)) = X. In the sketch
UNABS(ABS(X)) will be substituted for X. In general, this is not a valid substi-
tution. We guarantee, however, that any unabstracted value is later abstracted so
that no information is lost.

In the sketch Design has N components, D, through D.. We begin with the
abstraction of the compositions of the concrete behavior of the components:

ABS (compe..,(B.(D 1),. .. , (D)i.

The outputs of each component are abstracted then unabstracted:

ABS(compoe.,,(A . UNABS(ABS(B,.(D,)(^))),

) }. UNABS(ABS(B..I(D.)(3))))

Each occurrence of ABS(B.b (D,) ())) is replaced by D,'s intended abstract behavior.
This replacement is only valid when the constraints on D, are satisfied. For this
reason, the satisfaction of the constraints on Design together with the physical

construction of Design must imply the satisfaction of the constraints on each Di.
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ABSA
Bcori(Di) -oBcon(02)o

4--UNABS(ABS(Bcon(01 )(i I))) 4-)uJNAB-S(A6S(Bcof(D2(i2)))---A

ABS UNABS(Bib(01 )(ABS(il1 *IlIUNABS(Bib(D2)(A6S(i2))) A

ASS UNABS A13S UNABS AS A
Bib(D1) Bib(D2)

aSibtI) s i(2

Figure 10.3: Deriving cornPOewe.(Br,(D1), B,,(D 2))ABS(!) from
ABS(cornpoee..B, (D1), B, (0,)) (3))

x) UNABS(B1,s(Ds)(ABS()))))
(0)).

All implicit occurrences of ABS(UNABS(z)) are now eliminated. This step has two
major results. First, a occurrences of UNABS vanish. Also, the only remaining
occurrences of ABS ane those on the inputs to the design itself, and not on any in-
ternal lines. These occurrences can be collected and moved onto 1. Second, because
no more ABS's remaIn on any internal lines, abstract behavior is being composed J

rather than concrete behavior. These eliminations of UN ABS and transfesrences of

ABS yield

comnpoed"..(Blo(DI).... , Blip(Da)) (ABS(1)), I
Q.E.D. This proof sketch is shown graphically for a two component design in Fig- .
ure 10.3.
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Figure 10.4: A Shift Cell. This circuit is made of two Inverting Latches.

10.4 An Example of Hierarchical Digital Verifi-
cation

As an example of hierarchical digital verification2 we will show how a Shift Cell
(Figure 1.5) built out of two Inverting Latches is verified. (An overview of the
verification of this circuit was shown in Chapter 1.)

The intended digital behavior of the Shift Cell is

(df (SHIFT-CELL al s2)
(let ((Left (INVERTING-LATCH al))

(Right (INVERTING-LATCH s2)))
(lambda (in 11 12)

(Right (Left in 11) 12))))

This digital specification says that the behavior of a Shift Cell is equivalent to two
inverting latches, one feeding the other.

There is one logical constraint for the shift cell: tautex(L1., L2.). It declares
that Li, and L2. are mutually exclusive. That is, at no time are both Li. and
L2, asserted. This constraint will be used to satisfy some of the Shift Cell's parts'
constraints.

The verification condition is shown 'gaphically' in Figure 10.5. In this figure
Pf.o,, are the constraints derived during verification and INVERTING LATCH
represents the intended digital behavior of the Inverting Latch. The verification
condition is shown graphically rather than algebraically to stress that, in Silica Pi-
thecus, the comparison of abstracted behavior, and intended abstract behavior of

'Remiader. digital verilicaioa is multilevel verificatios where signal behavior is the concrete be-
havior and digital behavior i the abs4ract behavior.

., p l- ~ ~ *,

!u.\.'
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19 LIS. L2,, SI,. S2,.fi(MUtoXIL . L2,JU(L9, I L2L. S i, S2q -- m X a Y)

Li SI L2 S2
I I

ASS
SBInverting Latch) - Bs(Inverting Latch) - -- o x

I

... o LI 3 $1 S L2 S2 3
I I I I

ASS ABS ABS ABS
II I I

INVERTING LATCH -0 INVERTING LATCH -- -s Y

Figure 10.5: The Verification Condition for the Shift Cell. Pfovn are the constraints
derived during verification. INVERTING LATCH represents the intended digital
behavior of the Inverting Latch.

a circuit is done structurally (cf. Chapter 6). The verification condition is proved
in four steps.

Step 1: Generate the constraints which allow Bg(Inverting Latch) to be replaced
by Ba (Inverting Latch). These are generated by mapping the constraints of each
occurrence of the Inverting Latch. Mapping of constraints is similar to the mapping
of net behaviors (Section 8.2.1). Table 10.1 shows the generated constraints. (These
constraints should be compared with the constraints of the Inverting Latch shown
in Figure 1.4.)

Step 2: Process the constraints. Each constraint is either accepted, rejected, or
propagated. Chapter 11 discusses processing constraints.

Accepted Constraints: Three of the above nine constraints ae satisfied:

" L2, A-Sl, =o overpowers([Gnd, C),, [S21,)

* L2, A SI, zo overpowers([Gnd, Vdd, CIc, (S218)

" falls(L2,) :* falls-ftrs(L2., C.). i
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Mapped Constraints for Left Mapped Constraints for Right
control(Ll.) control(L2.)
no-drop(L1.) no-drop(L2.)

Lib =* overpowers([InJ,,, [Si], 1) L26 A-.S16 =0 overpovers([Gnd, CIc, [S2J$2)
L2, ASI =*- overpovers([Gnd, Vdd, C]c, [S2Js2)fa1ls(L1&) =P, falls-flnst(L1.,In.) 1 falls(L2,) =s- falls-first(L2.,C,)

Table 10.1: Mapped Constraints of the Shift Cell

The first two are satisfied because Gnd and Vdd have infinite strength whereas
S2 has finite strength. The third constraint is satisfied because the logical con-
straint tautex(Li., L2.) with the constraints control(Li.) and control(L2.)
ensure that L2. falls before C. can change.

Rejected Constraints: None of the constraints are rejected, i.e., shown to not
hold.

Propagated Constraints: The remaining six constraints are propagated to be-
come the P.-. of the proof:

* Lib * overpowers([In]I, [Sil]s)

.* control(Ll.)

e control(L2.)

e no-drop(LI.)

* no-drop(L2.)

e falls(Ll) * falls-first(Ll., In.)

When the Shift Cell is used these constraints an processed. Constraints are
passed up the structural hierarchy until they are satisfied or rejected.

Step 3: Replace each occurrence of B8(Inverting Latch) by INVERTING LATCH
and slide ABS from the output to the inputs.

Step 4: Compare the two structures. They are the same, so the it is concluded
that for all boolean inputs 1, ABS(BS(Shift Cell)(1)) = Big(Shift Cell)(ABS(l)),
Q.E.D.
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Figure 10.6: 3-Bit Adder

10.5 Problems with Hierarchical Functional Ver-
ification

There are many extra problemst in performing hierarchical functional verification
caused by the richer abstract domains (e.g., sets, numbers, addresses, or a collec-
tion of these types) of functional verification. One of the additional difficulties is
compound data. Compound data prevents a component's concrete behavior from
being replaced by its intended behavior.

10.5.1 Compound Data

We derived the abstract behavior of a design by composing its components' intended
abstract behaviors. This was possible because every output of each component had
its own abstract behavior. For circuits with ganged outputs (such as vectors of bits)
a straightforward substitution of intended abstract behavior for concrete behavior
fails.

For example, consider a 3-bit adder which returns a 4-bit result (Figure 10.6).
This adder is built out of the adder cell verified in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.3). We

proved that ihe boolean and arithmetic behaviors of the adder cell were related by

ABS(eum(i,, it, is)) + 2ABS(earry(i 1 , it, is))

=ABS(i 1 ) + ABS(it) + ABS(is)).I
3A problem moO dieed bere is&e isadequacy of hehari..a ma em. Oftes what is import
&bout a devies is the athematial structere underlyisg it behavior When thin mathematical
structue is sot mae explicis a weaiw will eithe fadl or sakea very .Mg time. The inteetd
readr is refere to [Daww for a dicuuuios a( thn problem.

% *'
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(This equation will be used as a lemma in the verification of the 3-bit adder.) The
difficulty is that neither sum nor carry can be replaced by some function solely of
the abstracted inputs to the adder. Either must be replaced in terms of the other.

The intended functional behavior" of the 3-bit adder is

Bjjs(3-bit Adder) =Aa b . a + b.

We first generate its concrete behavior from its components' concrete behaviors.$
The concrete behavior is then abstracted. When comparing the abstracted and in-
tended abstract behaviors the verification condition of the adder cell will be invoked
as a lemma as necessary.

The concrete behavior of the 3-bit adder, derived by composing the concrete
behavior of its parts, is

B9o. (Adder Cell)=
A[Ao, At. A-a, A31 [BO, B1, B2, B31
[Sum(Ao, Bo, f alse),
Sum(Al, B1, Cart y(Ao, Bo, f aloe))
Sum(A2, B3, Carry,(A,, B1, Cart y(A, Bo, f alse)))
Carry (A2, B3, Carry(A,, B,, Carr(Ao, Bo, f also)))].

(This example uses automatic destructuring of formal parameters. This function's
inputs are two length four vectors. Destructuring names each bit in the input
vectors.)

The abstraction of the adder's concrete behavior is

23ABS(Carry(il, A, Carry(i,, j,, Carry(io, yo, false))))+
23ABS(Sum(s, A, Cart y(i,, it, Carry(io, jb, f aloe)))) +
21ABS(Sum(uj, itj, Cart y(i0 , j6, f alse))) +
20ABS(Sum(io, j,, f alse)).

This must be validated aganst the sum of the abstraction of the inputs, namely
(22ABS(i2) + 2ABS(i,) + ABS(io)) + (2'ABS(ji) + 2ABS(j,) + ABS(jo)).

Therefore, the verifiation condition to be proved is

2 3ABS(Carrp(ij, is,, Carrp(ij, ,j, Carry(io, j6, f aloe))))+t
23ABS(Sumn(ij, j6, Carvv(i,, j6, Carrio, j,6, false))))+

"This specification is imprecise what does 0+m mesa? Fortunately, the adders output vector i
one bit longer than the adder's input vectos s ma the aormal mesa* of + is retained. Had
the input aad output vector bees the sam length, thea a+m could sot have bees wsed. One must
be careful to not fail iste the trap od wing stanard operatouums soasetadard ways.

It End is hard to smy whether fia verifiati.. or hierarchical verillcatisa is being perfored. It

starts out as Wa verification, but, by using lemmas, starts to look Uie hierarchical verificatiou.

% qvr Ad, U
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2'ABS(Sum(it, j, Carrty(io, jo, false)))+
20ABS(Sum(io, jo, false))

22ABS(i:) + 2ABS(i) + ABS(io) + 22ABS(j 2) + 2ABS(ji) + ABS(jo).

There are three alternatives. The first is to expand out the calls to Sum and
Carry and use exhaustive methods to prove the equivalence. Although this strategy
would work for the 3-bit adder, it fails as adders get larger. The second alternative
is to replace the abstraction of the concrete behaviors of with the intended behavior
of the outputs. But as mentioned earlier, this alternatives fails because the outputs
are interrelated and are not eliminated by this approach. The third alternative is
to be "intelligent" about which of Sum and Carry to eliminate.

We will rewrite the verification .-ondition of the adder cell as

ABS(sum(is, i,)) =

ABS(i) + ABS(i )+ ABS(i s) - 2ABS(carry(i, is,i,)).

This equation is used to eliminate the Sums from the verification condition of the
3-bit adder to yield
8ABS(Carry(i2, ij, Carty(ij, jj, Crm(io, j6, talee))))+
4ABS(i2 ) + 4ABS(.2) + 4ABS(carry(i, ji, carry(io, jo, falso))) -

8ABS(carry(is, j,, carry(i, it, carry(io, jo, f alse))))+
2ABS(i1 ) + 2ABS(j) + 2ABS(carry(io, j6, false))-
4ABS(carry(i, j1, carry(io, j6, false))) +
ABS(io) + ABS(j) + ABS(t also) - 2ABS(carry(iojo, false)).

4ABS(i2) + 2ABS(i,) + ABS(io) + 4ABS(,) + 2ABS(j) + ABS(jo).

L This is equivalent to
4ABS(i 2) + 4ABS(A)
2ABS(i,) + 2ABS(j)

ABS(io) + ABS(j6) + 0

4ABS(is) + 2ABS(it) + ABS(io) + 4ABS(.h) + 2ABS(j,) + ABS(jo),
which is true. The 3-bit adder is therefore correct.

(This example shows that verifying a simple arithmetic unit requires some
thought. With the right approach, (i.e., eliminating Sum) the proof is simple,
without it the proof is considerably more difficult. Because of the thought required,
not all verifiers do this proof algebraically. For example, Verify [Barrow] does this
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proof 3tructurally.6 This example is indicative of validation at the functional level:
often nontrivial theorem proving must be done.)

'Verify we@ knowledge of the representation of numbers as vector, of booleans to elfect the proof:
it is hardwired to recosnise predetermined structures as correct implentatio of adders.

ell I



Chapter 11

Constraints

Silica Pithecus's constraint system is the key to Silica Pithecus's hierarcr..cal opera-
tion, and therefore the key to Silica Pithecus's speed. Constraints direct a circuit's
analysis. They change the nature of analysis from "what does the circuit do?" to
"does the circuit do the correct specific thing?" (Such as 'do signals flow in right
direction here?" or "does signal A fall before signal B?") Such questions are fo-
cused and efficient to answer, wherea *what does this circuit do?" is unfocused
and inefficient to answer.

Each type of constraint has it own special theorem prover, called a handler,
for proving instances of the constraint are satisfied. The handlers for logical and
threshold constraints are algorithmic and will always get the right answer when
they terminate. The handler for flow constraints is heuristic. It runs fast and
works for nearly all circuits. The handler for timing constraints (stable-after and
falls-first constraints) is heuristic and fails for circuits which rely on races. The
heuristic handlers only generate false negatives when the fail, they never generate
false positives.

Constraints are mapped from the level of the component they are on to the level
of the design being verified. Constraint mapping mirrors net behavior mapping
which was presented in section 8.2.1: nodes and signals are renamed to use names
local to the design. Constraint mapping will not be explicitly presented. Examples
of constraint mapping appeared in section 10.4. I

Each constraint is either accepted, rejected, or propsgated. A constraint is ac-
cepted once it is satisfied (shown to hold). A constraint is rejected when it is shown
not to hold. Rejected constraints are returned to the designer. A constraint is
propagated when it is neither accepted nor rejected. Propagated constraints are
attached to the circuit being verified. The propagated constraints will be processed
when the circuit is used as a component in a larger circuit.

This chapter discusses each type of constraint in turn.

157
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11.1 Logical Constraints

The two types of logical constraints are steady state logical constraints and tempo-
ral logical constraints. Steady state logical constraints predicate boolean relations
between the final values of signals.' Temporal logical constraints predicate boolean
relations between the values of signals at all points in time.

A steady state logical constraint is either a signal name, or a boolean combina-
tion (using -, A, and v) of steady state logical constraints. When just a signal
name it used as a steady state logical constraint it asserts that the signal's final
value is true. Steady state logical constraints correspond to propositional logic.
Some complex predicates are named. For example, uutex(x, y) is shorthand for
(-Z A -y) V (-Z A y) V (z A -y).

The most commonly used temporal logical constraint is tautex. tautexasserts
that at no time is more than one of its arguments asserted. A special purpose
method is used to satisfy temporal logical constraints. We require that all signals
in a tautex constraint be control signals. Then we show the signals are autex when
all the clocks are low and when each clock is high.

Silica Pithecus does not propagate logical constraints, therefore a design must
directly satisfy all its components' logical constraints.3 It can do this either struc-
turally or logically. A constraint is structurally satisfied when it is satisfied because
of the behavior of the components in the design. A constraint is logically satisfied
when it is satisfied because of one the design's logical constraints. For example,
consider a component C with two inputs z and y and with a steady state logical
constraint of z v y. Figure 11.1 shows this component used in two different designs.
Design DI structurally satisfies zvy (which maps to avb) because b = -a). Design
D2 logically satisfies z V y (which maps to c v d) because c V d is implied by D2's
logical constraint c.

Silica Pithecus does not propagate logical constraints because it wants to main-
tain user level consistency. For reasons previously discussed, Silica Pithecus doe
not generate logical constraints, the user must supply them. Logical constraint
propagation is similar logical constraint generation: constraints which the designer
did not edctly create get automatically created and attached to designs. It
would be confusing to the user to have Silica Pithecus automatically create some
constraints but not others. Therefoe Silica Pithecus doesn't propagate logical con-
straints. (On another note, not propagating logical constraints speeds verification

'To be precie, we should my th&e predicate booleas relations betiwee the bokeae mirerpretation of
mad values of signal. In this chapter we wan't be careful about making the diuuiaction between
signal valu" and their boolea interpretations.

2Thee is so way to same new predicates. For example, there is no (defomtdleate (at-most-one
z y) (not (al M).

'A design disedly "9416 a constraint whes the conutraint doesn't need to be propagated.

IV
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No Logical Constraints Logical Constraint: C

Figure 11.1: Designs must directly satisfy their components' logical constraints.
Component C's steady state logical constraint, z V y, must be satisfied by any
design C is in. Design D1 structurally satisfies z V y (which maps to a v b) because
6 = -'a. Design D2 logically satisfies z V p (which maps to c V d) because c V d is
implied by D2's steady state logical constraint c.

and simplifies the implementation.)
Silica Pithecus uses a simple predicate calculus theorem prover to satisfy logical

constraints. The kernel of the theorem prover was taken directly from the Lisp 1.5
manual [Lisp 1.51. The theorem prover, invoked by the procedure prove, has two
inputs: the predicate to be proved, and an environment of assertions. prove returns
true if the predicate can be proved from the assertions, otherwise it returns false.
The following algorithm processes steady state logical constraints.

Algorithm Process Steady State Logical Constraints:
Inputs: Design D, its components' mapped steady state logical constraints CLC,
and its own steady state logical constraints LC.
Outputs: A list of the unsatisfied CLC.
Method: Label each wire (node) W between components of D with the boolean
formula representing the value on W,. For each CLCj, replace each wire (node)
name with the wire's label to yield a new constraint CLC . If prove(CLCi, LC)
returns false add CLCI to the list of unsatisfied steady state logical constraints.

For example, consider again the designs of Figure 11.1. These designs have their
wires labelled according to the boolean functions output by components driving
the wire. C's mapped steady state logical constraint, a V b, is satisfied by DI
because prove(a V -,a, {)) returns true. Similarly, C's mapped steady state logical
constraint, e v d, is satisfied by D2 because prove(c V d, (}) returns true.

*1£q-
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Figure 11.2: Processing Threshold Constraints

11.2 Threshold Constraints

A threshold constraint on a signal is satisfied by showing that every final net com-
puting the signal yields either a voltage of 5 volts or a voltage 1.5 volts. For example,
consider the output of an inverter A driving the input of a minimally sized inverter
B (Figure 11.2). Because B is minimally sized, there is a threshold constraint on its
input. B's mapped constraint is no-drop(Internal). The net behavior of Internal
is the mapped net behavior of A's Out node. This net behavior is:

Out,., = A t. In,(t) --* [Vdd Out Gnd],
,oT(In(t)) -+ [Vdd Out].

The first net yields I volt, the second yields 5 volts. Therefore the threshold con-
straint is satisfied.

(A note on the implementation: Silica Pithecus doesn't check threshold con-
straints by examining net behaviors during constraint procesing. Instead, checking
whether a node puts out an undegraded signal is done at abetraction time and the
result remembered. This saves repeated checking that would occur for a gate with
large fanout.)

11.3 Flow Constraints
Mapping flow constraints is complex and expensive, but processing the mapped
constraints is simple. Each is discussed in turn.

i T

3X1
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Figure 11.3: A Shift Cell

We will use the Shift Cell of Chapters I and 10 (Figure 11.3) as an example
of mapping and processing flow constraints. This device has two components, Left
and Right, which are Inverting Latches. It also has a temporal logical constraint of
tmutex(L1, L2). The Inverting Latch has a flow constraint of

Latch, =o- overpowers([In],,, ISi).

(A note on the implementation: constraint mapping and processing are inter-
leaved. This prevents extraneous work and extraneous net expansion. Interested
readers are invited to look at the code.)

11.3.1 Mapping Flow Constraints

Flow constraints are mapped in two steps:

1. Rename the nodes used in the constraints.

2. Expand nets named in the constraints.

The first part, renaming, corresponds to what we have been calling mapping for the
other constraints: names local to the component are replaced with names used by
the design. The second part, expansion, is complex: it finds all nets which go into
and out of an input node. When a constraint is expanded, it may turn into multiple
constraints. (For example, consider the mapped flow constraints in Table 10.1.)

Renaming Flow Constraints

A flow constraint is renamed exactly as a net behavior expression is renamed
(cf. Section 8.2.1). We will show how the flow constraints of the Shift Cell's two

'WI~I INN~.
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components is renamed. The Inverting Latch's flow constraint is

Latch =*- overpowers([In]j,, [SJS).

This is renamed to

Li, =o overpowers([In]i,, [(S Left)](SL,f,)))

for the Left Inverting Latch, and renamed to

L1, =* overpowers([C]c, [(S Right) ](SR.h,))

for the Right Inverting Latch. The notation (<node-name> <instance-name>)
is used to name components' internal nodes (cf. Section 6.2).

Expanding Flow Constraints

The basic idea is to find the nets computing signals going into an input node,
and the nets that those signals must drive. Once each set of nets are found, their
cross-product is found and becomes the mapped constraints.

For example, consider the Left's output signal. There are two nets which com-
pute this signal, [Vdd, Out, C], and [Vdd, Gnd, Out, C1. These nets occur on
-(S Left), and (S Left),, respectively. There is only one net to be overpowered,
[(S Right)]. The cross product of the "drivers" with the "drivees" yields the two
constraints

" L2, A -(S Left), =* overpowers([Vdd, ClC, [(S Right)]($R, 9 ,,))

" L2, A (S Left), =P overpowers([Gnd, Vdd, Cic, [(S Right)1(si,,9 ,)). 

We now discuss the details of expanding flow constraints (i.e., how to locatethe "drivereand and *drives' nets). Expanding Rlow constraints in similar to the -

second and third steps (net merging and net expansion) of net behavior generation
(Chapter 8). Constraint expansion diffe. in that after merging, certain nodes are
dropped from nets before expansion to avoid having the expansion include the nets
the must be overpowered (or must do the overpowering).

Consider the constraint P =s overpowers(Net1i K.&, Net2N.&g). The following

rules find the drivers."

1. Perform Net Renaming and Merging for node Nodel to yield X.

2. Delete all nodes from Net2 from all nets of X.

3. Perform Net Expansion on X.
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Analogous rules are used to find the "drivees." The cross product of the two net
behavior expression is then generated. For every possible combination of a clause
P1 -- Netl from the "drivers" and a clause P2 -- Net2 from -the "drivees," the
constraint P A P1 A P2 -- overpowers(Netl, Net2) is generated. If P A P1 A P2 is
logically disallowed then the constraint is ignored.

Using these rules, the following flows constraints of the Shift Cell are the result
of mapping the flow constraints of the Shift Cell's components:

Li1 =; overpowers([In] r., [(S Left)](sL,f,))

L2b A -(S Left), : overpowers([Vdd, C]c, [(S Right)](sR;,9 ,))

L2, A (S Left), =* overpowers([Gnd, Vdd, C]c, [(S Right)(sR,.h))

11.3.2 Processing Flow Constraints

The result of constraint mapping is a set of flow constraints. Each has the form
overpowers(Netl, Net2). Not considering input/output nodes, an overpowers con-
straint is accepted when the combined strength of the nodes Netl is ten times
greater than the combined strength of the nodes in Net2. Otherwise the constraint
is rejected and a charge sharing error returned to the designer.

When either net of a flow constraint contains an I/O node (i.e., a node that is
either an input or an output of the circuit being verified) then the constraint may be
propagated rather than accepted or rejected. Specifically, a flow constraint cannot
be accepted if the net to be overpowered contains an I/O node, and it cannot be
rejected if the overpowering net contains an I/O node.

11.3.3 Another Example: A Faulty Circuit

As an example of a constraint that cannot be satisfied because of a buggy circuit con-
sider connecting the Latched Inverter to the Inverting Latch, shown in Figure 11.4.
The constraint to be mapped is the same as in the previous example:

Latch, =o overpowers([In]I, ISIS).

The net behavior of the C node is

C,.i = A t. L1,(t) A In,(t) -. [Gnd Vdd C (S left)],
Ll,(t) A- In,(t) --. [Vdd C (S left)I,

LIb(t) -- [C).

Therefore the constraint maps to the following three constraints:

z I

I I
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W 6/2 
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Ulft Right

Figure 11.4: A Faulty Circuit. The error in this circuit is caught by a rejected flow
constraint.

*L2b A Li, A In. 4* overpovero([Gad Vdd C (S left)J0 , [(S Right) I(SMM)).

*L2b A Li1 A -'In, =s overpowors(IVdd C (S left)J0 , ((S Right)1(,,ju,.)).

*L26 A -Li, =I overpowers((CIc, [(S Right) J(,,,.)).

When the last clause is true (i.e., Lib is f also and L2& is true), then [CJc
must overpower [(S Right)I(sadM)). Unfortunately, both C and (S Right) have the
-same capacitance, so this constraint is not satisfied. Silica Pithecus reports this as
a charge shauing bug.

Not* that had there been a logical constraint of, for example, either (L1 A L2) v
(-'Li A -L2) or -'(-'LI A L2). then the erring condition would not have arisen, and
no error message would have been generated.



Chapter 12

Future Research

This research engenders two kinds of future research: extending the theory and
implementation, and looking at old problems in new ways.

12.1 Combinatorial Blowup

The major (pragmatic) deficiency is the brute force nature of the theory. There are
many common circuits for which the number of possible nets is large. For example,
the output node of a 32-input nor gate has 2," possible different nets. The outputs
of large PLA's have even more possible nets. To overcome this problem special
code must be written for gates with large numbers of inputs. This code would only
generate the minimal number of nets needed to catch ratio and threshold problems.

Combinatorial blowup also strikes when discharging logical constraints. When
the inputs to some device comes from a large PLA, discharging the logical con-
straints can be very expensive. A smarter theorem prover must be employed which
has heuristics for quickly proving constraints hold.

I believe that there are only a few general areas where combinatorial problems
bite and that special case code can be written to solve 95% of the problems.

12.2 Feedback

Feedback was completely ignored. Silica Pithecus can detect static feedback. How-
ever, it does not detect transient feedback. I do not believe that making it detect
transient feedback is hard, it just hasn't been done.

165
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Write 1F-a
Storage Read

Storage Ra

Figure 12.1: Two Three-Transistor RAMS

12.3 Circuit Timing

A timing estimator/verifier built on top of Silica Pithecus would be more accu-
rate and easier to use than other static verifiers such as Crystal [Crystall or TV
[TV]. Because the logical structure and signal flow of a circuit is accurately known,
there is more information to exploit to avoid approximtions and potentially failing
heuristics.

For example, a timing system embedded in Silica Pithecus would not need special
scans or treewalks of the circuit to determining the direction' of transistors. Other
timing systems either scan the circuit or use hints from the designer to determine
the direction of transistors. Crystal uses hints from the designer. Unfortunately,
these hints are not checked. The hints to Crystal are similar in intent to Silica Pi-
thecus's logical constraints. Silica Pithecus checks the designer's logical constraints,
however, and Crystal doesn't check the designer's hints. If the designer gives Crystal
the wrong hints he will get back the wrong answers. Also, TV's determination of
transistor directions is not guaranteed to be correct. If the determination is incorrect
wrong timing results will be obtained.

What confuses other timing verifim is not knowing the possible nets of a cir-
cuit. Because Silica Pithecus keeps track of possible nets with a vengeance, timing
analysis and critical path analysis can be very precise.

A
12.4 Capacitance Coupling

Ignoring capacitive coupling causes an important clas of bugs to be ignored and
prevents an important class of circuits from being verified.

For example, consider the two three-transistor RAMS in Figure 12.1. The cell
on the left will work, but the one on the right will not work. It fails due to capacitive
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Figure 12.2: Bootstrap Driver. This device has much faster response and drive than
expected because of capacitive coupling driving critical nodes high.

coupling: it is impossible to store a high value on the storage node. Silica Pithecus
does not detect this bug.

As an example of a circuit we would like to be able to verify, consider a bootstrap
driver (Figure 12.2), which is used in time-critical applications. Assume that the
bootstrap node, driven node, and input node are initially at ground. The driven
node's capacitance is much greater than the bootstrap node's capacitance. The
bootstrap driver operates an follows:

1. When the input node rises to Vdd the bootstrap node rises with it. The
driven node does not begin to rise until after the bootstrap node exceeds the
threshold for QI. The driven node does not rise an quickly as the bootstrap
node because of its greater capacitance.

2. At some point after QI turns L.a, the isolation transistor turns off, isolating the
bootstrap node. The isolation transistor turns off when the bootstrap node
rises to within a threshold voltage of the input node. The isolation transistor
will remain off even if the bootstrap node continues to rise. At this time there
is a voltage differential across the coupling capacitor.

3. After this point, as the driven node continues to rise the capacitor maintains U
the voltage differential produced above thereby driving the bootstrap node
even higher.

4. Because the isolation transistor remains off, the bootstrap node can be driven

:WWIv
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fairly high. In some configurations it can reach eight volts.'

5. As the bootstrap node goes up the voltage on the gate of the pullup goes up
well beyond five volts thereby allowing the driven node to reach Vdd.

As a result of this process the driven node rises much faster and higher than
if the input node were connected directly to the driven node. A system ignoring
capacitive coupling calculates an incorrect final voltage (two threshold drops below
Vdd) for the driven node, as well as an incorrect estimate of the time it takes to
stabilize.

The bootstrap driver is not a digital circuit according the definition given in
Chapter 1. According to that definition, a circuit is not digital when the rate of
change of voltage affects the final state of a circuit. The correct operation of the
bootstrap driver requires the bootstrap node to rise much faster than the driven
node. If the driven node rises faster, then there is no *bootstrap" action.

I don't know how to extend the theory to include bootstrap drivers and similar
circuits. This research should be done.

12.5 Multiple Abstraction Functions
We concentrated on avoiding stored chusp and ensuring voltage levels were ade-
quate. An abstraction was formulated which ensured these two properties. It might
be the case that more analog-like circuits, such a bootstrap devices and sense am-
plifiers, could be verified by positing the proper abstraction functions. Ideally,
representations of circuit behavior could be developed which make invalid signals
apparent.

When a system contains multiple abstraction functions the user would have to
declare which abstraction functions go with which nodes. There might be heuristics
which allow a system to guess correctly 96% of the time and to otherwise ask the
user.

.Ho, Clock aMOS" which mm 7 l clocks md 5 vok Vdd lus achived b..esp vok"a of
I1 volts [slJ.
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